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FINAL REPORT, GRANT *617 

Michelle Bell, Project Directer 

I. Program Description 
A. The goal of Project Service has been "to develop a pro

gram for the reduction and prevention of youth problems 
and delinquency within the Model Neighborhood (Central 
Area) of Seattle." The project has sought, through a 
range of services including individual and group coun
seling to youth and families, constructive activities 
and referral to other services, to assist 10 to 18 year
old youth in the resolution of conflicts with their fam
ilies, schools, community and law enforcement agencies. 

Toward this purpose the project has employed and 
trained four part time pre-professional Black social 
workers and one community resource developer, all of 
whom have been assigned the tasks of 1) assisting in 
the development of program goals and objectives, and 
2) designing, implementing and evaluating services for 
youth in conflict. 

Project Service relates to Program Area 7l-VIII of 
the State of Washington Comprehensive Plan for Law En
forcement and the Administration of Justice. This area 
is specifically concerned with the establishment and 
improvement of community based delinquency prevention 
and youth rehabilitation services. The title provides for 
private agencies to plan and undertake delinquency pre
vention projects. 

The Seattle Atlantic Street Center, a private a
gency funded by the united Way of King County and the 
United Methodist Church, has had as its primary focus 
~1e prevention, reduction and control of delinquency 
among youth since 1959. Since then the Center has com
pleted a major seven year experimental study entitled 
"Effectiveness of Social Work With Acting-Out Youth," 
funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, and 
has made a commitment to the continuous improvement and 
evaluation of its services. Project Service has con
stituted the most recent effort in improvement an~ eval
uation of services. 

B. As suggested by its goal, Project Service has been con-, 
carned with program development issues, the development 
of an effective service delivery system, as well as with 
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ser~ice output and its effects in preventing and re
duc~ng youth problems and delinquency. Both aspects 
are essential to good program. 

The program objectives incorporate the elements of 
program development and program effects. The three 
major objectives are: 
I. Development of an effective program planning and 

management system. This objective is concerned with 
the g~als and strategy, planning, evaluation, 
s~aff~ng and training and program maintenance flIDc
t~ons. 

2. Develo~ understanding of youth and their problems. 
The pr~mary purpose in stating this objective is 
to develo~, through direct experience with youth, 
an operat~onal framework within which to view the 
specific needs of Black youth on the individual 
familial and societal levels; and through which to 
devel~p program which is appropriate to those needs. 

3. Reduc~ng and preventing youth problems and delin
quency. This objective which directs the inter
ventive work with youth, has been broken down into 
thre~ specific categories of intervention: a)im
prov~ng the s~lf-image and capabilities of youth; 
b) streng~hen~~g the family unit; and c) improving 
the relatlonsh~ps between youth and social institu
tions. During the first project year a Program 
~reakdown structure was developed to describe graph
~cally the relationship between the program goal 
the three major objectives and the elements com-' 
prising each objective. The PBS which is presented 
on the succeeding page, has proven to be an ex
~remely useful tool throughout the project, part
~cularl~ for the purpose of maintaining focus as 
the proJect has evolved. The PBS will serve as a 
referent for the following report. 

Operation 
A. General Statement 

Project Service has operated within the general 
provisions of the grant contract •. 

. Operationally, the development of the service de
l-:-very systeI? has involved continued efforts to estab
l~s~ and ref~ne procedures for the administration and 
rev~e~ of pro~ram.goals and objectives, priorities, 
plann~ng,.monltor~ng,.evaluation and staff development; 
all of wh~ch arE~ detaJ.led in the following sections. 

Understand~ng of youth and their problems the 
operational framework which has structured the' inter-

~, 
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Development 
of Effective 
Program 
Planning 
and Manage
ment 
System 

Improving 
Relation
ships 
Between 
Youth and 
Social 
Institutions 

PROGRAM BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 

Program 
Element 
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.Continue to refine 
~ goals and objectives 
~ .Establish priorities 
I .Develop strategies 

, .Planning and resource 
i alloca tion 
; .Organization/Admin 
, .Monitoring 

.Develop and refine 
evaluation tools 

.Survival aids and 
support services 

Education 

JuvenilQ justice 

3 

Deta;1.l 
5 

.Assist youth locate and 
use alternatives t9 
delinquent behavior 

.Youth-families-institutions 

.Coordination with 
other program 

.Define population/problems 

.Evaluate effectiveness 

resources 
.Awareness of needs 
.Acceptance of individual 
• Communication 
.Strengthen interaction 
.Stress interdependence 
.Assist/train in locating 
resources 

.Assist in dealing with 
survival systems 

.Improve understanding 
of youth and their 
issues 

.Assist in developing 
ways to deal with youth 
in educational context 

.Assist with plans for youth 
Help provide alternatives to 
institutionalization 
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vention approaches used in the project to deal with 
youth problems and delinquency, has evolved a.s the 
staff has gained further experience with youth. The 
major conclusions of the staff, related to the nature 
of the issues of youth and the implications for service, 
are reported in an appendix to Section III.-B., Target 
Population. 

Youth have received the greatest amount of services, 
about 70% to 75% of the effort. Those services have 
included a range of individual and group approaches 
aimed at improving the self-image and capabilities of 
youth. Education, both academic and social, has been 
a major area of emphasis. Services have been designed 
to improve academic skills; to inc~ease the ability of 
youth to deal with the demands of the school setting in 
order to remain in school; to explore educational alter
natives for those unable to continue in public schools. 
Social education has been concerned with exposure of 
youth to new ideas, people and lifestyles. Youth have 
explored blackness, as a way of understanding themselves 
and their community and of developing pride and dignity 
in themselves as Black people. 

Efforts toward strengthening the family unit have 
stressed mutual understanding between parents and youth, 
improvement of communication, and acceptance of individual 
differences in family members. Work with parents has 
been aimed at supporting and strengthening the parent 
role, including assisting parents to locate and use re
sources. 

Improving the relationships between youth and social 
institutions has involved efforts with the public schools 
and the juvenile justice system. In the schools, the 
staff has served to facilitate the relationships be-
tween youth and school personnel. With respect to the 
juvenile justice system the project has offered community
based program alternatives to institutionalization. 

Total youth served during the current grant period 
were 148. For the first four months of the period, 
February to May, 1972, there were between 80 and 90 
youths contacted during a given month. The summer pro
gram involved 24 youth on an intensive basis. Between 
September, 1972 and May, 1973, monthly averages were 
between 30 and 35 as the program operated with a re
duced staff. 

Personnel 
The first objective of program training and support 

for the current evaluation period has been the ref~~e
ment and documentation of worker style. The second has 
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been continued development of workers' skills. 
Written reports submitted periodically by workers 

have served to document worker style, and refine the 
skills of workers. Because the reports have also pro
vided much of the qualitative program information of 
the project, they have also been used for evaluation 
purposes. The reports have required in increasing de
grees the definition of the specific,problems addres~ed 
in each program approach, the or ect1ves of the serV1ce, 
methods employed to attain the ubjectives, evaluation 
of outcomes and assessment of the probable factors in
volved in success or failure. 

As a training device the written report has,been 
useful. Workers have benefitted by the opportun1ty to 
commit to writing all of the considerations which of 
necessity have gone into the planning and implementing 
of program. 

As an evaluative instrument, the written report has 
fallen somewhat short of expectations. First, an inord
inate amount of time has been req~dred to familiarize 
the staff sufficiently with basic concepts of evaluation 
to allow completion of the reports. Difference~ am0I!g, 
workers in ability to utilize the concepts and 1n wr1t1ng 
skills has also meant considerable variation in the re
ports. All things considered, however, the reports have 
provided the most accurate information available on 
program content; they have provided interesting and meaning
ful insights about the individual styles of workers; and 
the reports have provided a vehi~le through which the 
staff have become acquainted with, and in the case of 
some workers, knowledgable in, the area of evaluative 
research. 

Vlorkers have been encouraged to develop written 
proposals for each program effort; these proposals 
have been used to assist workers in thinking through 
the program details in terms of consistency of problem 
definitions and proposed intervention; feasibility of 
the program with respect to resources n7e~ed, reasonable
ness of expectations for the youth part1c1pants, and 
probability of accomplishing the stated objectives. For 
the workers who have been able to make use of this 
planning method, learning has been enhanced, and imple
mentation problems have been anticipated and alternatives 
made available. When the written proposal has not been 
adopted before program implementation, considerable 
time and energy have been expended in making the necessary 
adjustments in program, and program outcomes, or res~onses 
of the youth participants, have been much less pred1ct
able. 

1: 
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The need for detailed planning of program prior to 
implementation was never more apparent to the staff than 
during the summer program of 1972. (See workers' re
ports on this program in Appendix III.-C.2.) The pro
gram undertaken involved several previously untried de
tails. It was the first and only attempt during the 
project to involve the total staff in a single mass 
program effort; coordination with other programs - juv
enile parole, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and two summer 
youth programs sponsored by churches - was essential in 
carrying out the program; the program involved the new 
notion of youth working with youth; and program content 
was largely informational and reflective. As can usually 
be expected, problems developed around each of these 
areas; some were anticipated and were dealt with reason
ably well, others wexe totally unanticipated and inter
fered with the implementation of the program. However 
the major point of learning derived from this venture 
was the need for careful and detailed planning and fol
low through. Programs planned for the fall, following 
the SQ~er experience, were planned more extensively. 

In developing and implementing program, individual 
workers have been encouraged to develop their own special 
skills and styles in work with youth. During the past 
year the staff has been better able to recognize individ
ual differences in approach and to discuss and make use 
of various points of view in program planning and de
cision making. With increasing openness, the staff 
members have been able to use one another for individual 
feedback on proposed program ideas and problems en
countered in dealing with clients; they have been able 
to share and make constructive use of one another's 
experiences. Probable reasons for this openness have 
been the increasing sense of competence on the part of 
individual workers, recognition of individual competence 
within the staff as a group, and the desire to utilize 
these skills for the overall improvement of program. 

Another training objective for the current period 
has been the further development of team approaches to 
work with delinquent youth. As early as the spring of 
1971 the staff began working in pairs with certain groups 
of youth, and the team approach has continued through
out the project. 

The use of worker teams has had several implications 
for service. Initially the team approach served the 
purpose of developing the confidence of the workers in
volved. Because the initial guidelines for work with 
youth were ambiguous, the workers derived some mutual 
support through developing and implementing projects 
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together. This also enabled the staff to attempt new 
program approa~es involving larger numbers of youth 
For example, wlth the community church group of 25 • 
youths, the team approach enabled the group to maintain 
a comm~n focus. The participants of this group had di
verse lnterests; they represented an age range of from 
~3 to 17; they were both male and female; and the group 
l~cluded several smaller sub-groupings or friendship 
c~rcles. Each of these factors could have spelled 
dlsaster for the func~ioning of the group. Yet the two 
ABC 'w'lorkers, together with two adult volunteer advisors 
from the church/were able to work out a system of 
mutually supportive roles which allowed the group to 
develop a~.effective process. One ASC worker assumed 
a. le~dersh~p role for the total group while the other 
-,yno nad ~kllls and experience in theater and drama, ' 
worked wlth a c~re group in developing what turned out 
to be a perforffilng arts ensemble. The other adult vol
enteers.served as coordinators, particularly with the 
sponSOrlng church. This group and the functioning of 
~e team of w~rkers evolved over a period of four or 
flve months; ln fact during the early stages neither of 
the.ASC work7rs had much hope for the group's becoming' 
a vlable entlty because of the diversity of interests 
of the members. However, because they were able to 
work together as d team they managed to pull together 
what eve~tually resulted in a strong group. The group 
has p:ov~ded many valuable experiences for its members 
and,.lncldentally, has since continued to function un-
der lts own leadership with only occasional ASC assistance. 

A m07e re?ent example of the differential use of 
worker ~kllls.ln teams occured with the tutoring group 
of Garfleld Hlgh School and Madrona Middle School students 
The worker res~onsible for the development of the group • 
a male, from tlme to time utilized the skills of a fe- ' 
male worker for leading group discussion and helping the 
older stUdents resolve some interpersonal issues in the 
group •. The r~asons for bringing in the second worker 
were: flrst, lt was felt that as a female she could 
relate to some of the issues the female group partici
pants had raised, and which the male worker felt he had 
not responded to adequately. Second, because this fe-
male wo:ker was (and is) particularly skilled in helping 
youth dlSCUSS sensitive issues it was felt that she 
could help the group dea~ effectively with the feelings 
between the youthiand flnally, as one who was slightly 
re~ove~ from the group she was in a position to be more 
obJectlve about helping to resolve some sensitive pro
blems. 

--~--------~~----------------------------------~~-------
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Project Service has attempted to promote an atmos
phere in which workers have been able to assess their 
relative skills and to reques·t assistance, without fear 
of repr isal or stigma, in those areas where they have 
felt less competent. In the example cited above, the 
worker requesting assistance did not feel threatened 
by what could have been perceived as a weakness. Rather 
he was able to assess the needs of the group and respond 
in a responsible manner. 

Another use of the team approach has been in the 
orientation of new staff members. New workers have 
spent a period of from one to three months working with 
experienced staff members and gaining direct experience 
without having to assume complete responsibility for 
the individuals of groups involved. This approach made 
possible the hiring of a former participant in the 
summer program. For his orientation that particular 
worker assisted with the Garfield-Madrona tutoring group. 
Even with limited usage, the team approach to orienting 
and training new staff members has undoubtedly been a 
factor in maintaining program continuity through changes 
in personnel. As a training technique it could be ex
panded far beyond the experience of Project Service. 

A final advantage of the use of the team approach 
in the project is that it has allowed flexibility of 
scheduling. From time to time, because of the demands 
on worker time due to both project-related situations 
and the workers' own class schedules, workers have been 
unable to attend scheduled group sessions. This has 
been particularly true for groups which have met reg
ularly two to four times per week. On these occasions 
the other team member has been able to go ahead with 
the sessions, thus alleviating disruption in group 
continuity. 

Interestingly, the use of teams has declined in the 
final six months of the project. As indicated by the 
evaluation reports of the workers, programs have tended 
to utilize more individual effort by the staff. For 
some workers the shift from a team to an individual 
approach has been a conscious choice and an attempt to 
develop skills in working with individual youth and 
smaller groups. Further, the workers have clearly be
come .nore confident of what has been expected of them 
in terms of work performance, and in their own under
standing of youth and ability to work effectively with 
them. 

The workers' evaluation of the project reported in 
Appendix III.-C.3, indicates a greater ability to define 
their own competence, contributions and interests. 
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Finally, there has been a clearer sense among workers 
of the skills of one another, so that they have been 
better able to make use of these skills differentially, 
as the need has arisen. They have also been able to 
define fairly clearly those areas in which they need fur
ther training, and, at this point, are ready to make use 
of more formalized and specific training materials, (see 
worker evaluation reported in Appendix III.-C.3) as 
indicated by the staff evaluai:..:'0n. .~. 

A final area of concentratio~ during the current 
grant period has been the involvement of staff in all 
aspects of program - planning, policy and decision 
making, program implementation and evaluation. The 
primary objective ii' s'lch broad involvement of the staff 
has been to acquaiL workers as much as possible with 
all aspects of social service programs. Toward this 
end the staff have been included in providing program 
information for use with funding bodies; they have met 
with members of the agency's board of directors to dis
cuss policy and its relationship to program; they have 
been involved in decisions on program priorities, in
cluding certain types of program expenditures; they were 
responsible for putting together a part of the agency's 
annual meeting presentation to the community. Whenever 
possible, administrative decisions have been explained 
in order for the staff to understand the processes in
volved. 

The best indication that the staff has gained at 
least a rudimentary understanding of the various aspects 
of social service programs was given through responses 
to items on the workers' evaluation of the project. 
There they indicated concern with the extent to which 
the program has met the needs of the Black community 
and gave some opinions on what could be done to improve 
the program. 

Finally, during the final months of the program as 
the staff has attempted to pull together the experiences 
of Project Service, they spontaneously requested fur
ther discussion of intra-organizational roles, relation
ships with other programs, relationship of ASC to the 
community serve~ the future of the program and related 
issues. The staff request indicates a certain level of 
awareness that such issues exist, and it further indi
cates a professional concern with understanding the 
issues. 

In conclusion. the objectives of training, both 
formal and informal, have been achieved. An exception 
is the one element which, in retrospect, would hav~ made 
more complete the whole process of training: individual 
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written evaluations of workers. As it was, verbal super
vision provided the major method of individual worker 
eva,luation. However periodic written evaluations would 
have provided workers with more definite indications of 
growth over time. 
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II. Appendix 
B. Staff Changes 

The staffing pattern for the project has undergone some 
changes during the current evaluation period, primarily 
as a result of the early termination of the project. 
At the beginning of the grant period, February 1, 1972, 

he staff consisted of the following persons: 
George Harrison, Social Worker, part-time. 

2. Ronald Woods, Social Worker, part-time. 
3. Dalwyn Dean, Social Worker, part-time. 
4. William Burton, Social Worker, part-time. 
All four workers had been with the project since its 
inception in October, 1970. 
5. Sharon Carson, Community Resource Developer, full 

time May - December, 1971; maternity leave January -
May 1972. 

6. Althea Lowe, Secretary, full time. 
7. William Hodge, Research Evaluator, part-time. 
8. Bette Washington, Administrative Secretary/Bookkeeper, 

part-time. 
Two additional social workers were employed through 
united Way funding. 
9. Daniel Roscoe, Social Worker, part-time. 

10. Lillian (Penny) Fails, Social Worker, part-time. 

Staff changes, in order of their occurrence, were the 
follOW'ing: 
1. Lillian Fails resigned in March, 1972 when her hus

band's work required a move to another city. She 
was replaced by Jackie Rabb. 

2. Sharon Carson returned from maternity leave on a 
part-time basis on May, 1972. 

3. Jackie Rabb left the program in June, 1972 to take 
a job more related to his area of study. He was 
replaced by Christina Pullen, who currently holds 
the position. 

4. George Harrison and Ronald Woods resigned in July 
as the result of a salary dispute. 

5. Dalwyn Dean left the program in Septelooer to attend 
law school. 

6. Notification that Project Service would not be re
newed was received in September. As a result de
cisions were made to delete the position of Community 
Resource Developer and move Ms. Carson into a vacant 
Social Worker position; leave a second Social Worker 
position open; hire Edward Prince, a graduate of 
the then just completed summer program to fill the 
third Social Worker position; reduce the secretary 
position to half-time. 

-, 

lOb 

7. Althea Lowe, Secretary, resigned in October when the 
position was reduced to half time. She was replaced 
by Clara Whitaker who had formerly served as Admin
istrative Secretary/Bookkeeper to the project. Ms. 
Whitaker served as Secretary through February when 
she resigned because of dissatisfaction with the 
work. She was replaced in March, 1973 by Carolyn 
Edmondson, who currently fills the position. 

8. William Burton was terminated in April, 1973, fol
lowing a violent outburst precipitated by a dis
agreement with the Project Director. 

Surprisingly, the project experienced little disruption 
as a result of the staff changes occurring in the current 
period. The greatest problem occurred during the summer 
program, when the resignation of two social workers and 
the six week absence of a third worker left the program 
understaffed. 
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C. pol+c~ Decisions .. 
Rel~n~ng: goals and obJect~ves and establishment of 
priorities has occurred continuously throughout the 
project. Program content was largely unspecified at 
the beginning of the project in order to allow the 
maximum possible flexibility in developing approaches 
to effectively meet the needs of troubled and delinquent 
youth. As approaches have been tried, and experience 
with and understanding of youth problems has increased, 
the staff has been able to clarify and refine service 
objectives and determine priorities. The general ob
jective of assisting youth to locate and use alterna
tives to delinquency has included more specific objec
tives such as locating suitable educational programs, 
exploring job opportunities, and placing youth in posi
tions of helping other youth. 

Program priorities and resource allocation have 
been determined through assessment by the staff of pro
gram resources, including workers' time and skills and 
funds. Service priority has been given to youth. Fam
ilies and institutions, while recognized as critical 
aspects of youth problems, have received lesser amounts 
of project resources. What the issue of establishing 
priorities has come down to is this: given the staff 
of six part-time, young, Black Social Workers, and 
given the available program resources, the goal of 
prevention of youth problems and delinquency could best 
be served by devoting roughly 75% of the effort di
rectly to youth and the remaining 25% to their families 
and institutions with which the youth were involved. 

Organization and administration during the current 
grant period has involved the development and refine
ment of monitoring and reimbursement procedures with 
the funding source, the City of Seattle Law and Justice 
Planning Office; and improvement of internal organization. 

Of particular concern during the early stages of 
the grant period was the lack of a dependable procedure 
for processing requests for reimbursement and program 
revisions through the city office. 

Most problems have gradually been cleared up as the 
city office has established and clarified these pro
cedures, although reimbursement has continued to be as 
much as two months in arrears. 

The omission of Project Service from allocation 
plans for 1973 has had the greatest impact on the pro
ject. Notification was received in September that the 
project would not be reDewed beyond the current contract 
which was due to end January 31, 1973. The third year 
for the project would have extended until September 30, 
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1973; but because the timing of earlier grant periods 
had been changed at the request of the State Committee, 
the project was mistakenly assumed to be in its third 
year of operation and therefore ineligible for renewal. 
Upon notification that the project would not be renewed 
beyond the current grant, the decision was made to leave 
two positions vacant and reduce the Secretary to half 
time, revise the budget, and extend the project through 
May. 

The reduction in staff has meant that fewer youth 
have been served since September. But it has also 
simplified somewhat the tasks of staff coordination and 
supervision and program maintenance. The reduction of 
the program effort, both in total length of the project 
and in reduced staff, has obviously affected the overall 
impact of the project in accomplishing the goal of re
ducing and preventing youth problems and delinquency. 

Internal organization has emphasized the improve
ment of methods of staff supervision and communication. 
Efforts have been made to maintain openness in communi
cation to develop processes for discussuon and resolution 
of concerns and complaints, and to further develop an 
atmosphere of confidence and trust. Problems have de-

. veloped primarily as a result of unclear communication 
of policies or procedures. Several problems have arisen 
as a result of the failure of administrators to commun
icate policy and procedure in written form; attempts 
have been made to provide such information in memo form. 

It is clear from the experience of the project 
that communication, supervision and scheduling among 
staff have been greatly complicated by the fact that the 
entire staff has been made up of part-time workers, and 
to an even greater extent because all have been students 
with specific and changing schedules and conflicting 
priorities. The latter factor has necessitated flexi
bility in work schedules and a high degree or indepen
dence on the part of the staff. The student status 
of staff has had some implications for program. On 
occasion staff members have been presented with the con
flict between attending a scheduled court hearing with 
a youth, or an important meeting and attending their 
own college classes. These problems could have been 
resolved by having available some full-time staff to 
"pinch hit" when necessary. The original project pro
posal included a combined staff of part-and full-time 
workers; unfortunately, a decrease in funding by United 
Way, through which two full-time positions were to have 
been provided, necessitated the altering of the full
time positions to part-time. 
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D. Collateral Contacts 
Involvement with other agencies, particularly 

those relating to the Central Area community, has been 
rather extensive. The project has been directly in
volved with program in public schools (Meany and Madrona 
Middle Schools, Garfield and Franklin High Schools> and 
the juvenile court and public defenders' office. 
An 7xtensi ve program effort was directed toward dev('\loping 
a v1able youth group within a community church, Grace 
Methodist Church. A tutoring group made up of Garfield 
and Madrona students has been based in the facilities 
of Caritas and has worked cooperatively with that pro
gram. The summer program of 1972 involved coordination 
with the Seattle Public Schools Neighborhood Youth Corps, 
the Division of Juvenile Parole and two church-based 
recreation programs at First African Methodist Episcopal 
and Mt. Baker Presbyterian Churches. 

Less extensive has been involvement with other youth 
programs which have served as resources for the project 
such as the Central Area Youth Consortium of the City 
of Seattle Youth Division. 

II. 

l3a 

E. Budget 
The total grant award for the current period was $57,844.00; 
the Agency's match provided through united Way of King 
County was $39,894.00. 

Revisions of the original budget have been the 
following: 

1. Personnel: Community Resource Developer was 
reduced from $5,600 to $3,500. Approved 
August 23, 1972. 

2. Total budget revision to extend project through 
May, 1973. Approved December 21, 1972. Category 
totals reflected the changes, but total grant 
award was not affected. 

ori~inal Revised 
Personnel $47, 95.00 $48,127.52 
Consultants 2,500.00 2,541.88 
Travel 860.00 555.60 
Equipment 0 0 
Supplies 6,589.00 6,619.00 
TOTAL $57,844.00 $57,844.00 

3. Requested transfer of $262.27 from Consultants 
to Personnel. All other categories were un
changed from the revised budget. Approved May 
17, 1973. 

The revision was requested in order to 
provide a salary increase for the current 
Secretary from $2.75 to $3.00 per hour, based 
on the excellent work performance of that em
ployee. Upon approval, the Secretary was given 
the increase retroactive to the March 16, 1973, 
date of the request. 

Revised Requested 
(December, 1972) Revision 

Personnel $48,127.52 $48,389.79 
Consultants 2,541.88 2,279.61 

4. Requested transfer of funds remaining in Con
SUltants category to supplies, for program 
expenses. Requested April 23, 1973. 

Revised Requested 
(December, 1972) Revision 

Personnel $48,127.52 $48,389.79 
Consultants 2,541.88 1,214.90 
Supplies 6,619.00 7,141.83 

The last request was not approved prior to submittal of 
the final request for reimbursement; however the requested 
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revision was reflected in the final request. 
, Expenditures for the project followed the guide-

11nes of the proposal. Salaries were within the range 
suggested by the United Way of King County. Employee 
benefits included FICA, medical insurance, and unemploy
ment insurance. 

Expenditures for Consultants were made in relation
ship to the summer program. Program Consultants or 
guest speakers were paid fees ranging from $20 to $30 
for tw~ to three hours of consultation. Bette Washington 
was pa1d at the rate of $4.75 per hour for her work in 
~lanning, coordinating, presenting and evaluating a self-
1mprovement class which was a part of the summer pro
gram. 

Youth Consultants were paid at the rate of $.40 per 
hour to augment their Neighborhood Youth Corps salaries 
of $1.60 per hour. The youth served as counselors and 
program coordinators for other youth in the program. 

Travel expenditures included gasoline and repairs 
f?r the two station wagons used in the program, and for 
ID11eage for staff using their own cars in the performance 
of work-related tasks. Field trips for youth were also 
charged as Travel expenditures. 

No expenditures were made for equipment. 
Supplies and Operating Expenses were itemized in 

the budget breakdown. The greatest expenditures in this 
category were made in connection with progr,am supplies 
and activities for youth. Examples of expenditures are: 
attending movies, plays and other events of interest; 
token gifts for Christmas and other significant occasions; 
food and group outings to restaurants; attending sports 
events. Other expenditures in the category were itemized 
on the budget; they included the project's office supplies, 
postage, installation and ser.vice for additional tele
phones. A final item charged to the category was the 
cos~ of contracted services for reproducing and collating 
Cop1es of the final report for distribution to other 
agencies and projects involved in delinquency reduction 
and prevention among youth. Wanda Ikeda and Nancy Chi 
performed these services, using the specialized offset 
printing machine and collator; they were paid $ • and 
$ . for their services. -- --
-- 'The major proportion of non-salary expenses was 

provided by United Way. 

III. 
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Evaluation 
A. Measures 

Evaluation measures which have been continued and 
refined 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

are: , d 
Client summary: defines the populat10n serve 
according to sex, age, race, sch~ol ~rade ~nd 
living situation. This informat10n 1S der1ved 
from the face sheet completed by the youth and 
worker at the time of intake. 
Contact data: describe, quantitatively, the, 
interventive efforts of the staff. Informat10n 
includes the numbers of contacts by persons con
tacted (youth, parents, peers, school, law en
forcement agents, and community persons); an~ 
by hours devoted to contacts. Data are prov1ded 
through the monthly contact sheets filled out 
by social workers for each youth. 
Exit summa;y: a questionnaire fi~led out by 
the youth at the time,of te:~nat10n from ser
vice. The questionna1re e11c1ts respon~es of 
the youth on his perception of the serV1ce, e.g:, 
reasons for seeking service, whether he feels tne 
service has helped with that (tnose) p:oblem(s), 
whether he would return to the agency 1f he needed 
help in the future, and whether he would refer 
others needing help. , 
Workers' evaluation of the ~roject: A quest1~n
naire submitted to staff tW1ce during the proJect. 
This instrument probes workers' views of the, 
program in all aspects, including ar7 as for 1m
provement; workers assessment of ~e1r own an~ 
others' skills relative to the ass1gned tasks, 
feelings about relationships among staff and 
working conditions. ,., 
Written evaluations by 1nd1v1dual workers ~f 
their servioe projects: these papers prov1de 
specific qualitat1ve information on the effect
iveness of program. Considerable effort has gone 
into training the staff to specify the p~ob17ms 
addressed by each program effort, ~e obJect1ves 
of the effort, the methods or techn1q~es employed 
to attain the objectives, the evaluat~on of out
comes, and assessment of the factors 1nvolved in 
the success or failure of the effort. 
Police contact data: data from police rec?rds 
on history and nature of police contacts w1th 
project-served youth. These data are cor:el~ted 
with project data and the Empey scale to 1nd1-, 
cate the relationship between number and sever1ty 
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of youth offenses before, during and after pro
ject intervention. 

B. Target Population 
Project Service was intended to serve the needs of 

youth 10 to 18 years old residing in the Model Neighbor
hood (Central Area) who evidenced behavior which was ei
ther de~inquent or which was indicative of problems that 
would, l.n all probability, z:,,~sult in delinquency or 
other dysfunctional acts. JLvenile arrest rates for the 
Model Neighborhood according to police department data, 
were among b~e highest in the city. 

Through previJus programs of the Seattle Atlantic 
Street Center, other characteristics of the population 
were known. The target youth were predominately Black. 
They were known to have serious problems in school, as 
evidenced by below average academic performance, alarming 
rates of school drop-out, and high rates of parent re
ferrals and suspensions. Nith a major avenue of per
s~na~ and social success effectively cut off by conflicts 
wl.thl.n the school system; and with a process of negative 
labelling occurring in conjunction with these conflicts; 
the youth were turning to other more accessible means 
of achieving recognition and some form of success. 

. The avenues available to them frequently led to 
d~ll.nquent acts and ~ontacts with police and the juve
nl.le court. Once thl.S process has been begun it has 
been extremely difficult to reverse. Therefore the 
need for early intervention, at the first signs of con
flict in the schools or community, was indicated. 

Families of the youth evidenced characteristics 
which tended to compound the problems of youth. Poverty 
was one. Roughly 45% of the families served by earlier 
ASC programs were recipients of welfare; another 40% 
~45% had incomes which were either barely adequate or 
l.nadequate to provide for their basic needs. Only 10%-
15% of the families had incomes which were adequate be
yond the basic survival level. 

Earlier data collected for Project Service indi
cated that 41% of youth served lived with one parent, 
33% with both parents, and 14% lived alone or with foster 
parents. Family disruption, then, was a fact for at 
least 55% of the youth. 

Observations made by workers of the Center indi
cated that the physical and emotional energy of the 
~j~rity of families was consumed, either directly or 
l.ndl.rectly, by the struggle for survival. That exhausted 
pare~ts were unable to provide the necessary supervision, 
emotl.onal support and other socialization functions for 
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their children. 
The limitations imposed by institutionalized racism, 

in terms of limiting opportunities avai~~l7 to Black 
people, have also restricted the accessl.~l.ll. ty to youth 
of desirable, non-delinquent roles. Thel.r choices ~f. 
visible role models have been, for the most part,.ll.ml.ted 
to people whose lifestyles are legal.but not partl.c~
larly desirable, or those which are l.llegal b~t des:rable. 
The contrast here is between people who work l.n legl. t -
imate jobs for very little compensation, and ~hose who 
work in the illegitimate system - hustlers, pl.mps, pros
titutes - and appear to be successful in ways which have 
appeal for youth. 

In summary, the target population consisted of 
Model Neighborhood, Black yout~, 10 to 18 y~ars old,. 
who evidenced academic and socl.al problems l.n school, 
whose families evidenced severe economic problems and 
resultant difficulties in meeting the socialization 
needs of the youth; and who had limi~ed means and sup
ports for achieving personal and socl.al success. 
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Understanding Youth and Their Problems 
This second program objective for Project Service 

was specifically stated in order to indicate the con
cern of the project with developing a program which is 
directly responsive to identified needs of youth. An 
attempt has been made throughout the project to base 
program decisions directly on experience and firsthand 
information about the youth population, rather than on 
assumptions which mayor may not hold true. This sec
tion attempts to record the findings of Project Service. 
Some points have been made by others, some may help to 
provide more understanding of the needs of Black youth. 
While the pro)ect has served mainly youth who were ex
periencing problems or had been involved in delinquent 
acts, the staff feel that the concerns of those youth 
are not unlike the concerns of the general youth popu
lation in the Central Area; therefore these remarks 
are intended to reflect the needs of the bulk of the 
popula.tion of Central Area youth. I 

First, the needs of youth, as seen by the staff, 
are discussed, followed by implications for work with 
the youth. Second, the relationships between youth and 
their families are examined, again with implications for 
work with families. Finally, youth and their relation
ships with social institutions, together with implications 
for work with institutions are discussed. 

The comments which follow can best be understood 
in light of the fact that economic need, as both a pro
duct and an instrument of institutionalized racism, is 
the most pervasive factor in the lives of all but a 
small handful of youth and families served by the project. 
Roughly 40% to 45% of the families depend upon,welfare 
as their sole means of support; another 40% eX1st at or 
below subsistence level. Given this condition, families 
must devote inordinate amounts of energy to dealing with 
basic survival needs - food, shelter, clothing - and 
haven't the time or energy required to provide adequately 
for the social and emotional needs of family members. 
Data gathered for the project further indicate that 55% 
of the youth served have histories of police contacts 
for dependency, including injurious living conditions, 
neglect and abandonment. 

While the physical needs of youth are generally met, 
albeit very minimally in some cases, this often occurs 
at the expense of other critical aspects of their develop
ment. This point will be raised again throughout the 
following discussion. 

Youth served by the project range in age from 10 
to 19. In discussing differences between age groups the 
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staff has found it difficult to generalize about the 
characteristics of one or another group; younger youth 
often show about as much sophistication as the older 
ones. Some differences do seem apparent. The youngest, 
10 to 12 year olds are interested in activities and like 
to play; they do not see themselves as having serious 
problems, but are willing -to talk openly with workers. 
With the junior high school age group, 13 to 14, workers 
have found the greatest variation in both physical and 
social devalopment. At this age the youth are highly 
concerned with developing an identity, with becoming 
"somebody", particularly in relationship to their peers. 
Individual youth are likely to tryout several types of 
roles, are highly SUS(-:''''ptible to the influence of their 
peers, and are considerably more concerned with impressing 
their peers than they are with adults. A critical fac
tor during this peer stage is what group of peers becomes 
the major reference group, becati'S"e the activities of 
this group define to a large extent the directions of 
its individual members. 

The older 14 to 16 year olds are seen by the staff 
as the modal grouping. Youth of this age still have the 
spontanaeity, creativity and energy of their younger 
counterparts and have not yet developed the "cool" re~ 
serve of older youth. In group work, the 14 to 15 year 
olds often define the focus for group activities. They 
also show some willingness to listen to the ideas of 
workers. 

The older youth, 17 to 19 have been more difficult 
to work with. 'rhe staff feel an element of competition 
between the youth of this age and themselves, particularly 
where the youth and worker are of the same sex. Most of 
the staff find it easier to work with persons of the 
opposite sex. The competition factor is undoubtedly re
lated to the fact that most of the workers are only 4 
to 6 years older than the youth of this age. The older 
youth tend to be less open in discussing the~r problems; 
young men are particularly sensitive to what they feel 
may be a worker's attempt to get into their "business." 

One factor which definitely influences to some ex
tent the social development of youth of all ages, but 
most particularly the males of the older age group, is 
the generalized expecta.tion in the community to be IIcool, 
tough, and slick," an 2xpectation deriving from the 
society's definition of the Black male. For some this 
image or IIfront" is their identity, the means by which 
they attain status and visibility in the community. 
Therefore to maintain one's "cool" under all circumstances, 
to be tough enough to confront and overcome challenge 
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h t ive "in style" to one's status and slick enoug o,surv It has articu-
is an ideal to which many youth asp~re. p f 

h th who have no other means 0 
lar appeal to t ose Y?U'b'lity It is understandable, 
attaining status or v~s~ ~ 'llin to defend or maintain 
then, that a young man,~s w~ ghave serious consequences. 
his front even when do~ng sO,may de to look bad or is 
For example',if a youni ~~~ ~:e~:, -his only recourse may 
embarrassed ~n front 0 p 'bie This person is 
be to attack the person respons~ ~thority such as a 
often another peer or a I?ers?n ~~,a "front" is fre
teacher. The n~ed to ma~nta~~rso~Sinto conflict with 
9uen~ly '~hat br~ng~ a yo~ng t~e schools and the juvenile 
~nst~tut~ons, part~cular Yh' 'II be discussed in con
justice system. ~?re o~ t ~s W~th to social institutions. sidering the relat~onsh~p 0 you 

Impl;cations for Work with Youth , 
... d b have some bear~ng on The factors describe a ove 

'th th method~ for work w~ff ~o~l that their efforts have ~een 
F~rst, th~ sta ,e , ~ ou s as opposed to ~n

most frui tful ~n \york~ng w~ th gr th P, problems relate 
dividual youth. M?st,of ~ ~ you ~e therefore more 
to the area of,soc~al~zat~on a~~c:use the experience of 
easily dealt w~th ~n groups. f 10 to 18 is largely 
young people in t~e a'1e rani:s~room, peers _ they feel 
based on groups - faIn7 1y, ~ th roups 'fhe amount of 
most comfortable deal~ng,~~ hIch it' occurs appear to 
learning an~ the spee w~ w

outh 
are able to learn 

be greater ~n gro~ps, wherea~ults. Youth are also less 
from peers as well. as, from f having problems ,..,hen these 
likely to f~el ~he st~gma 0 h~r' than on a one to one 
are dealt w~th ~n a group ~atik outh tend to utilize non
basis. Finally, beca~se ~ ac t~e rou, which serves 
verbal cues in comrnu~~cat~n'11 1 Ig well suited for work 
as an action arena, 1S part~cu ar y 

with these.youth~iCh are heterogeneous with resp~ct to 
Group~ngs w t have the greatest ~mpact 

age, sex and values appear 0 to discuss and are able 
because group memb~rs haye mo~~ one another. In light 
to provide,more st~mulat~~~c~ outh have limited ex-
of the not~on that mo~t 1 sy the project has con-
posure to different l~festy e , osure in as many 
stituted seri~us effortkto,~~oya~~~he~~ groups is a part areas as posslble. Wor w~ 

of this effort. k 'th groups is that youth 
One disadvantage to ,..,or \. w~ 1 or sensitive con

are often reluctant to share persona, 11 if they are 
' f t f other youth espec~a y 

cerns ~n ,ron 0 hether oth~r members will respect 
~!i~e~;~~~d~~~~l:ty. Workers feel, however, that 
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youth do share such problems indirectly and will indi
cate to the worker the need for further individual help. 

Workers have noted differences between male and 
female youth in their ability to utilize groups. Females 
tend to be more responsive to the group situation; one 
simple explanation is that the supervised group activity 
is often a means by which female youth who generally have 
fewer freedoms and privileges than their male counter
parts, are able to get away from home. Males, conversely, 
seem to feel uncomfortable in groups, where the likeli
hood of self exposure is high. They are sUbject to 
greater restrictions in outlets for their feelings. They 
do, however, seem to be more comfortable in homogeneous 
groupi:0gs, where all members are subject to the same set 
of general expectations for the masculine role. 

Group size has, of course, varied considerably in 
the project. Groups have ranged from four youth and one 
worker to twenty-five youth and two workers. Although 
the staff have expressed varying opinions on the issue 
of group size and feel that this factor is highly de
pendent on what the worker is attempting to accomplish, 
they feel that optimum size is five to six youth for one 
\yorker and eight to ten for two workers. Limiting group 
size in this way allows the worker(s) to be aware of what 
is occurring verbally, non-verbally and in sub-groups, 
while still providing enough people to be stimulating. 

Frequency of contact with youth, both individually 
and in groups, has been tested in many variations through
out the project. Some groups have met as often as four 
to five times per week, with some groupS meeting as 
school classes and some meeting in the community. Indi
vidual counseling has oCcurred on an intensive, three 
times a week basis, and as infrequently as once or twice 
a month. While workers feel that frequency of contact 
should be determined for each situation, they mention 
several considerations upon which the decision should 
be based. First, there is general agreement that new 
clients should be seen regularly and at least once or 
twice a week, to enable the worker and client to get 
to know one another, develop a relationship, and establish 
a working contract. Workers who meet with groups and 
individuals more than twice a week over an extended 
period find themselves drained by the experience and feel 
they would be more sensitive to important issues if they 
had an opportunity to be away from clients and just think 
about what they are doing. All agree that effective 
work with young people requires a constant and high 
output of energy which needs to be replenished frequently. 
They feel that it is easier to meet frequently with groups, 
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where responsibility for interaction is shared among 
group members, than with individuals, where the worker 
feels responsible for maintaining the level of inter-

action. Another consideration for freCluency of contact is 
tl1e tendency for some clients to become dependent on 
the worker to handle problems that arise; dependency 
tends to increase with frequency of contact. While 
workers felt that a certain degree of dependency is 
desirable in the beginning of a helping relationship, a 
high degree of dependency operates to the detriment of 
youth who need to experience efficacy in dealing with 

their own issues. Ultimately the question of how frequently to con-
tact youth must be resolved by consideration of the needs 
of the youth, their ability to make constructive use of 
tl1e worker, and the worker's own preferences and ability 

to tolerate contact. 

Youth and Their Families over na~f the youth served by the project have 
experienced family dysfunction as indicated by their 
living situations. Forty-one percent(4l%) live with one 
parent, fourteen percen t (14%) live wi th foster paren"ts 
or one natural and one step-parent. As was pointed out 
previously, minimal income or outright poverty is the 
constant reality for about 80 - 90% of the service pop
ulation. The major effects of poverty on family life 
are: parents who are physically and emotionally exhausted 
from the constant struggle for survival; children who 
become responsible for themselves and often for younger 
children at an early age, and thus experience independence 
often before they are equipped to deal with it. 

The staff feel that in many families, the traditional 
functions of emotional support and socialization of youth 
are either seriously undermined or entirely lacking. 
Some youth experience no closeness or love sharing; mutual 
respect between family members and a system of comple
mentary roles are often lacking. parents who do not have 
a great deal of time or energy for dealing with their 
children frequently see their function as one of authority 
and control, and either don't know how to share and ex
press love towards their children or don't care to. At 
least one worker feels that "the world has been hard on 
parents and they've been conditioned to be hard on their 
kids;" the worker stressed that these parents do not 
seem to make a conscioUS choice to deal with their child
ren harshly in order to prepare them for the cruelties 
of the world, but rather that they treat their children. 

-- -- -------------
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as they themselves have been treated 
Another reason that some • 

controls over their h'ld ,parents exercise strict 
the real dangers tha~ ~xi~~n,ls that theY,are aware of 
to protect the YQuth as muchl~sthe c~mmunltY and attempt 

Some parents just beco ,posslble. 
hassles of survival d me slck of the constant 
w~thdraw, physicall~ an d~e~POrar~lY or permanantly 
11fe. In some insta~can or e~otl0nally from family 
responsibility for thee~, ~~rtlcularl~ where the entire 
temporary withdrawal by arru. y re~ts Wlth a single parent 
of "r h ' parents lS a mea f h ec arg.ng their emotional b tt . ns 0 ~grouping 
ealthy results for parents and ah,~rles, a~d can have 

some, however, parent withdraw c 1 dren allke. For 
the results for children hal ~ecomes permanent, and 

IIow do the youth can e dlsa~trous. 
~e~e parents are too ~~~pond to fa~ly conditions? 
flnlte role expectat' y or too tlred to provide de-
and the kind of cont7ons, evidence of loving or carin 
quire, the youth ess~~~~~~lsulerViSion that youth re-

g

, 
selves and others for t ,y e~rn.to depend upon them
r~le models become thos~elr soclallzation needs. Their 
tlmes those most appealinpers~ns who are available; some
hustlers, pimps and pr t?tan most available are the 
significant to man o~~hl utes. ~hese persons are 
glamorous, highly ~i~ible atdone tlme because they are 
successful.) an at least superficially 

Implications for work with families 
The Project S i • 

small proportion o~rr~~ee~~~;~shas concentrated only a 
for a variety of reasons h' h on d7aling with parents, 
and the workers. w lC pertaln to both the parents 

First, B1e factor which ' 
parents from dealing eff t' telndS to dlsengage some 

P
rev t ec lve Y with th' h' en s them from get t" elr c 1ldren also 

~o institute correctiv lng lnvolved in serious efforts 
7

ence 
problems: they a~em~asu~es Nhen ~he youth exper

lncluding survival, or don?O lnvolved ln other issues, 
ne .... T relationships with the t o~~~e the energy to establish 
~ range of parent reactionsY S· Workers have experienced 
1llusion of wanting h 1 b' orne parents give the 
commit themselves toe thP ut are unwilling or unable to 
wa t t e necessarv cha n 0 use the workers as "bab s~ n?es; some parents 
parental responsibilitie f y ltters who will assume 
want to utilize the workS ,or the ~outh; still others 
putting the worker in a ~r ~1:elatl0nship for friendship 
parents resent the int ~n lCt of roles. Still other ' 

t 
' rUSlon of "outs' d " errltory of the famil d ' 1 ers on the sacred 

worker's efforts A y, ~n ~eslst or undermine the 
. reall ty 1S that minori ty families 
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are understandably protective of personal matters; the 
workers understand and respect family privacy. 

The workers feel that their own youth relative to 
the ages of parents makes it difficult for parents to 
accept their opinions or suggestions. On their part, 
the workers feel they do not have the experience or 
the expertise to intervene in most families. 

A final factor which has affected work with fam
ilies of youth is the feeling among the staff that 
par~nt 7ole~ ha~e been impinged upon too much by certain 
socl.al l.nstl.tutl.ons, and that to impinge further would 
detract from what remains of the parenting function. 
Examples of impingement have occurred in the schools, 
where parents are rarely consulted on matters pertaining 
to the education and procedural handling of their child
~en, ,or are consulted after the fact; in the juvenile 
~ust~ce ~yste~ wh~re serious decisions relating to 
~nstl.tutl.onall.zatl.on of youth are made with or without 
l.nv~lvement of parents; and public assistance, where 
faHll.ly matters become issues of public record. Where 
workers have intervened in families the purpose has been 
to restore parent functions and to help parents help 
their children. 

Youth and Social Institutions 
---The project has been concerned with youth in their 
relationships with schools and with the juvenile justice 
system. Indirectly, economic need, cited earlier as the 
most pervasive factor in the livAs of youth and families 
served, and its resultant effects on the conditions 
under \-lhich youth and fami lies live; and institutionalized 
rac~s~ as a filtering lens through which the youth, their 
farull.es and the communi ty must be viewed; have been the 
given ~onditions under which the project has labored. 

Fl.~st the sc~ools. With few exceptions, youth 
served l.n the proJect evidence academic problems which 
tend to be long-term and chronic in nature. Academic 
problems tend to be compounded by offenses which are 
categorized under the rubric of behavior or discipline 
prob~ems. The latter include rule infractions such as 
tardlness and n~n-attendance, skipping classes, leaving 
the grounds durl.ng school hours, being in the halls with
out a pass; and more interpersonal conflicts such as 
fighting wi~1 p~ers, talking back to teachers, disrupting 
cl~sses. Behavl.oral or disciplinary issues most often 
brl.ng the y~uth into conflict with school authorities. 
These c~nfll.cts frequently result in "home referral," 
suspensl.on or other disciplinary action by the school. 

The staff has discerned several critical factors 
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in the problems between youth and the schools. First, 
most problems have their origins early in the school 
careers of youth when mistakes or slowness in learning 
particular material were riduculed by other students or, 
more alarmingly, by teachers, and the youth felt embar
rassme~t in the learning situation. Some youth learned 
to avol.d embarrassment or "save face" by diverting the 
attention of the class. For some this method of face
saving also became a way of getting recognition, as the 
class clown, or as "the baddest kid in the class." Hhat 
began as a reaction to avoid embarrassment became a re
putation, an identity, a self-image through \'Ihich the 
youth learned to relate to school. 

For some youth this pattern has continued through 
junior high and high schoOl, with the youth getting 
further behind in academic achievement and the schools 
giving him "social promotions" without ever dealing with 
his learning needs. 

Obviously, the youth's methods for saving face and 
establishing himself as "somebody" have brought other re
percussions from the school; the youth has been labelled 
as a disruptor or trouLlemaker, providing reinforcement 
for his own self-image as someone to be reckoned with. 

Another factor which bears on the relationship be
tween youth and schools is the value or attitude towards 
education held by the youth's parents and the community. 
Those youth experiencing the greatest problems receive 
some double messages; most parents verbalize the impor
tance of getting an education but do not or cannot pro
vide the supports necessary for the yOU~1 to do so. For 
example, older youth frequently have to stay home from 
school to take care of younge~ children while parents 
work or perform some other function necessa.ry to family 
survival. Education must, in some instances, take a 
back seat to survival. 

Some parents are leery of involvement with schools, 
either because the schools have contacted them in the 
past only when there has been a problem, or because they 
have not had the opportunity for much formal education 
tilemselves and are embarrassed by contacts with school 
personnel. Consequently they are unaware of what their 
children are doing in school. In some cases parents have 
felt so threatened that they have undermined the school's 
efforts to educate their children. 

A final factor in the relationship of Black youth 
with the schools relates to conflicts between the values 
of the youths' community and requirements of the schools. 
The community requires that the youth acquire some recog
nition, or "be somebody"; that he establish his social 
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identity or "front", and that he not allow anybody to 
"mess wi th" him. 

The schools provide only one legitimate means of 
recognition - academic success. As was pointed out 
earlier, the youth who do not achieve recognition in 
this way must either turn to other means or become in
visible. The youth served in the project have chosen 
visibility. The price they pay is conflict with the 
schools which not infrequently results in the youths' 
early termination - drop-out or push-out, depending on 
the point of view - from schools. 

The "front" or social identity, is the youth's 
expression of his individuality, in light of the expec
tations of his reference group or groups. The "cool, 
tough and slick" front, which many young men adopt in 
response to expectations from their community, is not 
recognized or sanctioned within the schools. There they 
are expected to work diligently at learning materials 
selected by others, and to submit to school authority. 
Youth who do not adapt their "fronts" to the require
ments of ~le school settins do not survive the r 9. 

Because the schools do not appear to recoSl1ize the 
importance of the social identity to the youth, there 
are few opportunities for the youth to save face, i.e., 
legitimate means by which the youth can avoid ewbarrass
ment in the learning situation. 

A final factor which creates conflict between youth 
and schools in the issue of independence. Many youth 
assume responsibility for themse1ves and within their 
families at an early age. They bG!,come used to operating 
with considerable independence and acquire a degree of 
sophistication relatively early. They see themselves 
as "young men and ladies" and expect to be treated as such. 
Adult authority and a whole series of behavioral rules 
in the school, and the schools' attitude towards them as 
"boys and girls" is perceived by the youth as an ihsult. 

The problems of youth in schools bear close relation
ship to their problems within the juvenile justice system. 
There is frequently a discernible pattern whereby youth 
who experience continuous failure in school also exper
ience diffi2ulties with the juvenile justice system. A 
suggested explanation is that, given rather narrowly de
fined boundaries within which youth may experience legit
imate success, including the boundaries prescribed by 
the schools, those who do not fit within those boundaries 
turn to illegitimate means of acquiring success. 

The community's expectation to be "cool, tough and 
slick" does not disallow maintaining this front by 
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illegi~imate means as long as one does not get caught. 
The pollce contact data for youth served in the project 
suggest that at least half do get caught, often re'peatedly. 
These youth have failed in their attempts to establish 
themselves, bOtll in school and outside. Their offenses 
range from shoplifting, usually of clothing or accoutre
ments like transistor radios; to auto theft, which gives 
t~em ~ chance to be somebody even for a short time; to 
flghtlng, usually in response to affront or insult; to 
burglary and robbery in order to get items to sell for 
money. 

Significantly, many youth come into contact with 
the juvenile authorities through running away from home, 
frequently to escape parental authority. Others are re
ferred by parents for incorrigibility or being out of 
parental control. Repeated problems lead to institution
alization. 

Implications_for Work'With Youth and Institutions 
The major thrust or-£he project has been to broaden 

the institutional boundaries within which youth may 
legitimately express themselves. 

In the schools, attempts are made to sensitize school 
personnel to the reasons behind youths' behavior. Under
standably the schools are frequently aware of only the 
behavior itself and not of the youth's need to protect 
his social identity or avoid embarrassment. Serious 
efforts are made to provide for the vouths' academic 
need~; the public schools continue to fail miserably in 
meetlng the learning needs of a significant number of 
Black youth. 

Positive contact between parents and schools is 
supported. Both parents and school personnel are en
c?u7a~ed to examine their mutual rights and responsi
bllltles toward the youth and his education. 

The youth themselves receive considerable attention 
devoted to helping them broaden their social identity to 
allow them to relate to expectations of reference groups 
beyond their own community; exposure to a variety of 
situations and people is a major means of accomplishing 
this end. 

With the youth involved with juvenile justice system, 
efforts are directed toward helping the youth establish 
alternative means of achieving success and recognition 
within the community. 

. The project staff recognizes the need for signi
flcant changes in social institutions and their responses 
to youth; delinquency is both a symptom and a product 
of dysfunction within these institutions. For Black 
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youth the inequities of racism must he dealt with before 
the issue of delinquency can be resolved. In this 
opinion the staff is joined by the National Strategy for 
Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention which states 
in the committee's second working Draft, 

.•• (T)he development of a viable national strategy 
for the prevention and reduction of delin
quency rests on the identification, assess
ment and alteration of those features of 
institutional functioning that impede and 
obstruct a favorable course of youth develop
ment for all youths, particularly those whose 
social situation makes L~em most prone to 
the development of delinquent careers •.....•• 
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CLIENT SUMMARY 

February, 1972 - May, 1973* 

I - Clients added during Period III 
II - Clients served during Periods II 

III - Clients served during Periods I, 

AGES OF CLIENTS: 
(As of June 1, 1973) 

10 - 12 

SEX: 

RACE: 

13 - 15 
16 - 18 
19 and over 
TOTAL 

Female 
Hale 
TOTAL 

Black 
I1ixed 
White 
TOTAL 

I II 

4 
13 
18 

6 
IT 

22 
19 
IT 

36 
4 
1 

41 

o 
6 

12 
2 

20 

17 
3 

20 

19 
o 
1 

20 

and III. 
II, and III. 

III 

o 
8 

35 
21 
64 

42 
22 
IT 

64 
o 
o 

G4 

TOTAL 

4 
27 
65 
29 

ITS 

81 
44 

ITS 

119 
4 
2 

125 

*JJoes not include youth for whom records were not complete; 
3 youth for II, and 20 youth for III. 

SCHOOL GRADE: 
(As of June 1, 1973) 

3 5 - 6 3 0 0 
7 - 9 12 8 13 33 10 - 12 17 9 31 57 Not in school 4 3 20 27 

Alternative schools 4 0 0 1 College 1 0 0 1 'fOTAL 41 20 64 ITS 
PERSOi.~ (S) ~'H'l'H WHOM 
CLIEN'!' LIVES: 

26 42 Mother 10 6 
Father 1 0 0 1 
Mother/Father 26 8 30 64 
Mother/Stepfather 1 0 3 4 
Grandparents 1 3 0 4 
Foster Parents 1 1 2 4 
\-vi th Brother 0 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 Alone 
Alone, with child 0 0 1 1 
Unknown 0 2 1 3 -To'rAL 41 20 64 125 
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Resul~~. .' 1 de' 
Items ~n th~s sect~on,~nc u ~ice' Police Contact Data. 
1. Evaluation of ProJect Ser the total Project Ser-

This ext~nsive report co~~~~ through April 30, 1973 
vice per~od, October 1, h short of the project , 
(closure was made one mont t llection and analys~s). 
termination to allow for da a ~~es only to the 
Although this Final Reportl~pp ;tact data have not 

t riod the po ~ce co 
third gran pe "d for the first two grant 
previously been prov~de ses of complete eval-
Periods. Therefore, for,pu~pol d d 

t 1 report ~s ~nc u e • d uation the to a d ta indicate overall e-
The results of these a't of police contacts 

' umbers and sever~ y '1' e creases ~n n, , . the reductions ~n po ~c 
during the t~me of serv~ce, vice was terminated. 
contacts held even after s~r records prior to ser-
Youth who did not have pol~ce rds during or after 
vice did not ten~ to d~~elop ~~c~uccess in delinquency service, suggest~ng ev~ ence 

prevlentt~on'Of the Third Service Period: This paper 
2. Eva ua ~on t d ta for the third and provides ~he pol~ce co~tac a 

current t~me per~od on y. , . The series of 
Workers' Evaluations of,Serv~ces. data as well as 

3. 'd alitat~ve program , 
papers prov~ e qu t of the effectiveness. 
the workers' ,o~n assessme~ chan es, three of the 
Due to the t~m~ng of staf d c~uld not be included 
papers were not completed an 

in this repor~. , t Service: Compares t~o 
4. Staff Evaluat~on of proJ~crs to questions regard~ng 

sets of responses by wor e Overall in the second 
their views of the prog~a~= te more'positive atti
evaluation the workers ~n ~ca ting growth on the 
tudes tOYlards the program, ~uf~:s workers 
part of both,the,pro~ram anpersons Conta~ted and 

5. Percentage D~str~but~onI~~icates that 64% of contacts 
Duration of Contacts: concentrated on youth; 
and 64% of contact hours were t t hours were spent 
11% of contacts and 23% of ~onfa~hich were groups of 
in meeting with groups, mosdeoree than in previous 
youth. To an even,greater g centrated on the youth 
time periods, serv~ces were con 

themselves. y ths' Response to Service. 
6. The Exit Summary: ;~epe~~eived their greatest pro

In general, the you chool and home. They were 
blems to be related to ~ ceived would return 
satisfied with the serv~ces re and'would refer re
in the future if problems ar~se, 
latives and friends for serv~ces. 

fj, 

lntroduction 

r:;VALUATlmI OF PROJECT SERVICE 

Tsuguo Ikeda, ~xecutive Uirector 
Seattle Atlantic Street Center 
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The goal of Project Service, as well as the State Law and 
Justice Comwittee who provided the facilitating funds matched with 
United Way of King County and United Methodist Church, was 'to 
develop a program for the reduction and prevention of youth pro
blems and delinquency within the Model Neiqhborhood (Central Area) of Seattle. II 

'l'he assumption was tne team of pre-professional and profess
ional social worker, with the former beinq young university stu
dent Black workers, would be able to reduce the youth activities 
which resulted in police arrest. The focus of this paper will be 
on whether we were able to reduce the nUmber of police contacts 
and tne seriousness of offenses as well as keeping youth from 
getting involved Wi~l the police in the first place. 

'fo accomplish such a series of objectives was acknowledged 
as being very difficult and well appreciated by this agency. A 
seven year experimental and control study funded by the National 
Institute of !l1ental Health entitled "Effectiveness of ,social \'/ork 
with Acting-Out Youth" documented that the service of the Atlantic 
Street Center was not effective in its effort to reduce delinquency.l,2 

In addition, the Seattle Atlantic Street Center contracted 
with the Law and Justice Planning Office, Planning and Community 
Affairs Agency, ot tne Sta'te of \vashingtoll for three years to 
develop a p1.'"ID document,3 planning tools, 4 planning documentS 
conduct an an~lysis of funded delinquency programs in the State 
of Wasnington as well as provide technical assistance to project 
directors and regional law and justice planners. This effort sub
stantiated the summary statement by Stratton and Teny: 

It is our view ~1at current knoYlledge regarding 
delinquency prevention is very lirrti ted. 'fhis 
state of affairs is a result of many factors, but 
it is in part caused by the ad hoc nature of 
many prevention efforts and the reluctance to 
impartially and critically evaluate existing 
theories and practices. Although we do not wish 
to imply tnat nothing is known about prevention, 
we maintain tnat adequate knowledge can only be 
developed through careful and critical thinking 
and research.7 
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Procedures 
To evaluate Project Service this study will use the data from 

a recording system which accounted for exposure time to the ser
vice and what impact the service time had in relation to police 
contact before, during and after services, as well as the severity 
of those activities. In addition the analysis will be done in 
the context of comparing adjudicated and non-adjudicated youth. 
(Police contact for delinqu8nt acts and no police contacts) 

Other analysis will look at the frequency of offenses by the 
youth in service as well as the impact of the service on youth 
who had no police contact Nhen they became involved in the service 
of the Atlantic Street Center. A study will be made as to the 
diffeIential impact remaining with the youth by comparing length of 
termination period to the behavior of the youth. 

In order to assist in the evaluation, the following topics 
will be briefly reported upon: 

Recording System 
Number of Youth Served 
Background of Police Data 
~on-adjudicated Youth 
Adjudicated Youth 
Service Time Periods 
Differential Impact in Relation to Termination 
Periods 
Repeat Offender 
Dependency and Delinquency Relationships 
A Summary Statement 

Recording System 
In order to help in the documentation of the service, Project 

Service adapted the ASC coded computerized record1ng system8 into 
a simplified check systeITl. By this means we kept tract of who 
received the service, the amount of time (hours!fuinutes) of service 
devoted in each case and the number of contacts with youth, parents, 
school personnel, law enforcement agents and community persons. 
Diagnostic categories and intervention technique utilized in the 
original system were not used in this project. 

The evaluation was divi~ed into four exposure units of time: 
Period I, 4 weeks or less: . 
Period II, 5 weeks to 26 weeks; 
Period III, 27 weeks to 52 weeks: 
Period IV, more than 52 , ... eeks. 

All data were constructed around this time frame. 

The total amount of services given in the 31 months of the 
project was 10,076 contacts with a total time of 15,363 hours. 
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In reviewing the project ' 
was considerable. By com~:~~Od tOhdate, the amount of the service 
previous NIMH stud son t e 24 month test phase of the 
(~he latter study rn~~~~~~t~~ 17'~1~lco~tacts ~nd 16,298 hours. 
Master of Social Work de r ree u ,t1me soc1al workers with 
Service with six student

g ee~, all Wh1te,as opposed to Project 
school year and full ti wdor ~rs working half time during the 

me Ur1ng the summer month d 1 
It seems reasonable to conclude th t th S an ~ 1 Black.) 
offered in the (NIHH)' a e serV1ce 
bably the most' t ,proJect was intensive, pro
experiment. 9 1n enS1ve rendered in any SUGh 

Number of Youth Served 
The total nUmber of th ' 

the ~roject was 242 outh:
oU serv1ce~ throug~out the 31 months of 

but 1n order to eval~ate th Actu~l proJect per10d was 32 months 
made for evaluative purpose: pr~~ect, one month early closure was 
were not complete enough to b : efe wer~ 15 youth records which 
this study is based on 22 e ~nc uded 1n the evaluation so 
non-adjudicated youth). 7 youth. (100 adjudicated youth and 127 

, 42% of the youth (95) received 27 , 
V1ce. The other two signif' t' ~e~ks to 52 weeks of ser-
weeks and 27 weeks to 52 1can t1me per10ds (5 weeks to 26 
cates some sustained serv~~:ks~fto~aled 7~% of youth which indi
the youth. e or was g1ven to the majority of 
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Background on police Data 
We are aware of past studies that have indicated a great 

number of youth who commit delinquent acts are not apprehended~O, 
This factor ahould be taken into account in revie'tvinq the follo\V1ng 
evaluation effort. 

The Seattle Police Department was cooperative in providing 
infor1:l.ation on those youth served by the Center during the 31 
month time ?eriod ending in April 1973. Confidentiality of the 
data had t, be assured before the data was made available to the 
Center. Because the persannel for the Research Office of the 
Police Department had few staff, we were doubly appreciative of 
the assistance given to the Center on two occasions. 

The listed offenses were divided according to whether they 
occurred before the service, during the service or after the ser
vice v.;ras terminated. rrhose youth who had police contacts 
(adjudicated) and those youth who at the time of intake, had no 
police records (non-adjudicated) will be documented separately to 
evaluate the project. 

In addition a severity scale indicating the seriousness level 
of offensesll as developed for the Silverlake expEriment will be 
used to weigh the offenses. This scale was developed as the re
sult of judgements by Los Angeles Police Department, Los Angeles 
Sheriff's Department and Juvenile Court personnel. Although 
Dolice contacts for re asons of dependency such as inj ur ion s living 
~ond~tions and neglect were recorded for youth served by Proj~ct 
Service, they have not been used in the evaluation for delin
quency. They wi 11 be COILS idered in a separate section. 

To give an inaication of the scale used, 1.4 weight was for 
curfew violation, 2.1 for shoplifting, 3.0 for assault ane 4.6 for 
burglary and robbery. 

Non-adjudicated Youth 
T'he youth who received the service were used as their own 

control group comparing before, during and after service. 

Of the 127 youth (see Table I) ""i tn no police (aelinquent) 
at intake, 8 youth obtained police contact during the service. 
the 8 yuuth only one of them continued l_ have police contact 
after services we re terminated. HO\vever I an additional 11 youth 
had police cont:acts after termination of services or a total of 
19 youtll (15%) for the 31 month project period. 

con-c.acts 
Of 

The accumulative total of severity of offenses during the 
service was 35.1 and 81. 3 after terminai:ion of service. The over
all increase ,vas from 0 (no police contact/severity) at intake to 

<;-
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81.3 collective sum for 11 youth. 

The overwhelming majority of the non-adjudicated youth re
mained in that same status. 

Adjudicated Youth 
The number of police contacts was reduced during the service 

from 5?2 t? 94 a~d after termination of the service to 132 or 74% 
red~ct10n 1n po11ce contacts. The accumulative severity level of 
po11ce contacts at intake was 111.4; during the service this fig
ure was re~uce~ to 262.6 ?r a 76% reduction. (The greater length 
?f the per10d 1nvolved pr10r to the service is obvious but also 
1S the factor that juveniles from ages 15 to 17 do commit the 
greatest number of offenses as processed by the juvenile court. 
~ost,:routh were in, this age range at termination of service. Term-
1nat10n and/or Apr11 30, 1973 y,hen th(~ project evaluation was 
closed th~ accumula~i ve severi ty levE~l was 319" 7 or a 71% reduction 
from the ~ntake per10d. 

Service Time Periods 
~ arb~trary grouping of time was done with those youth who 

were 1nterv1ewed and encouraged to participate but within a month 
~eclined the services for a variety of reasons. 'l'hey were placed 
1n the 4 weeks or less group. The other groupings were 5 to 26 
weeks, 27 weeks to 52 weeks and more than 52 weeks. 

The first time period (see 'fable II) is so brief an exposure 
to the service that little value is placed on the fact that as of 
April 30, 1973, the number of police contacts were reduced by 61% 
or ~at the severity level was reduced by 59%. However, in com
par1son to all the other three time periods, the first time period 
had the,least percentage of reduction. From a cost effectiveness 
stan~p01~t, the second period of time might be sufficient and 
term1nat10n made at that time. During this period a reduction of 
79% r~duction of,contacts was made as·well as, a 78% reduction on 
sever1 ty levels 1n comparison with the level at intake. 

to 
The youth who had, more than a year's service did measure up 

the second time perl.od but an interesting reduction of effect
ive 3S during the third time period is difficult to explain. 

E~posure to the service by time periods (see Table III) 
analysl.s shO\vs very li ttle difference lJetween Period II and Period 
III so a set of factors other than hours of service was involved 
for the lower impact during Period III. 

Differential Impact in Relation to Termination Periods. 
All data were restructured from Table I and grouped within 

~he ~ame four time ~eriods for the number of weeks following term
l.natl.on of the serVl.ce. (See Table IV) As example there are 
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TABLE II DIFFERENTIAL IMPACT 
IN RELATION TO EXPOSURE PERIODS 

797. 787. 

61 '7. 597. 
637. 50'7. 

PERIOD I PERIOD II PERIOD III 

% of Police Contact Reduction 

% of Severity Reduction 

TOTAL NUMBER: 100 Adjudicated Youth 

35 1 

78'7. 

PERIOD IV 



TABLE III 

AVERAGE EXPOSURE SERVICE BY TIME PERIODS. 

TIME PERIODS NO. YOUTH HOURS OF SERVICE AVERAGE PER YOUTH -_._-----
I 36 307 8.52 

II 71 4806 67.69 
III 95 6042 63.6 

IV 25 4144 165.75 
TOTAL 227 15,299 67.39 

\ 
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some youth who are still receiving services. They would get a 
"a" termination period and therefore be grouped in Period I, four 
weeks or less. 

Again data from Period I is not too valid so even though sig
nificant reduction of 97% is noted for both contacts and severity, 
there is little credit given to the project for this result. The 
time period was too brief to accumulate any police contacts. 

Table IV has some interesting statistics which show that 
Periods III and IV maintained positive reductions. This says that 
after termination of service from 27 weeks to more than 52 weeks, 
(little over 1-1/2 years), the positive impact of the service re
mained at the 72% to 75% levels. This data is so remarkable I 
don't believe it. Again my surprise is based on no impact and 
therefore no sustained gains filed in past studies. 

Repeat Offender 
In an interim report published by the Seattle Law and Justice 

Office the following statistics were cited. 
l,t was also found that most youth arrested in 1972 
for these crimes had orevious arrests for either the 
same offense or an equally serious offense. The 
average previous police contacts for burglary and 
robbery offenders reduced 4 per juvenile. 12 

Although the youth in Project Service police data were not 
restricted to robbery and burglary, the average offense was 7.7. 
These data suggest the project did address itself to those youth 
who had problems in repeating police offenses without much change 
till the Atlantic Street Center intervened with the services. 

Depend~ncy and Delinquency Relationshi~ 
o f the 100 adjudicated youth 55 of the youth had depen

dency as the reason for police intervention. Of this number 31 
had dependency records prior to delinquency offenses, 3 at mid 
point of their record and 12 at the end of their police contact 
sheet. There were 9 cases of dependency only and 45 youth with 
delinquency only records.' 

This does suggest one of the major factors was delinquent 
treatment of the youth by the parents which later resulted in 
further social problems of the youth reacting delinquently. 

surnrnar* Statement 
T e statistics indicate significant impact using the measure 

of before and after with the youth as his own control for evalua
tion purposes. In addition the positive impact stayed with the 
youth over a half year to a yeClr and a half period of time when 
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747. 72% 757. 747. 

541. 

PERIOD I PERIOD II PERIOD III PERIOD IV 

~ 7. of Pol!ce Contact Reduct!on 

% of Severity Reduction 
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they were not vulnerable to further crime. 

1 1 seasoned group with high The adJ'udicated youth were a w,e , 
were made with th~s group. levels of police contacts. Reduct~ons 

'd' t d outh living in the same In addition those non-adJu ~ca e y, t' Witll the 
t d' formally relat~ng at ~mes 

general environmen an ~~, he Center social workers, 
adjudicated youth served Jo~ntly by t , free of such contacts. 
were able in a majority of cases to rema~n 

, f' d' are very encouraging, 
Although the above ten~at~ve ~~ ~ngs ontinually attempt 

the Atlantic Stre:t Center ~s,deter~~~df;~U~ on the results of 
to refine and d:f~ne the serv~cellan r of what the gaps of know
our social serv~ces. We are we awa e 
ledge are. 

Tribute is 
evaluative process. 

due to the total staff who participat:d in this 
How many agency's have such co~ttmentl 

If not~ why no~? uen is an integral failure of American 
s~~i~~i, a~ is not likely to b: erradicated b: 
crash rograms. The first requ~rement for con 
structlve thinking is to plr~ for lbng-term study 
and knowledge development. 

.. \. . ~ 
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SERVICE 

UNITS 

(16 Youth) 

WEEKS OR 
LESS 

5 WEEKS TO 
26 WEEKS 

(31 Youth) 

(33 Youth) 

27 WEEKS TO 
52 WEEKS 

(62 Youth) 

'11 Youth) 

MORE THAN 52 
WEEKS 

*** TOTALS 

(127 Youth) 

WEEKS 

OF 

~ '.j 

POLICE CONTACT/SEVERITY OF CONTACT 

TABLE II OVERTIME - ADJUDICATED AND NONADJUDICATED 

TOTAL TOTAL POLICE CONTACTS SEVERITY OF CONTACTS PERCENTAGE OR CHANGE 
HOURS 

I 

600.3/ 

,I' 

....... ..-.a ____ _*' _ ... ___ ........ 
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TABLE III AFTER TERMINATION - POLICE CONTACT/SEVERITY OF 
CONTACTS OVERTIME - ADJUDICATED - NONADJUDICATED 

------------~----~--------~.----------------~~----------------~----------------------WEEKS 
SERVICE AFTER TOTAL TOTAL 

UNITS TERMI- CONTACTS HOURS 
NATION 

POLICE CONTACTS 

* 15 Youth inadequate data not included. 
(242 Total youth served) 

PERCENTAGE OF CHANGE 
SEVERITY OF CONTACTS 

AFTER 

- --~~-----~ 
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EVALUATION OF THIRD SERVICE PERIOD 

(February 1, 1972 - April 30, 1973) 

The basic assumption was that the preprofessional social 
workers working with youth in conflict (adjudicated with police 
records and non-adjudicated youth with no records) would have 
a positive effect on the behavior modification of these youth. 
Expected outcomes were with less conflict with the law in 
the case of those adjudicated, less percent of contact with larger 
target population in the category of non-adjudicated youth. In 
addition there would be less severity of offenses with those 
receiving the service. 

A fuller detailed report entitled "Evaluation of Project 
Service" will cover the full project period of 31 months minus 
one month to complete evaluation. The following material will 
briefly cover the youth served during the third period of the 
project. 

During the third funding period there were 23 youth who began 
their service during the second period who continued through part 
of the third period. There were 64 who began during the first 
period anu continued during the third period. 

The following Table I indicates 148 youth or 65% of the 
population (227) were given service. This totaled 5196 weeks 
which averaged about one contact per youth per week. (6620) 
contacts and a little less than 2 hours per contact (11,747 hour). 

The number of police contacts during the service was reduced 
by 82% and after the service termination and/or April 30th the 
reduction was at 91%. 

The severity of ?olice contacts during the service was re
duced by 67% and after the services were terminated by 85%. 

Overall the data indicate there was positive impact as the 
project was designed. If there are no major errors in the process 
of arriving at this conclusion, the youth served in the program, 
the community, Seattle Atlantic Street Center, the Seattle Law 
and Justice Office and the State Committe on Law and Justice can 
all be proud of this effort. 

-~~~~- .-----~- -~ ... 



T~BLE I 

TABUI~TION OF SERVICED GIVEN DURING THIRD PERIOD 

------,r--------,-------.----T-r-----~---------:------------··..,,-----------

FUNDING NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NO. I NO. OF 1 HOURS I iWMBER OF POLICE r SEVERITY OF POLICE 
WEEKS SINCE OF I OF II CONTACTS I CON1'ACTS 

PERIODS YOUTH TERMINATION \VEEKS I Cm~TACT CONTACTS 
---- __ ._ ¥~fORE1DURING AFTER ._ ~];f.9Rf: lQQB.J.~G l\.FTLR 

4186 l 303 25 r 12 '377.5166.0 133.0 
------t------+-------}----+-----t------ !---- .-. I IIi 

1184 I 44! 14 : 3 I 93 : 23.6 i 1>.8 
--'-1 I \ - I -'-1--' ---f-

i 102 I 44 - 25 j 232 \142.4 i GJ.2 
i I Ii: .-.--.-

=========t=========t==::::::::::::::::::~==::1===:::::::t=:::::::::::::::::==1=====+===-::::::::l======:_:::;.__==:::::t::-:=: --._--.... -. __ . -'T --r - - - . -- -+ - --
----~---------~---+_-------+---------~I-----r'------T'-------~ ~ 

~==T=O=T=AL====~~:~~-_-_1-_4-_8~(_6_5_%_) ---4 ____ 4_5_1_8_ __ _ ~_1_9_6---i~6-6-2-0_---41-1-1...:.,_7-4 ? ____ ~ ~4 91," ._8 ~_ J ~_~~ 1-7 o-~-,_s : ~-3-"-. ;~ ~ ~~_ ,0 

I ' ; i 

=--_________ -+-o_f __ t_o_t_a_1 __ ._+-___ ~ _____ -. ----- -----.0; -. -- 0'_-- t i-~2~" I ! , .-._--+-_. 
(227 Youth) -i- _ L _ -1-. _ h.t -91%. +_ --':':::':".L~.~/~.- -83% 

III 61 1217 

II + III 23 444 
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758 

1950 

668 
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Introduction 
Youth development and delinquency in the central Area of 

Seattle, a multi-racial community primarily compriseo of Blacks, 
has identified certain weaknesses and inadequacies of institutions 
crucial in the socialization of the young. The failures on the 
part of specific social institutions as they seek to relate to 
young people has impeded and obstructed a favorable course of 
youth development. Hence, because of the social situation in the 
central Area, Black youth are more prone to delinquent develop-
ment and deviancy. 

Goals and ob \Jcti ves 
As a Black central Area resident and para-professional 

social worker at the Atlantic Street center, I am concerned about 
delinquency prevention and control. 1'1y primary objective as a 
Eocial worker has been/is to provide the most relevant and effec
tive social service possible for central Area youth in conflict. 
The second objective was to enhance learning and awareness of 
youth that were having conflicts in the following areas: 
1) family; 2) peer groups; 3) school; and 4) community. The 
learning and awareness ~vas pron1oted by group interaction, coun
seling, " discussions , community cr.uest speakers, newspaper ar~cles 
books, records, films and movies, live plays, etc .. The thlrd 
objective was to facilitate youth, families and significant others 
in helping them to help themselves. l'he overall go~l was to en
hance social functioning by means of group interactlon. 

Purpose and Heans . ' . , 
As stated earlier, it is my contentlon that the lns tl tutlons 

that play a crucial part in the socialization of young p~o~le 
have obstructed a positive frame of developn~nt for youtn ln the 
Seattle central Area. How? Institutions have failed because 
they have not assessed the causes of juvenile delinquency. They 
have not initiated relevant policies or strateqies on a federal, 
state, or local level. t1any institutions haw~ negatively labeled 
Black youth and have had them committed or stigmatized with a 
negative image. Unfortunately, this type of activity is sanc
tioned by central P-.rea residents because they too have failed to 
address the problem of juvenile delinquency in a systematic and 
comprehensive manner. 

During the Fall of 1971 unti 1 Spring of 1972, I had the 
opportuni ty to work wi th two separate. B~ack io~th gr::>ups. My 
strategy ,vas to faci Ii tate group partlclpants In trylng out and 
testing new social roles. This strategy was developed from my 
hypothusis that rn.any Black yout.h in the central Area are not pro
vided with ready access to socially accepted, responsible, and 
personally gratifying social roles in the areas of fa~ly life, 
peer groupings, education, and employment. !"~y assurnptlon was 
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you~h can more, readily become aware, learn, share and test new 
soc1al roles,w1~in a group setting. Thus, group interaction be
came the beg1nn1ng means of accomplishing the end goals of de
veloping viable social roles and a positive Black image. 

Assessment 
In making an assessment of the two groups, it was ironic to 

note,that both groups were characterized by a majority of females 
rffilg1ng from,l~ to 18 years of age. The reason for tilis type of 
group COrnpos1t10n was related to various factors: 

1. Fema~es were ~ore enthusiatic about the program and 
read1ly recrUl ted friends. 

2. Fe~les ~ere ~ess threatened about the possibility of 
be1ng stlgmatlzed by outside peers. 

3. More females were referred for services than males 
This ind~cati~n,sug~ested that behavior problems a~e more 
~uickly ldentlfled ln females, while similar behaviors 
ln males go unattended until more serious problems occur 
and juvenile authorities are involved. 

4. Females were more receptive to the idea of communicating, 
sharing, learning and testing new roles. 

5. Males were less enthused about the process of group in
teraction. The reason for this is related to the 
i~ealogy that, "a man should be his mm man and handle 
h1S own problems." In essence this meant that Black 
male youth projected and arulered to a masculine role pre
scribed by the Black community. 

,O~her gro~p cha:acteristics were: The majority of youth 
part~clpants llved w1th one parent (mother) and had two or more 
brothers and/or sisters living at horne. In reference to problems 
encountered by group participants, the highest conflict areas were 
school, family, and community. The following outline will des
cribe some of the conflict areas. 

School Conflicts 
1. Creative and innovative teaching was lacking in most of 

the,community schools and consequently, students were not 
motlvated to learn. Therefore, they were low achievers. 

2. Each youth needed more individual attention and direction. 
This was not offered in most cases because of overcrowded 
classes. 

3. School administrators and teachers were more concerned 
with behavioral conduct and school maintenance rather 
than student needs. 

4. Low-achievers were often labeled as trouble makers and 
cast aside. Thus, they became more involved in delin
quent activity. 

pamil! Conflicts 
: Financial problems caused many parents to put emphasis 
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on survival rather than family unity and love. 
2. Because of the emphasis on survival, parents were often 

too tired or busy to involve themselves with their young. 
3. There was often a lack of t'mderstanding between youth 

and parents. 
4. Parents in some cases could not provide their youth with 

socially acceptable, responsible, and personally grati
fying social roles. 

Community Conflicts 
1. Some youth members had a strong tendency to identify with 

negative community role models, such as pimps, prosti
tutes, drug pushers, hustlers, etc •• These deviant role 
models had/have a strong influence on youth because of 
their high visabili ty, political belie fs, ("buck the 
system and get rich quick") and the superficiality of 
being successful. 

2. Black families and churches as socializing agencies have 
failed to perform adequately, thus, many youth have 
turned away from them to the street culture. 

3. Many youth felt that it was expected of them to project 
an image or "front" of being cool, tough and slick. 
Otherwise, they would have received little recognition 
in the community. 

4. Some youth had been "busted" or apprehended by police 
and taken to juvenile authorities because of dysfunc
tional behavior at the time of being confronted rather 
than being caught in delinquent activity. 

Addi tional da1.:a on both groups relates to group size, diffi
culties, and cha~ges (constructive) that I would make if given a
nother opportunity to work with a group. 

The difficulties I encountered in both groups related to 
group size. Both groups were extremely large (Group A - 18 
rrembers and Group B - 25 members) and this created problems in 
planning and developing relevant activities. Group interaction 
was also hampered because of trust issues, not enough individual 
attention and recognition, and a lack of intimacy and/or func
tional group solidarity. Although both groups had co-workers, 
the problem of missing interactions, movements, facial expressions, 
etc. still existed. In some cases, significant incidents were 
purposely ignored because the groups were simply too large to 
adequately handle such situations. 

Presently, it is my contention that the size of any group 
will influence the group's effectiveness and adequacy. Because of 
my experience and exposure to both groups certain working strate
gies and methods will be changed. In the future, I will give care
ful attention to group size - maximum of 8 or 10, ,and I will 
utilize a female worker. The reason for this is; I work better 
with females, most Black youth groups that I have encountered 
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have ~ high female attendance and participation, and last but 
certal.n1y not least, young male and female workers provide 
the recipient with a choice of possibly two role models. 

Outcome 
. ~he outcome of utilizing a group interaction approach to 

facl.Il.tate youth in developing positive social roles and images 
was ve~l successful in terms of youth learning to satisfy their 
~n ~eeds. In summation, by developing skills in social func
tl.onl.ng! planning, i~terrelating, learning, sharing, developing 
new attl.tudes, chanql.ng dysfunctional behaviors, and utilizing 
re1ev~t resources; the majority of group participants were able 
to acl1l.eve some degree of success and satis faction. 

Summary Statement 
~t is my opinion that an interactional approach to group 

\~ork l.S one method of helping Black youth to develop posi ti ve 
l.mages and new social roles. The success of both groups was re
lated to the therapeutic conditions (an environment of helping 
one another) that the total group provided. My input as a group 
worke7 ~a~ also significant in influencing change in group members. 
By utl.1l.zl.ng conceptual constructs, I was able to help those who 
'l,vanted change and those who were not sure \vhat they \'lanted. 

In concluding, I would not want any reader of this paper to 
~ormu1ate the opinion that an interactional group approach is 
l.deal and functional in every group situation. It is not! 
It is an approach that can be very effective depending on one's 
personal treatment philosophy and the needs of the recipient. One 
major lesson that I learned with both groups was, regardless of 
one's personal techniques and diversified capabilities, he is only 
human, therefore, he has faults and weaknesses and can only 
accomplish so much. 

Danny Hos coe 
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THE FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL CLASS AND INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS 

Ron Woods, Social Worker 

The Franklin High School class, Social Awareness which was 
begun in March, 1971 by two Atlantic Street Center wo;kers as an 
alternative credit class for marginal or borderline students was 
discontinued after the end of the fall semester in January, 1972. 
Reasons for discontinuing the class were: 1) students needed 
individual help beyond what the class could offer; 2) the two 
workers found that their own college class schedules did not per
mit their meeting with the class during the scheduled four hours 
per week. In order to follow up with the work already begun, the 
workers continued to meet individually with the six remaining 
members of the class, all girls, until the end of the school 
year. In addition, Mr. Woods worked with one girl who was self
referred and four young men; of the young men,-two were referred 
by school administrat~rs, one was referred by a drop in center 
and the last one was referred by the courts. All of the youths 
were subjected to the same type of program during this time period. 

Mr. Woods describes the problems, the methods utilized to 
alleviate the problems, and the results of these efforts below. 

All of the youths are living in the Central Area and have 
been struggling with increasingly serious problems in their 
efforts to use the schools. For many, the educational experience 
along with the problems of being poor members of disorganized and 
transient families and a maturing youth in an adult world, has 
had debilitating effects on their subsequent: social and psycho
logical development. At the same time, teachers, parents and 
other personnel have encountered serious obstacles and frustrations 
in trying to assist these youths. The burden of failure has been 
shifted without thought to either the children and their parents 
or to the educational system. Such polarization has produced mis
trust, misunderstanding and hostility between the youths, parents 
and school systems, while the real problems remain obscure. 

There has been an attempt to depolarize the issues con
fronting the clients and their parents. Through increased con
tact with the parents and extensive interviews with the youth 
themselves, a better level of communication and understanding 
has resulted between the parents, counselor and youths. This 
is viewed as a very important step because the counselor is now 
at liberty to create a program of action that has the backing of 
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the parents. Approximately 70 percent of the time was devoted to 
the youth, 20 percent to parents and 10 percent to counselors, 
with concentration on encouraging all three groups to deal directly 
with one another. 

Because of the similarity in the nature of the problems con
fronting the clients, ·anl. individual analysis of the treatment 
effect is not warranted. It has been pointed out to the youth and 
their parents that the behavior patterns produced by a society also 
serve to reduce variations in individual behavior. Social pressure 
has limited the way in which they may express themselves and 
interact with others. The goal then has been to compensate for 
this loss of freedom by making the youth aware of the need to pre
dict, anticipate, and cope with the behaviors of others; specifically 
parents, school personnel, peers and other persons in the community. 

The results of such an effort are extremely difficult to 
evaluate. While one girl will soon graduate from high school and 
is planning toward attending college in the fall, another young 
man has been expelled from school for the rest of the year. The 
other ten are still in school but are still borderline students. 
This is in no wayan indication of the success or failure of the 
counseling techniques. It does suggest, however, that there is a 
difficulty in determining what the criteria of counseling effect
iveness should be. There are at least three major possibilities. 
The simplest and most obvious procedure is to rely on the expressed 
opinion or attitude of the persons receiving counseling. It can 
be argued with some conviction that the basic evidence as to the 
effectiveness of the service rendered is what the recipient thinks 
about it. In this case, nine youths and six of the parents con
tacted, reported that they were pleased with the services rendered 
and felt that they had been helped. The other two youths were 
unable to make a definite decision one v/ay or the other. There 
are certain social conventions that make for positive findings 
in evaluations planned this way. When anyone asks a person 
whether he feels better or worse as a result of some experience, 
it seems to be more natural for him to report an improvement than 
a decline. 

Another approach to the evaluation problem is to make some 
assessment of the behavior of the persons counseled. In this 
case it must be reported that all counselees have exhibited a 
definite improvement in their behavior since the counseling 
started. The fact that all but one student have managed to stay 
in school attests to some behavior changes; at the outset of 
counseling most of the students were on the verge of expulsion be
cause of their apparent inability and/or unwillingness to control 
their behavior in school. The specific problems, such as fighting 
with other students, disrupting class, cursing teachers and skipping 
classes, have been decreased if not eliminated. 
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The other criterion for evaluation, personality change, is 
more applicable to the six high school girls who were members of 
the class. In their case one can ev~dence definite personality 
changes: The girls evidenced increasing responsibility for planning 
f?r.t~e~r own fu~ures. They were also able to assume some respon
S~b~17ty for the~r past problems and began to look for constructive 
solut~ons. Even the attitudes they displayed toward the class 
changed from indifference or outright hostility to interest and 
positive participation. These changes may be attributed to a 
number o~ source~ other than the direct counseling. For example, 
age, soc~al sett~ng and peer group are all influencing variables. 
However, there is little doubt that the counseling had a definite 
effect on =his change. In the younger youth, personality changes 
such as those noted are not readily noticeable. 

In the future, I hope to put some of the applicants in a 
"wai t" group to be counseled later. Thus their status, without 
counseling, can be assessed at the end of a period in which 
counseling is provided for the other group. This technique should 
provide a more definite index of change. Also, there will be an 
effort to compare the results of my program with the programs of 
the other workers, thus evaluating the significance of the features 
that have been added. 

1 
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A GROUP OF MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS 

November, 1971 - May, 1972 

Penny Fails and Jackie Rabb, Social Workers 

The following narrative account of a group of middle school 
students illustrates how two project workers approached the same 
group in slightly different ways. The group was begun by Penny 
Fails in November, 1971. When she left the program the following 
March, she requested to have the group continue tmder the leader
ship of Jackie Rabb, her successor, until the end of the school 
year. The two worked together to make the transition as smooth 
as possible. 

As both workers have since left the program, the account has 
been constructed from supervisory notes. 

Seven girls, 12 and 13 years old and seventh graders at 
Meany Middle School, comprised the group. Referred for group 
services by the counselor; all of the girls exhibited academic 
performance below the average for their grade and age, although 
the counselor and teachers perceived the girls to be capable of 
average performance or better. A second problem area in school 
related to behavioral or disciplinary difficulties - skipping 
classes, fighting with peers, causing disruptions in class, irre
gular attendance, and other infractions of school rules. Only 
one group member showed evidence of emotional disturbance; she 
was seen indivudually as well as in the group. 

With this group, the worker devoted the major effort towards 
the youth themselves, or about seventy percent of the total time. 
The focus was on the behavioral problems of the students wi thin 
the school, with emphasis on using the group to help individual 
members develop new and constructive ways to deal with the school 
setting. 

Minimal contact was made with families; only about 5% of the 
total time was spent in parent contacts because the worker felt 
that the issups between the students and the school could be 
most effectively dealt with by the students themselves. There 
was particular concern with helping the girls to assume respon
sibili~y for their own behavior in their relationships with the 
school. Parent contacts served the purpose of keeping parents 
informed of group progress. 

Contacts with the school institution, and mostly with the 
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referring counselor and teachers, consumed about 25% of the total 
time. These contacts were devoted to keeping the school personnel 
aware of progress in the group, alerting them to observations 
that could be helpful to school personnel in dealing with the stu
dents, and particularly to helping to improve the understanding 
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of the students by the school personnel. It was observed by the 
w?rker that some conditions wi thin the school were interfering 
w~th both the academic and behavioral performances of the girls. 
However, institutional change was not the primary focus of service, 
gi ven the limited time and scope of service and experience of the 
worker. 

The group met weekly in the school for 10 one hour sessions 
during school hours. Meeting time and. place, dismissals of the 
participants from class and other structural arrangements were 
made by the counselor, attesting to the legitimate function of 
the group sessions within the school setting. In addition, the 
group went on several activity outings such as roller skating, 
a visit to the waterfront, and movies in order to assist in the 
development of group relationships. 

The worker planned to use the group to discuss and help the 
girls consider their behavior in class and in the halls in light 
of school expectations, so they could wlderstand why and how they 
got into trouble, i.e., kicked out of class, sent to the office, 
placed on home referral (temporary suspension ended by a parent 
conference). The girls exhibited the same behavior in the group 
that got them into trouble in class. Their problems rested 
mainly in their inability to settle down to the tasks at hand, 
and their desire to gossip about other students, make jokes and 
laugh, test out new roles, and especially to see whether they 
could make the worker "lose her cool". Gradually the girls were 
able to develop controls for themselves and each other; by the 
end of ten sessions they were able to spend at least half of the 
group time discussing their school problems. One of the girls 
was unable to use the group in this way due to the more serious 
nature of her problems; she was dropped from the group and worked 
with on an individual basis. 

'l'he worker assessed that the group as effectiveness wi th the 
students was limited to the group situation in terms of actual 
behavior changes. Although the girls did show some understanding 
of their problems, they were not able to do much about them be
yond the group. 

The group was taken over for the last 9 sessions by a new 
worker who was male. While he intended to carry on the group 
where the previous worker had left off, he found that the girls 
had difficulty settling into discussion of personal issues with 
him. Given the limited time remaining until the end of the school 
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year, he chose to shift the group's foc~s to deal.wi~h the academic 
area. All of the participants were ha:'V~ng acadenuc pr<;>blems and 
the subject area was less personal and one which the g~rls ~ere 
able to deal with more readily. Also the worker had a part~cular 
L~terest in academics. 

Roughly 85% of the contacts were made with the youths them
selves, 5% with parents, and 10% with school pe7sonnel. The 
previous worker had assessed that more ~ff<;>r~ W1th school personnel 
had produced very little effect, that s~gn~f1cant effect could 
only be realized through large scale efforts, and ~ad the7ef07e 
recommended to her successor that he devote the bulk of h~s t~me 
to the students. 

The objective of the second worker.was to d~velop the ~tu: 
dents' academic skills through interest1ng mater1al and a d~sc~
plined approach to learning •. The x,nateri';1l utilize~ rela~e~ to 
the Black experience from a h~stor1c/soc1al/econonuc/pol~t~cal 
perspecti ve. The worker was initially astounded when he observed 
how li tt.le the students knew about this area. The appro';'lch was 
oral presentation and discussion, with most of the mater~al 
gathered and presented by the worker. Th~ group a~so w~nt on 
three outings, again to assist in develop~ng relat10nsh1ps be-
tween the worker and group members. 

The worker noted an increase in the interest of group members 
in the subject matter of the group; they were able. to recall, 
material from one group meeting to the next ruld ra~sed quest10ns 
about the material presented. The worker assessed at ~he.end of 
the nine week period that the students were really beg1nn1ng ~o 
show interest and improvement in their attitude~ toward.learn~ng. 
However there was very little or no carryover ~nto the1r regular 
classes: in which they expressed disinterest, even bo~dom. He 
concluded that one reason for their poor performance ~n regular 
classes was lack of interest. He also noted that the students 
took a long time to settle down and begin work durin9 each 
session, just as they had had diffic?lty in t~e earl~er stages of 
the group. He concluded that the sc~ _'01 sett~ng offered con
siderable social stimulation for the students, but that the 
structure offered little control which would have allowed students 
to begin work at each new class period. 

The worker felt it was unfortunate that the end of ~he sc~ool 
year came just as the students were showing impro~ement ~n the~r 
attitudes toward learning the subject matter and ~n the develop
ment of study skills. However, both workers felt that more atten
tion should have been directed toward the i~stitution, as there 
were significant numbers of students ~h<;> ev~d~nc7d similar diffi
culties, suggesting that certain cond~t~ons w~th~n the school 
needed correction. 
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A.S.C. SUMMER PROJECT EVALUATION 

Sharon Carson, A.S.C. Worker 

My interest in the summer program was: 

1. Providing for recently paroled youth(s) from the state's 
institutions an alternative to going immediately entirely 
back into his past environment which would supply nearly 
all of the same pressures as before confinement. I feel 
that it is very important for youth(s} corning out of the 
institutions to have a period of relief from their old 
environment in order that they can have a period of time 
to change their heads from "lock-up" promises into viable 
working solutions for themselves, so that, they can sur
vive in society without being locked up. 

2. I felt that counseling younger group II persons would 
help older group I persons have a greater insight into 
their own problems and perhaps be able to sort out where 
they have been in relation to where they are now and 
where tlley hoped to go in the future, along with giving 
some serious thought as to how they will accomplish the 
goal they have for the future. I felt it would also 
give help to the group II, younger persons, and an 
opportunity to realize where they did not want to go in 
the future and perhaps be able to map out an alternative 
for themselves. 

3. Providing a summer job to Black central area youths 
along with possibly giving them some knowledge of the 
society they live in and provide them with some Black 
awareness. 

4. I felt it would give me an opportunity to obtain some 
experience in understanding young Black youths and gain 
knowledge as to how best to help the youths and how to 
help them prepare to be able to begin to solve tlleir 
problems. 

5. Providing experience for myself in planning and imple
menting a project. I wanted the summer program to be a 
learning experience for myself as well as the youth we 
hoped to serve. 

My input into the program was limited because of the fa.ct 
that I was on maternity leave in the planning of the summer pro
gram and because my role in the program was to be a supportive 
one. Therefore, I considered my role in the program to be a helpiul 
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one but none of vital importance in the putting together of the 
program nor in the outcome of the program. 

My expectations of the program were generally posi\~ve. I 
expected: 

1. To provide a positive experience to both the staff and 
to the youth participants of the program. 

2. I expected to provide Black youths with information, 
ideas and solutions that would help them solve or make 
adjustments to their individual problems. 

3. I expected to provide summer jobs for Black central area 
youths. 

4. I expected to get an experience in group leadership an.d 
participation. I wanted to gain an experience in group 
planning of a project and to be able to offer my input 
in~o the planning experience. 

The program's outcome in relation to my expectations was 
good. There were some failures, but also, some good things that 
happened. I learned from both the failu~es and successes. I felt 
my expectation~ were realized in these areas: 

1. I felt that we did accomplish fairly successfully to pro
vide a positive experience to both the staff and to the 
youths served. ';:he staff, in my view, probably bene-
fi tted most l';;l \;hat they were able t.o realize Wh!3.t the 
planning of a project should entail and what areas we 
should have developed more and what we should have in
cluded in the planning but did not. It also provided 
the staff with the opportunity to get first-hand feed
backs from the youths as to where they were coming from 
on issues and gave us some clues as to how we could 
better be able to exert change in the youths' living 
patterns that are harmful to him/her. 

2. Information to the youth(s) was provided in the forms 
of lectures by the staff members, consult&nts from the 
areas in which the week was focused (ie., ex-con, ex
college football player, nutrition specialist, etc.), 
and from the youth(s) himself. 

3. Summer jobs were supplied to all of the yo~th(s) in the 
program through the N.Y.C. funds made available to the 
center for pay.ents to the youth(s) who participated in 
our Summer Project. We were able to supply twenty-four 
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Black youth from the Central Area. 

4. The experience I obtained in the process of group planning 
was one that will always be of value to me in future 
references. I would like to participate again in the 
planning of a project; some things I would add to the 
process would be the use of consultants from the area in 
which you wish to effect change, more detailed descrip
tion of timing would be constructed and purposes and roles 
would be defined more clearly. 

5. The staff was able to, in my estimation, function as a 
teaching unit reasonably we~.l considering it was the first 
experience of this nature for nearly all of the staff. 
The staff was able to compensate for one another's weak 
areas in a way that made the staff a pretty effective 
unit; this took awhile but I did feel that it did occur. 

I will attempt in the following section to create a brief 
synopsis of what occurred in the Summer Project: 

WEEK I - THE FAMILY 

The family was being discussed as a complete unit. The pre
paration of the subject was done well by the staff lecturer. Some 
of the materials covered during the week were ones of religion in 
relation to family, responsibility and contribution of oneself to 
the family, etc •• 

I spent most of this week in orientation, since I was just 
entering into the project. Mostly, what I saw happening that 
week was an establishing of roles, (ie., roles in relation to 
staff to group; group to staff; group to each other; staff to each 
other. ) 

The group responded well to the week. 

WEEK II - INSTITUTIONS 

Although this week was loosely scheduled it was a successful 
week. The group was able to maintain good control. A film and a 
speaker were featured to reinforce the picture of what institutions 
are and what happens to you once you become part of an institution 
in the role of the accused. The speaker, an ex-convict from Walla 
Walla State Peniten~iary, told of his history involving juvenile 
institutions and finally the State penal institution. The film 
was one on penitentiary life. 

I think this week might have hit horne the f&ct that once you 
are the accused of a criminal act you have little control over 
your destiny, mostly, because of the simple fact that you are Black 
2Ild secondly too poor to acquire a concerned lawyer. 
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A discussion of how responsible one is for his own actions 
was discussed with the majority of the youths and two staff per
sons professing the belief that they were not as responsible for 
their actions as was their environment. Three persons believed 
that this could be reasoned to a point but at some point in every 
person's life you have to become responsible to yourself and not 
permit yourself to fall into the bag of being subject to the will 
of circumstances and become your own person and will your own life. 

No agreement was reached. 

WEEK II1·- ORGANIZED CRIME 

This topic was poorly presented and prepared. This was mostly 
due to the termination of a staff member and the failure to pro
perly prepare for his vacancy. The material presented was based 
on the movie -The Godfather", the material left by the terminated 
staff member and other material gathered together by the entire 
staff. The group had difficulty in relating to large scale crime 
that is well organized. I felt the reasons for this were perhaps 
the inability of the staff to properly prepare the subject and 
because of the fact that they were not familiar with organized 
crime, or at any rate, it is not as open as in some parts of the 
country. 

Control in this week was very lapse. On Tuesday the group 
was dismissed early because of the complete disorder and rest
lessness among the group members. The factors might have been, 
first, the youth had become fairly familiar with the staff and 
had some ideas of what they could get away with and were testing 
their ideas and second, because the staff was not more assertive 
in establishing control because they were operating on the premise 
that control was a group thing and not a staff position. The 
poorly prepared and loosely scheduled week was also an important 
factor. It was decided by the staff at this point that a tighter 
schedule would have to be maintained throughout the remainder of 
th~ project and that the staff would have to take a firmer stand 
with the group at times when the group was having difficulty in 
cohtrolling themselves. 

A picnic was planned for the coming Friday because of the 
group's restlessness. The picnic bea.me a hassle when two of the 
group members became involved in a grocery store theft of cigar
ettes on the way to the picnic area. The two members physically 
assaulted a store clerk when he attempted to apprehend them. No 
charges were pressed by the store but the staff felt that it was 
grounds for termination for the two group members. The members 
of the youth group felt that this was unfair action because; 
1) the group was not consulted as a unit, 2) they felt the term
ination of one of 9roUP members was not warranted because the 
youth was just 15 years of age and had a good conduct record up 
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until the time of the present problem. The group did feel, how
ever, that the termination of the older youth was justified be
cause he had been warned of his activities and their adverseness 
to the group. I felt an agreement with the youth in the matter 
of the 15 year old. Although the client was under my supervision 
I was not consulted in the matter and therefore could not at the 
time of the decision offer my input. 

Anothe~ incident that occurred on the day discussed was one 
of fighting between two youths; the youths were suspended for two 
days from the project. One of the youths returned to the program 
and one did not. 

WEEK IV - SPORTS 

This was a tight, well presented week. The group was in a 
lot better control of itself than the previous week. More outside 
presentation would have helped the week. Especially for those 
who were not sports orientated. The relationship of Blacks and 
sports was an interesting presentation. 

WEEK V - BLACK DRAMA AND THE ARTS 

This was perhaps the most interesting week for the youth in 
the program as well as the staff. Group participation was high. 
The self-improvement component in the project had previously 
planned to visit the S.C.I.C. audio-visual center and it was de
cided by the staff that this would be expanded t.;) include not only 
members of the class but the whole group. The group brought their 
drums, dancing costumes, their singing voices and some of the group 
participated in. two-way discussions and were able to see themselves 
perform as they would appear on television. A talent show was 
also prepared by the group to be presented on the last day of the 
project. One field trip to a recording studio was part of the 
weeks activities. 

To conclude the summer project the youth and staff had 
dinner at the Edgewater Inn. 

SELF-IMPROVEMENT CLASS 

These classes were presented by Bette Washington. The classes 
were well presented and prepared in a manner in which they were 
well understood and interesting. 

Topics were presented in make-up, nail care, wardrobe planning', 
hair care, nutrition and many other areas of interest to yOWlg 
women who wish to be well presented at all time. 

The classes we~e somewhat sparsely attended during the last 
weeks. I felt that this was primarily because1 1) it was not a 
mandatory class, 2) some of the ladies preferred the recreation 
alternative offered, 3) some of the young women thought they were 
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already "together n and did not need the classes, 4) some thought 
the class was not for them because they were not interested in 
doing any of the things presented. 

As previously stated the final session was attended by the 
entire group visit to the S.O.I.C. audio visual Center. I felt 
that the instructor presented her course well and went through 
some changes to present experts in nearly all areas discussed. 

My explanation of what happened in the p~oject was that the 
staff learned from the experience some of the components that 
should be included in planning a project. That is, the need for 
more detailed and time scheduled planning, the need for the staff 
to function as a unit 'with as little disruption as possible 
visible to the youth in the project, that when preparing a project 
for a particular segment that a representative of the segment should 
be used on a consultant basis if not on the planning committee. 

The changes at some point that would have made my efforts 
more fruitful is hard to answer. Because of my inability to accept 
the project as something I was a part of rather I felt like an 
outside person attempting to follow what was happening inside of 
the project. Perhaps, if I had participated more in the planning 
of the project and had been designated a role besides that I 
would be a supportive person to the project and not a key figure, 
I could have felt that my effort was more worthwhile and fruitful 
in the project. 
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MY ASSFSSMENT OF THE SUMMER PROGRAM 1972 

Bette L. Washington 

I. My interest in the Summer Program was to help develop the 
individual potential of the young people involved to work 
for themselves, by only becoming aware that the potential 
even exists. I had very strong feelings of the need for an 
older Black person to help young Black people become aware 
of themselves. 

A. Input - Operation Self-Improvement. 
Operation Self-Improvement was a seven session component 
to the regular Seattle Atlantic Street Center, Project 
Service Summer Program, which met once a week for three 
hours. I prepared the sessions on a weekly basis, 
allowing rl/2 hours for a guest speaker* and ~1/2 hours 
of self-improvement discussion instructed by myself. 

B. Expectations 
The expectations were for the young people to believe 
in themselves and to apply strategies to make their 
self images more positive to themselves, to gain self 
respect by generating respect from others, to enter in
to society being their own leaders, letting ~~eir indi
vidual selves be their guide. Pride in ones self 
through personal care and grooming would generate into 
a way of life - pride in dress represents pride in work, 
home, family, a \vay of life. 

II. My point of view of the goals of the program were to fulfill 
all of the expectations, stated previously, to cover all of 
the subjects offered in a professional finishing school; 
personal care, body grooming, diet and nutrition, exercise, 
posture, job-interviewing and job etiquette. 

III. The outcome of the program compared to my expectations were 
somewhat paralled. All of the subjects to be covered were 
covered. The interest could have been greater so that all 
of the young ladies of the group could have benefitted. 
But then again, self improvement isn't for everyone, only 
those who have oositive attitudes of themselves and have 
the desire to apply strategies to overcome faults and 
recognize assets. 

IV. My explanation of what happened this summer was: It was a 
good learning experience for the staff and the youth in
volved. Everyone came away with something. There was a 
feeling of people who had been exposed to a new approach. 

*Guest Speakers - people from the community at large with 
special talents who were willing to share their knowledge. 
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They all seemed better equipped to deal with other people 
from all levels of society. 

v. The changes which would have made my efforts more fruitful 
would have be7n to be m~re selective in the guest speakers, 
b7tter scree~lng of thelr approach to their subjects, working 
wlth a more lnterested group, and now that I've had the ex
perience I feel as though some previous experience would 
have been helpful to me • 

. It was ~nteresting,to see the young ladies respond to 
the lnformatlon and unwlnd from the lunch session and also 
from the group discussions which were held in the morning 
in the main Atlantic Street Center building. The improve
ment classroom setting was the cottage, which was a welcome 
change for the group. 

When I,first,cru;te in contact with the group some were 
r 7ady to qUlt thelr Jobs because of the feelings and emo
tl0ns which were brought forth in the group discussions 
held by the ~ocial workers. They seemed to be experiencing 
~e ~rustratl0n of suddenly having to become involved in 
flndlng themselves, and recognizing their motivation and 
the realization that life is what each one of them had to 
make for themselves. 

The first s7s~ion was very encouraging and was enjoyed 
by all that partlclpated. The basic exercises were intro
d~ced, allowing for more advancement as the sessions con
t 7nued an~ progres~ed. Also, conversation, personal care, 
vlsua~ pOlse, w~lklng procedures, hand carriage, posture 
and plcture taklng were involved in the first session. 

~ found the,group ~o be a very good audience. They were 
v 7ry lnterested ln the lnformation and as the sessions con
tlnued they responded \V'i th questions which were to be ans
wered or worked on in the following sessions and weeks. 

The second session we had a guest speaker, Mrs. Helen 
Webster Rollins. She is a color-analyst who discussed the 
colo7s to wear according to your skin color, hair and way 
of 11~e. Two of the young ladies were used in the demon
stratl0n, one light complexioned the other dark complexioned. 
Mrs. Rollins used different color swatches of material of 
a~l types ~o demonstrate her subject. The response of the 
glrls was lnteresting because of a different approach to a 
very common subject, how to plan a wa~drobe based on color. 

The idea of exposure was one of the key focuses of the 
class. We basicly wanted to introduce information which 
could be stored in their memory banks. Some and most of the 
material they could use right now but as people are they use 
what can be applied now and store the rest and use it as 
needed for different times in their lifes. To know the 
answer without additional research is a benefit that they 
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will become aware of as time goes by. 
Exercise was always the beginning of the second hal~ 

of the sessions with the focus being to apply this course 
as a means of body preservation and good health. 

Care of the hands was discussed. The group performed 
a complete manicure of their hands. Products were purchased 
in advance and booklets by Cutex were given to each of the 
group members on hand care. 

The response was good and as the weeks past they were 
more aware of their own feminine charm, which only required 
a few hours a week to maintain. 

In the third session Mrs. Susan Cone discussed employ
ment opportunities which were available with special edu
cation and the proper diet needed to maintain good health. 
The boys were included, about twelve of them, in this session. 
Mrs. Cone is a member of the board of directors of the Center. 
She is also a dietitian by profession. The group's reaction 
to her was somewhat of a surprise. They realized they would 
have to be more recitative. It gave the social workers a 
good point to work on. 

The second half of the third session was focused on 
facial care. Egg facials, steam facials and washing the 
face was performed by the group. Basic makeup was also 
introduced. The group response was good. 

The fourth session was somewhat of a disappointment, 
as a scheduled guest speaker representing Bonnie Bell Cos
metics was unable to attend without any notice to me. This 
session was filled in with a very informative discussion of 
what to wear when and wardrobe care. The group found that 
they could learn quite a bit by learning to be good listeners. 

Enua Green was the guest speaker during the fifth session. 
She is a professional beautician. It was good to have her 
speak as so many of the group don't go to the beauty shop 
to pick up a lot of helpful information about care of the 
hair. So we brought the beauty shop to them through Enua's 
discussion of her profession. 

In the sixth session Mr. Joe Lyon, Manager of the Rainier 
Branch of Seattle First National Bank and also treasurer of 
the Board of Directors for the Center, was the guest speaker. 
The boys were also included in his 1-1/2 hour discussion 
about how to make your money work for you by using a bank, 
by using a checking account. He also discussed how to 
establish credit, the proper 1.0. and the employment oppor
tunities in banking. The response was good, the interest 
was high. Mr. Lyon, in a later discussion with me, stated, 
he would like to have another discussion with the group be
cause he felt the need for educating young people to be a
ware of their money handling potential. One session there 
just was not enough time. 

The second half of the session followed with more 
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advan~ed e~ercis7s - visual poise, modeling and wardrobe 
pl~n~ng discuss~ons, and also a scarf demonstration. As 
th~s was our last regular regular meeting, a general review 
was ~ea~ure~. Pictures was taken to compare the first 
sess~on s p~ctures to the last one. A picture was given to 
each of the group members of themselves. 

The seventh session was held at S.Q.I.C •• We were given 
the ~pportunity to use their audio-visual equipment. The 
sett~ng was very good as the persons performing were in one 
room and the others could watch on three TV screens in anot
her room. The show went very well for something that wasn't 
~~.ally planned. We had eighteen persons participating, boys 
~ncluded. Our program was set up as a talk show with inter
viewing, vocal singers, musical perforrring and dancers. The 
p~ay back of the tape was very good and will be kept on file 
w~th S.Q.I.C. as a community involvement program. 

The group reaction was good. It gave some of them the 
first chance to see themselves perform or even talk, to see 
how they look to themselves and others. They were inspired 
to put on other shows at the Center during their last week. 
It was a,lot of fun and a good experience for myself acting 
as the d~rector. 
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SUMMER PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Chris Y. Pullen 

Since this was the first effort at conducting a summer pro
gram I feel that overall it turned out quite well. There were a 
few things that could have been more organized, such as the 
planning of the program. I feel that anytime a program is imple
mented all the details should be intact. I would say that was 
one of our weaknesses. 

As for goals and objectives we set to: 1) supply youths with 
jobs; 2)a. help keep young people from returning to any type of 
institution, or b) in the case of group II persons to familiarize 
them with the conditions of correctional institutions so that they 
wouldn't be as prone to go a first time. 3) I wanted also to estab
lish an open relationship in terms of group I to group II. I 
didn't feel that the two groups really knew each other, maybe 
there just wasn't enough time. If there had been, I think each 
would have gained a feeling of belonging. It would have been 
easier to share experiences. 

Orientation took a little longer than expected but once we 
got into the various educational components things began to pick 
up. As with most young people it took them a little while to warm 
up to us. I think they wanted to find out what things each of us 
was trying to do and the methods or technique each used. So that 
they could decide what direction to take in terms of their treat
ment towards us. 

There were a few who participated and shared their experiences 
with the group. Though not all wanted to talk about their exper
iences and family situation most were good listeners, and in some 
cases they would talk on a one to one basis with the workers. 

About midway through the program a commi.ttee was elected to 
plan programs on a weekly basis; I think this went fine the first 
couple of weeks, then the committee were either late coming in or 
else they didn't come at all. At the same time some staff mem
bers were having dissention among themselves and the young people 
were picking up on this. I feel this is one thing that must be 
improved on. After all, how can you help someone else if you are 
not able to help yourself? I am glad however, that it was obvious
enough to the kids that something was wrong. By this time the 
staff had enough common sense not to try and smooth it over but 
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let the group know what was happening. 

Among the young people there were problems also, among these; 
(a) Two or three young ladies couldn't get along with each other 
at first; with a little help this was taken care of. (b) lwo 
young men had to be terminated. (c) Two other young men got into 
a fight and were suspended for two days. One quit as a result of 
this. Another good thing was the fact that everyone had an opin
ion, good or bad. On this account I don't believe anyone got a 
deal that was bad. Staff didn't try to play "big dog" and were 
able to admit when they were wrong. 

Over the eight weeks edUcational components were introduced 
to the group. Each staff member had a week for their specific 
topic except for music and drama which were combined in the last 
week. All in all there were six topics; "The family" showed 
youths ways of dealing with society, religion and home life. This 
topic showed them that what happens in their respective family 
happens in most all homes. 

"Correctional Institutions" were studied on all levels. Young 
people who had been there didn't want to return and otners '''ho 
hadn't been there didn't want to go. There were also guest speakers, 
one ex-con and two parole officers. 

"Organized Crime" didn I t really go very far because the per
son with the information was unable to present his material. Two 
staff members tried as best they could to fill in, howe'V·er, the 
group began to get restless and bored. This had to be the worst 
week. 

"Sports" was an interesting area; it introduced us to many 
of our great Black athletes. I for one found out about many 
that no one ever speaks about. Two guest speakers provided us 
with new experiences in their lives as pro-ball players and would 
be ball players. 

"Music and Drama" was the final week of the program. Many 
things took place such as field trips to S.O.I.C.'s audio studio, 
a recording studio. Many young people joined in with poetry, 
dancing and acting. The whole week was quite filled. There were 
also self-improvement classes for the young ladies. This taught 
them how to wear make-up more effectively, proper dress, dieting 
and many other things helpful to young ladies. 

Though we had our weak points we also had many good points. 
I think this was a definite learning process for all of us and 
with the knowledge gained from this program I hope we'll be able 
to put together more effective programs in the future. 
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s a group decided As workers a t Atlantic S~reet cent~~:~e a an on-the-job 
to develop a Summer Progra~ wh1.ch would h in conflict within the 
working and learning exper1.enc~i;~~ ~~~;rience was to pull toget-
Central Area. As a staff our The following are some of the 
her all the parts of the program. d It 'th 
most important problems, the staff. ~~ h ~~rn~d out to be N.Y.C. 

1. Finding a fund1.ng sc;>urce .'l 1.C ole Officers to see if we 
2. Talking with Probat1.on and ~a~ We had to look at a few 

could find clients for the JO • 
things in choosing clients; 1 from the 
a. whether the client was getting parole ear y 

institutions. the Probation and 
b. whether the staff as whell al~ nts would fit into a 

Parole Officers felt t e c 1.e 

program like ours. b e the Probation and 
Unfortunately this did not work out't~c:~~U9h names of clients 
Parole Officer~ could not come uP

A
:1.

a 
staff we took to the schools 

that were gett1.ng parole early: onflict and students we felt to find our clients that were 1.n c 
had some direction in life. 

Introduction of Week 1 - 2 bas' ally weeks in which the Staff 
The first two weeks were. ~c (Group I had arrived but not 

and Group I got to know one anot er. first two weeks ASC workers 
all members were present.) For the 'th Group I's respon
outlined the educational compon~nt~ alO~~t~1.small groups to dis
sibilities to Grc;>up I~. We bro etoO~e educational components. 
cuss Group I's V1.ews 1.n,resp~~s~eeling the educational cornpone~ts 
We returned to the meet1.ng a d' ed ideas on field trips 1.n 
would be a good idea. Also we 1.SC~S~ ts In the meeting we dis
which we planned to take Grou~ I~ s ~h:nGr~Up I & II boys while 
cussed some ideas on what to 0 or was oing on for the 
Bette Washington's Self Impro~men~cia~e yoU~g men should take 
young ladies. I felt as ~ mel ert , ~ty I also heard from a few 
time out for some recreat70na ac 1.~1. a~t in such an activity. 
Young ladies that would l1.ke to tak lP" 1.'t in detail we took 

' th rogram and exp a1.n1.ng , 
After g01.ng over e p " h' ch later had to do W1. th one a break to go see the "Godfather w 1. 

of our educational component~:ll trying to get more Group I and 
Second Week - We were s 1. Grou I for a working re-

Group II people. In order to, prepare I ~laYing'. We also made 
lationship with ?roup,II we d1.d:l~~~t~ou:e the first week that 
up a time t~le 1.n wh1.ch w~fP~fd role playing with Group I people 
Group II arr1.ved. ASC,sta d nd learn more techniques about 
so that Group I co~ld 1.n hf~ct e~kaset the stage for the first individual counsel1.ng. T 1.S W. " 
educational component, "'l'he Fam~ly. 
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"Family" - Third Week 
(Presented by ABC worker Danny Roscoe) 
Most of this week dealt with family situations. Some of the 

Group I people were telling some experiences they had with their 
families and they were very open about it. This I felt was very 
good in that most of the Group I & II listened and participated 
well. Danny Roscoe did an outstanding job in leading these dis
cussions and he was able to make Group I and II feel somewhat at ease. 

At this point the Group I felt they needed to elect officers 
to a committee whose job was to develop programs and present them 
back to the group. To end the week we went to see "Malcolm X". 
This film dealt with the life of Halcolm X. There were discussions 
on the film and the committee planned for the next week, which 
had to do with correctional institutions. 

ItCorrectional Institutions" - Fourth Week 
(Presented by ASC Worker Ron Woods) 
This week I felt was not well organized because the Norker 

who was giving the presentation was leaving the program. We took 
a visit to a HalfWay House, also we had a few speakers. I got 
some feedback from Group I & II that the visit to Half Way House 
was not a meaningful experience. 

Even though a few things werE' negative there were some pos
itive things that carne out of this week. 

We had a pretty good session when this brother from Walla Walla 
came to rap to the group about prison life and the conditions 
that existed there. I was positive that the group as a whole 
could relate to a lot of experience this brother had had. He gave 
a good inSight on how prison life effected his life now that he 
was·- out on his own. 

Organized Crime - Fifth Week 
(Presented by Sharon Carson) 
Again, one of the workers was leaving work. Sharon had only 

a weekend to prepare for Organized Crime. The group began to dis
cuss a little about the Mafia in relationship to the movie "God
father". We tried to get Group I and II to see the gap between 
Organized Crime and just petty crime. 

It was this week that some of Group I people were terminated
v because of their action before a picnic. We had picnics anytime 

we felt the group needed to come together. 

"Sports" - Sixth Week 
(Presented by Bill Burton) 
Most of the discussions were led by myself. The discussions 

dealt with the history of Black sports and how it effected the 
Sports World today. We went over the following areas: football, 
baseball, horseracing, basketball, tennis and golf. We talked 
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about some of the best Black athletes in all these sports areas. 
As a group we discussed racism within collegiate and professional 
sports. \\Te had two speakers who related their experience in high 
school, college and professional sports. ~st of the students 
had a hard time relating to my coaching sk1lls and I sensed a few 
of them getting bored. My feelings are that they got exposed to 
a lot of things that they did not know about sports before. All 
in all a good week, I felt. 

"Black Music & Drama" - Seventh Week 
(Presented by Chris Pullen & Dalwyn Dean) 
With the termination of some students and the absence of others, 

we had a smaller and more workable group. Chris did a good job 
in presenting some of the history of music. We ~layed records of 
some of the most known Black artists to see the d1fferent styles 
and what was being said in each of the records., In the middle of 
the week Dalwyn took over discussing Drama a~d 1tS bac~ground. 
Group I and II seemed to be very interested 1n everyth1ng that 
was being presented. On the last week of the program we had to, 
have a way to end the program in style. We ended the program w1th 
the following activities: a play given by some students and,A~C , 
staff; a jam session with ASC workers and Group I & II part1c1pat1ng 
in dancing and poetry; field trip to S.Q.I.C. where they were 
able to perform in front of a camera and had the tape played back 
so that they could see themselves in action. The last activity 
was a dinner at the Edgewater Inn, where awards were given. 

Assessment of the Summer Program 

I. Input & Expectations 
A. I wanted to provide an integrated experience, i.e. ex

plore the relationship between field trips, jobs and 
other aspects of the program. 

B. I wanted to provide an interestincr experience in relation
ship to the Black Sports World, i.e. Black Athletes. 
I also wanted to study racism in collegiate sports to
day. 

C. Assist youth in learninq to work with one another and 
also staff members. This I felt was demonstrated at 
times. 

D. Assist youth to formulate some type of long and short 
term goals. 

E. Assist Group I in developing Program for Group II people. 

II. Goals of the Summer Program from my point of view. 
First I would like to state that the goals that I had for 
the summer program were not the goals that I had at the 
end of the program. This I felt was because of not having 
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enough time to plan out all areas of the program. The fol
lowing are the goals that I had at the beginning of the pro
gram. 
1. Provide interesting/meaningful jobs for 36 people. 
2. To assist young people to reduce, avoid, or end involve

ment with legal institutions, i.e. getting off pro
bation or parole, and staying out of juvenile court or 
institutions. 

3. To assist young people to establish some long and short 
term goals for themselves. 

4. To provide an integrated experience, i.e. to look at 
relationships between subject areas discussed, work 
placement for Group II, field trips and ASC staff. 

5. To learn from each other's experience through relation
ships between ASC staff, and young people. (Group II) 

III. How did the Program outcomes compare with my expectations? 
The problem was time, along with coordination with other 
agencies, i.e. N.Y.C., and Probation and Parole Officers. 
I felt that another reason why the programs outcomes did 
not compare with my expectation was because of the term
ination of bTO staff members. Even though the staff term
ination could not be avoided I felt in order to have a pro
gram that functions properly you hav'e to have all staff 
members functioning in full capacity. 

IV. What changes at any point during the program would have 
made your efforts J110re fru.itful? 
1. I would have liked to see Group I & II ca~::y on the 

meetings by themselves with little help from ASC staff. 
2. I would have liked to see Group I & II breaking down 

into groups to discuss problems or issues that had con
fronted them. 

3. I felt that the staff was too easy on the discipline. 
I felt that the staff members should have made all 
disciplinarj actions toward the group. I did not feel 
that the group, all through the program, dealt with 
the disciplinary action with responsibility. 

4. The staff should have made sure each Group I person and 
Group II person had a staff person to talk to on a one 
to one basis. This would have enabled both groups to 
relate any problems or issues that arose. 

5. The staff should have made sure that Group II persons 
had job placements at the beginning of the program. 

Summary 
I feel that the summer program was a fruitful experience be

cause even though we as a staff had some problems getting handles 
In the program planning, Loth Group I & II, I felt experienced 
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g~eat1y from the educational components and activities that were 
g~ven., If, I was,to do this same program again I would work more 
on ma~~ng ~t the~r program and also let them take part in all the 
p1ann~ng parts. Introduction 

Evaluation of ASC's Summer Progra~ 
(1972) 
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Last summer, I had the opportunity to work at the Atlantic 
Street Center as a para-professional social worker. My task was 
to work with a "special group" of twenty-four Black youth, ranging 
in age from 14 to 21. These young people had been selected from 
various juvenile institutions and the Neighborhood Youth Corps. 
All youth participants had had diverse behavior problems and con
flicts in school, family situations, and the Black community in 
general. 

Purpose and Goals 
The purpose of the program was to provide young Blacks with 

significant job opportunities. All youth were paid $1. 60/hr. by 
NYC and some of the older participants \vho functioned as coun
seling aids were paid an additional $.40 by ASC. The goals of 
the summer experience were: 

1. To provide Black youth with meaningful employment and an 
opportunity for them to improve their self-image. 

2. To provide youth with an opportunity to interact and 
learn from one another. 

3. To enhance social functioning by means of group inter
action. 

4. To facilitate youth in developing socially acceptable, 
responsible, and personally gratifying social roles in 
the areas of family life, peer groups, school, and the 
general community. 

Expecta tions 
I, along with all the ASC staff members wanted each youth 

participant to be receptive to the notion of working together, 
learning, sharing, and improving social functioning. It was felt 
that the youth could develop and test new social roles by becoming 
more aware and understanding of others and self. 

Personal Input 
During L~e planning stage of the program, I made little 

significant input. The reason for this \Vas, I wanted to be demo
cratic rather than autonomous and authoritarian. I felt each 
staff member had various capabilities and everyone deserved an 
opportunity to make SOI11e type of contribution. )l.fter the planning 
phase and during the beginning stage of the youth group's develop
ment, I took a more active role. I began to pick up cues from 
the youth; show understanding, \varmth and concern; give direction, 
and develop some type of structure for the group to function by. 
After tile period of getting acquainted, setting expectations, and 
developing some ideas about what we wanted to accomplish as a 
group, I took an active part in leading "rap" sessions. Unfor
tunately, the more vocal and aggressive staff and youth 
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participan ts dominated these sessions, and \vere perceived by the 
less aggressive I11emuers as being the leaders. In this stage of 
developIT'ent, I \Vas often caught up in truing to C;ive everyolle a 
cllance to have their say and cxercise the conceDt of differential 
relatina. Hmvever, I found myself relatinq more to the aggressive 
meIT~ersJand unconsciously san~tioning their behavior and leader
ship role. DurinS! tile latter stage of the prograrr, I uecarne less 
restricti ve, verbal and active. T,lis strate<;'l placed more respon
sibili ty on the total aroup, thereby encouragina the group to 
plan and organize for tlleI11selv(;3. 

~uccesses and Outcomes 
The outcome of the l.SC SUf"',l""tCr 'JroC'ral'1 was somewhat success-

ful and beneficial to all narticipants: I believe that individual 
YOUtll learned to satis fy their mm needs through the qroup exper
ience. They \vere able to learn about the significance of planning 
and social functionina. Some "ere able to try different social 
roles that were f"'.ore functional. others ,."ere· able to gain a better 
understandina of themselves and others. Last iJut not least, many 
ycut~l were able to acquire a sense of self-\Vorti1 and status. 

Proaram ~ifficulties 
• It is f"'y opinion that the S11r~er experience would have bee x: 

morc sucessful if additional ti~e had been 0 iven for programmatlc 
planning. T:lis proulen led. to otllcr probler:ls SUC;l as: 

1. Staff I"'emuers havinq different conceryts about what the 
procrraI!"! \Vas suppose<J. to do and how i 

2. ."'. lack of tL'lderstanc1inrr about c:roup dynamics '3.nd develop-

r:1enti 
3. .-"'~ lack of skills and eXr'crtise in dealing \.vith all the 

variables of errouns and r;rou"'" dynarrics; 
4. ':.'iITinq 'vas soirleti~.es poo~ and. this caused SOI":"e youth to 

beco~e frustrated and act-outi 
.) . The prograrr H.:=tS tr~ring to accor:lplish too JYluch in a short 

period of time. (7 weeks) 

:.; uf"'rary S t a ter.e n t 
Personally I aained nomentous understandinq and s}-;.ills of 

planning, orgarlizinq and workinsr in a grou~ settina. I presentlv 
feel tnat I have cnou'1h eX'")ertise to do extensive group wor!:. 
.timvever, if I ;."ere to' becoJl1e enqaged in another aroup effort like 
the l\S~IS sUJrmer progra~, I would spend consider.able time planninq, 
organizing, and syste~atizing each elewent of the proqram effort. 
ProC'Tam COMponents such as qoals, objectives, purpose, IT.etheds, 
and possible outcomes "'euld De s tudicd intensi vel','. T~e finishing 
touc:, would be to JYlake sure that every staff f"'emiJer han ble 
capabilities and unc.erstandinrr to carry out such a pror,rarr. 

[Iann:' pos coe 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE SUMMER PROGRAM 1972 

Michelle Bell, Project Director 

As the project d~rect?r, my interests in the summer program 
were two~fold: flrst lt offered a fresh approach to summer 
iro~~a~ng for young people, and second it afforded the oppor-

unl y or new learning and experience for the staff. 

Inputs 

My inputs were related mostly to the structuring of the program. 
In the planning stage, my role was to assl'st the to th th' ~taff in puting 
rege ~r e1 7 ideas in a workable structure; to raise questions 
, gardlx:g va710us asp~cts of the proposed programi and to assist 
l~ de~llng ~ltp ?ertaln systems. This included helping juvenile 
Prrole and Juvenll~ court in getting referrals for potential 
~~u~ 1 people, Nelg~b?rhood Youth Corps in getting job slots and 
, bd1ng for the partlclpants 1 and agencies which later provided 
JO placements for Group 2 people. Planning of content areas 
~~s left ~o ~he staff. Initially I did not plan to be directly 
1 vo~yed ln 7rnplementing the program. My expected role was to 
coor lnate wlth NYC and the other agencies involved to serve 
as.a,back-up person for staff, and to serve as a fa~ilitator in 
h~~Pln~ the,staff addr.ess and work out the snags and problems 
w lC~ lnv~rlably ~rise in a program. Due to an unanticipated 
sh?r.~ge ln stafflng, I became involved in the implementation 
WhlCh was fu~ ~nd good experience, but which left little time for 
the other crltlcally needed functions. 

Expectations 

Expectations ~07 the program were centered around: 
A. provldlng inte~E:sting co~tent which would introduce young 

B. 

people to new ldeas and lnformation and broaden ·their 
~waren~ss of the community. 
lnvolvlng youth in the planning and presenting of pro
gram for themselves . 

C. providing a setting-the group-for developing and trying 
out new roles and relationships \Vith peers. 

Expectations for the staff included: 
A. gaini~g ex~erience ~n all phases of program operation

plan~lng, lrnplernentlng, and evaluating. 
B. sharlng of tasks and responsibilities among staff with 

devel?pment of a sense of "togetherness ll
• 

C. learnlng the continuous process of assessment and re
organization during the implementation phase. 
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Goals 

Goals, from my point of view were: 
A. to provide interesting, meaningful employment for youth. 
B. to develop a high level of participation by youth in 

the planning and presentation of the program, ie., to 
make it their program. 

C. to stimulate young people who had been in institutions 

Outcomes 

or in trouble with the syste~ to develop some understand
ing of where they were and establish some goals for the 
future. 

Altl10Ugh the staff established other goals, these three 
were primary for me. 

A. Program and Youth 

As could be expected youths responded to program content 
individually. That is, three to six persons displayed 
high levels of interest and participation in each of 
the various content areas; while the remainder of the 
group showed either some or no interest. It was necessary 
to point out several times that what seemed "borinq" or 
uninteresting to some was of interest to others. There 
was also a tendency for the youths to "turn off" those 
areas in which they felt they had little or no interest. 
In these instances the staff, and later members of the 
group, pointed out the need to be alert to new subject 
areas and information which could be of use at some later 
time. Another issue which became important was that of 
courtesy, which meant being quiet to permit those who 
were interested in a subject to hear what was be..i..ng 
presented. 

1. "The Family". Presentation of this area involved one 
staff and ~wo Group 1 youths. The goals were "to 
make everyone familiar with their own family s~tuation; 
to show them that what goes on in their family goes 
on in all families. The presentation included dis
cussion of family types by composition, family func
tions, and processes for handling problems and tasks. 
Although many youths \v-ere initially reluctant to share 
information about their own families, others were 
very open. Issues raised included: 

a. differences in where youth are coming from and 
where parents are coming from. The group con
cluded that there is not a real "generation 
gap", but rather differences in areas of concern. 
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b. the conflict between the need for youth to develop 
independence and self identity and the pressure 
to conform to parent expectations - "doing for 
yourself" vs., "doinq for your parents"; most of 
the youths acknowledged this conflict, but most 
felt that they had to be responsible to them
selves in order to be "stronq". 

c. "Showing respectll in the family; -this led to dis
cussion and comparison of the types of controls 
utilized by parents, ie., psychological ("saying 
thinqs that will hurt you") vs. physical (" going 
to the blows"). While families of the youths 
operate differently in this area, the sharing 
of experiences helped the youths recognize the 
pros and cons of each method. 

d. religion, and the relationships between family, 
church and community. Again, experiences varied 
considerably, but the discussion helped to draw 
necessary links between family and community. 
The importance of the church in the history of 
Black people was emphasized. Most of the youths 
had not considered religion in this light, and 
expressed attitudes varying from toleran?e.of . 
others' religious views to personal part~c~pat~on. 

At the end of the we~k, Lhe group felt it had 
accomplished its goal; and everyone expressed 
some better understanding of his or her family. 

This wa~ one of the more successful topic areas 
for thE' group. There was a high level of inter
est, perhaps because the area related to virtually 
everyone. - The level of active participation 
was not particularly high, with only about 1/4 
to 1/3 of the youths involving themselves in 
dis cussion. However I tl e level of attenti venes s 
was hiqh with very little disruptive activity. 
Another factor \¥"hich probably contributed to the 
success was that this was the first topic area 
to be presented, even though it was th~ fourth 
'.-leek of the program, and the presentat~on was 
structured following three weeks of relatively 
unstructured activity. 

2. "Correctional Instj.. tutions" . The goal of this pre
sentation was to show the relationships between the 
penal system and the rest o~ the system':. The. pre
sentation included the shar~nq of exper~ences ~n 
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correctional insti,.tutions, first by members of the 
group who had been in juvenile institutions, and 
then by two former inmates of the state mcximurn 
security prison at Walla ~oJalla. Two adult parole 
officers shared information on their roles in the 
system; and, an attorney practicing in the offic~ of 
the public defender was able to provide informat~on 
on the legal system and how it operates with respect 
to people of varying social statuses, and B~a~k 
people in particular. Finally, the group v~s~ted 
one of the recently opened pr~elease houses. 

Discussions which seemed to stimulate the most interest 
were those involving direct report by former inmates. 
The young people were surprised to hear of the living 
conditions within institutions, as if this aspect of 
corrections had not been considered. As could be 
expected, the young people decided they definitely 
did not care to spend time in an institution. 

The second significant point was that the legal 
system operates against some groups of people, 
particularly Blacks, and that the person accused of 
a crime has very little, if any control over how 
that system deals with him. 

The group became involved in a heated discussion of 
how one can stay out of trouble. Many expressed the 
opinion that they were highly subject to influence 
from their friends; and that even when they had de
termined not to do anything for which they could be 
"busted", a friend could talk them into a break-ix; 
or other "easy money" activity. Unfortunately th~s 
discussion broke down into an argmrent on the issue 
of the degree to which one is or is not subject to 
influences, and touched only briefly on important 
factors of examining the conditions un~er which,one 
is subject to be influenced to become ~nvolved ~n an 
illegal "easy money" activity. The pc;:>int that sho';lld 
have been made is that when one hao l~ttle or noth~ng 
to lose he is risking little excepL his time. 

Overall, the area was successful. It was one of the 
better planned presentations, with very little unstruc
tured time and many interesting events. The subject 
area was at times difficult for the youths to grasp, 
particularly as the discusion moved into the complex 
legal processes and away from personal reports. 

3. "Organized Crime". The goal of this presentation 
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was to make the youths aware of the extent of organ
ization and skill involved in organized crime, and 
to point out the parallels and relationships between 
organized crime and legitimate organizations. 

The ~roup 1 people had had the opportunity to see 
"The Godfather", which displayed the tight "family" 
organization of the Mafia. The discussion also 
covered the areas of political system v huge business 
trusts and monopolies, and the mass media. 

The subject area was very difficult for the group to 
grasp. Understanding required considerably more 
information on the nature of organizations than could 
be given in the short time allowed. Also, the two 
persons who originally developed the subject area 
were not available to present the material, and the 
remaining staff had not been able to do sufficient 
background work for the presentation. This combi
nation of problems, together with insufficient organ
ization, made this one of the least successful 
presentations of the program. The young people be
came frustrated and then bored when they were not 
able to grasp the complex nature of topic, and the 
staff became discouraged when their attempts to make 
the subject meaningful did not pan out. 

4. "Sports". The goal for this presentation was to 
familiarize the group with the relationship of Black 
people to sports. The presentation covered the role 
of Black people in the history of sports, with parti
cular attention to racism and development of sports 
as one of the few areas in which Black people have 
been permitted to participate and excel. 

Two guest speakers presented their own experiences 
in sports, from high school through college and 
professional football. The presentation included a 
discussion of football, basketball and baseball, and 
of coaching techniques. 

This presentation contained considerable detail; and, 
it was well planned and thoughtfully presented. 
Several young people were involved in the planning, 
although due to some problems which arose with two 
participants which resulted in termination, they were 
unable to present their material. Some of the young 
people complained about the subject being "boring", 
but others were highly interested. 

5. "Music and Drama". Although no goal was specified 
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for this presentation, the activities and materials 
were directed toward providing the youths with some 
understanding of the history and development of 
music and drama. Discussion included the history of 
jazz and blues, from Africa through the experience 
of Black people in America. Records of many types 
were played in order to demonstrate the points of 
discussion. Music as a multi-billion dollar industry 
provided information for those considering careers 
in music. A history of drama and the involvement of 
Blacks in the theater was also given. 

Activities included a visit to SOIC's audio visual 
studio, with everyone having the opportunity to per
form and view themselves on video tape. The group 
also visited a local recording studio, and learned 
what is involved in making musical recordings. Group 
members became involved in presentations for the 
group;African dancing, playing drums, presenting a 
one-act play, and writing and reading poetry. 

This presentation was highly successful in several 
respects. First, the level of participation by 
youth was the highest of any area with at least 
half of the group involved. Second, the subject was 
familiar in one respect or another to everyone, so 
participation was relatively easy to generate. The 
youth seemed to enjoy the preparation at least as 
much as the actual presentation. Finally, the 
activities for the week were sufficiently varied to 
maintain interest. The fact that the presentation 
occurred during the final week of the program pro
bably contributed to its success. 

6. "Self-Improvement Classes". These special classes 
were presented once a week for the duration of the 
program. Topics included ~are of the body - exercise, 
diet, hair, fingernails, etc; wardrobe selection, 
coordination and care; and developing and improving 
upon management. The classes were offered on an 
experimental basis, to dete~ine whether they could 
be offered as part of the regular ASC program. 

This was the one program area in which the young 
people did not participate in the planning. The 
staff member presenting the material also structured 
the presentations. This factor may have been signi p 

ficant in the resulting level of participation. For, 
while all of the young ladies participated in the first 
four clases, the last four classes were sparsely 
attended. 
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Another factor was that many of the young ladies 
considered themselves very "together" at the outset 
and expressed disinterest in the subject area. Those 
who continued to participate seemed interested in 
self-improvement and were attentive durinq the 
sessions and learned from the classes. If the classes 
are offered again, the participants will probably 
be selected on the basis of expressed interest in 
self-improvement and mcy even be involved in the 
planning and presentation of subject matter. 

In general, the most successful - ie., interest 
holding, and reaction and thought provokina -
program activities were those which: -

a. were carefully planned and structured. 
b. involved the youth in both the planning and 

presentation. 
c. were varied. 

When any of the three criteria were not met, the 
group displayed restlessness, boredom and disrup
tiveness. They also confronted the staff on several 
occasions when it appeared tllat the person doing the 
talking didn't "have his program together"; when 
"you (staff) didn't ask us if we wanted to talk about 
this, so how can you expect us to discuss it"?, or 
when discussion was not broken up by a field trip 
or other activity - "all we ever do is discuss". 

The dynamics within the group of young people were, 
to put it mildly, extremely complex. Much of what 
occurred was beyond the scrutiny of the staff, since 
it took place before and after work. Comments here 
are liJTli ted to some general observations concerning 
the processes in the group. 

A significant factor in the development of ele group 
and in the outcome of the program was that the group 
never developed a stable pattern of relationships, 
due to the constant movement of people into and out 
of the group. This factor also interfered with the 
group's getting itself together enough to assume 
control of the program - ie., the program never be
came theirs. 

Orientation for Group I was marked by a nutual pro
cess of "feeling out" by the youth and the staff, 
defining and redefining what the program was LO be 
about and what the involvement of individual persons 
would be, and establishing the "rules" or processes 
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by which the program was to operate. There was also 
t~e unanticipated opportunity for Group 1 to inter
v~7w and hire additional persons to fill the ranks, 
wh~ch brought the bonus of establishing within the 
g70uP the boundaries of the role of a Group 1 person. 
F~ve of the twelve Group lis were hired by the group. 
The rules were tested. Two people were dropped be
cause of sporadic attendance during the first week. 
The group was not interested in people who were not 
"for real". 

The second week brought down the "high" generated by 
the first week. While the Group 1 people were pre
pared to become involved in counseling and helping 
the younger Group 2's, this program element never 
materialized to any significant degree. This resulted 
in real frustration for the young people. The rules 
and processes were tested and re-tested. Frustration 
among both youth and staff mounted and resulted in 
several shouting matches. After many confrontations 
between youth and staff, the group decided to have 
no more shouting or swearing; and by the fifth week 
the group was able to handle its problems and con
frontations without total chaos. The second week 
en~ed.with a picnic which helped tremendously in 
br~nglng the group together and raising the spirits 
of both youth and staff. 

The third week was marked by extreme dissention be
tween two staff members and the administrator which 
re~ulted in the resignation of the two staff members. 
Th~s had a marked effect on the group and particularly 
for those youths who had been working directly with 
the two staff members. In retrospect, it would have 
been best handled if the two persons had ended their 
involvemez:t with. the program immediately. However, 
both c?nt~nued ~~th very sporadic participation, 
prompt~ng quest~ons from the group such as "why is 

always leaving? He ain I t never here". 

It ~as also during the third week that the group 
declded to select il planning committee of three 
youth and two staff. This represented the attempt 
of the group to bring some organization and structure 
to the program. 

As noted above, the fourth and fifth weeks of the 
program were probably the most successful in terms 
o~ 07ganization, participation and feeling tone 
WJ. thln t~e group. During those two weeks the plann
ing comm1ttee was also operating at its best. 
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The sixth week marked another downturn in the pro
gram. The problems with the presentation on 
Organized Crime have already been remarked. Th7 
group planned another picnic, with the expectat~on 
that the change of pace would bring the group i:.oget
her as it haC. in the second week. However, the. 
event was marred by two incidents which resulted in 
the termination of three Group 1 people. Two were 
fired on the basis of a decision by staff and the 
third quit after he had been suspended for two days. 
The group disagreed with the staff's decision to 
fire one of the young men on the basis that he had 
not broken any rules prior to the incident. Further, 
the youths felt that the issue should have been 
brought before the group before a decision was made. 
Whether these events were a stimulus to or a symptom 
of group disintegration is uncertain; however, 
during the final two weeks of the program attendance 
was low and sporadic, even among some youths who 
had previously had good attendance. 

B. Staff 

The staff did gain experience in all phases ?f program 
operation-planning, implementing and evaluatlng. The 
extent of learning which occurred relative to each ~r7a 
will only become clear when all staff have had sufflClent 
opportuni ty to write final evaluation report.s and to 
reflect on the total experience. One issue which became 
very clear, and which may have co~ as a s~r~rise to 
some staff, was the need for cont~nuous cr~tlcal assess
ment and adjustments in order to keep the program in 
operation. 

The staff did share increasingly in tasks and respon
sibilities as the program went on. The development of 
a sense of "togetherness" or mutual responsibility did 
occur in some degree, despite the serious ~r~l7ms 
during the early part of the program. A slgnl~lcant 
factor was that staff members had the opportunlty to 
observe one another within the program. This helped to 
dissolve much of the secrecy which had previously crippled 
the staff throughout the project in terms of making use 
of constructive criticism and the resources among the 
staff. 

Evaluation 

Several explanations for what happened during the summer have 
been offered. To recap briefly: 
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Successes seemed to depend on planning, structure, involvement 
of the youth and variation in pace and type of activity. Some 
significant relationships developed between youth and youth, and 
staff and youth, which helped to bring about some feelings of 
satisfaction; and which helped the group maintain itself to a 
degree during the more difficult moments. Individually, some 
young pe9ple, and particularly the older members of the group, 
developed some understanding of where they were headed. For 
some this was nowhere - and a few became motivated to continue 
their educatj'm. Several young people learned to listen criti
cally to whC'.'" was being presented, and then to raise questions on 
the validity of what was said. 

Failures seemed to be the result of incomplete pre-program 
planning, due in part to the inexperience of the staff in putting 
toqether a program of such complexity; and, mlcertainty in re
latlonships with one another which resulted in inadequate com
munication and misunderstanding. Complications in implementing 
the program, ie., the excessive time involved in recruiting and 
interviewing Group 1 people, foul-ups and lateness in recruiting 
sufficient numbers of Group 2 people - contributed to a sense 
of program failure among youth participants and staff as well. 
Staff absences during the early part of the program and the 
later 'resignations played havoc with time and temperaments, so 
that many opportunities for re-grouping and learning for staff 
were'ri6t capitalized upon. 

The difficulty which the staff had in dealing with the program 
during the early planning stages should have been heeded more 
carefully. The program as planned was too complicated in terms 
of the scheduling required. Simplification would have helped 
in the clarification of purpose, which would have made the 
implementation a simpler task. 

After the second or third week, when i; became apparent that the 
expected numbers of Group 2 people would not be available, some 
changes in the defined tasks of Group 1 should have been made. 
For example, it might have been beneficial to both Group Imd 
Group 2 people if more time for individual counseling had been 
scheduled. This would have served several purposes - more 
speGific learning in the area of counseling for Group l's,develop
merit of relationships between Group lIs and Group 2's, greater 
involvement in the program of Group 2's, and more variation in 
program activities. As it was, most of the Group lIs never had 
enough work to keep them busy and their orientation to the job as 
worthwhile work was seriously altered. 

The issue of the need to involve Group 2's to a greater extent 
was raised by the staff, but some restructuring of program would 
have been required in order to achieve this purpose. 

-~----~~--
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The injection of energizers for the staff, beginning with the 
second week, would have helped. As it was the staff burned out 
quickly and this fact was certainly transmitted to the young 
people. 
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Chris Pullen, Social Worker 

I~st7a~ of working with a group I decided to do counseling 
on an.~nd~v~dual level. I felt it might be easier to relate to 
my cl~ents on a one to one basis because I would be able to spend 
more time with each one. I also wanted to get used to counseling 
on my own. 

All but one of my clients is female and range in age from 
13 to 19 years,. the. male being the oldest of them. They were 
~efer7ed to me ~n d~fferent ways, one by his mother, another by 
Juven~le court, two by their boss. I had known one from the sum
m7 r prog:am and another one I had known before. I felt that 
w~th a l~~tle direct~~n ther would be able to find something more 
const:uct~ve to do w~~h the~r time and energy than fight, steal, 
get h~gh or kicked out of school. I think that the conditions 
each has at home usually reflect the way most young people act. 
If they are shown love and kindness at home they tend to give 
love and kindness to others. If they are shown hatred or resent
~nt, they tend to hate and resent those around them • • . or so 
~~ seemed to be in most all of these cases. 

Client ~l - female, 16 years, was on home referral from Garfield 
The reason being that she was pregnant and found it very diffi- • 
cult to at~end the first three periods of the day. Most of 
these morn~ngs were spent being sick. I had first come into con
ta?t with this.y~ung lady during a previous summer program in 
wh~ch she part~c~pated. I didn't see her again until I saw her 
at Garfield and she told me her problem. She didn't feel tha~ 
she could make it at Garfield under the present circumstances, 
but that she could at the Special Counseling and Continuation 
School \'lhere the girls shared the same interest· the birth of 
their new babies and a desire to continue sChooi. In order to 
enroll her in this school it was first necessary that she be en
rolled in a present school and not on hom~ referral. After 
talking with the principal she was reinstated at school, taken 
off home referral and in the srune swift motion transferred to the 
SCCS. Though the school problem had been alleviated, there still 
was the pregnancy to contend with. The girl's mother was deceased 
and,the father did not live in this city. I didn't think that 
try~ng to play the role of mother or father was what was needed 
so I decided to relate to her as a person who had been in the ' 
same position as she and even attended the same schoo~. At the 
same time I wanted her to realize that her pregnancy did not make 
her less of a young lady and that she didn't have to be ashamed. 

,I ~t with her ~ or 3 times a week and together we set about 
re~u~ld~ng her self ~mage.. We had long talks about her positive 
po~nts. Instead of staying shut up in her home we did different 
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things; i.e., went to the zoo, football games, movies, and even 
movies on child birth. Unfortunately she lost her baby in the 
fifth month, but even through her pain she was able at this point 
to realize, as she said, that she had to make it. She is now 
attending Queen Anne High School and is maintaining reasonably 
good gr ade s • 

Clients #2 and 13 - twin sisters attending Garfield had a deep 
rivalry with each other. No matter what one said the other dis
agreed. Each thought the other thought she was cool. They 
rarely spoke to each other without it ending in a heated argument 
with name calling, clothes tearing, or hiding one anothers things. 
I had known these girls for a couple of years and felt that one 
reason they were having such a hard time acc~pting each other was 
because they were trying so hard not to be anything alike, and 
that they refused to admit that they shared many of the same 
interests; both like sports, both got good grades and both 
re~pected their parents. I began working with them by trying to 
p01nt out the likenesses between the two of them but this didn't 
work because they said the reason for their likenesses was be
cause alone they couldn't find fault with each other. What hap
pened however was that one had worn something belonging to the 
other and somehow or other it got torn. This started the arguing 
allover again. The last approach I tried was playing the role 
of the villain. I picked them both up and we went to a pizza ria. 
One of the girls wasted pizza in her lap and immediately I started 
laughing at her and told the other how sloppy her sister was. 
It was like I had personnally slapped her face because she told 
me to be cool, that was her sister and nobody talked about her 
sister. Afterwards I asked the "sloppy" sister what she thought 
about her sister defending her and they looked at each other and 
smiled, less than five minutes later they had each admitted that 
they loved each other and that if they worked with each other 
rather than against one another they would get more accomplished. 

Client 14 - male 18 years. This person was head strong and most 
of his time was spent getting in trouble, getting high and 
gambling. He didn't spend much time at horne because he and his 
father didn't get along. He hadn't been in school for a year and 
it had become boring. To him everything that was happening 
happened anywhere but at home or school. His mother referred him 
to me because she felt that he really wanted to do more than he 
was. When I first contacted him, he was leary because I was a 
female. After a few meetings he began to loosen up and expressed 
his desire to go to college. I told him what was needed and he 
decided to take the G.E.D. Test. I tutored as much as possible 
but he failed. The officials at Everett Community College had 
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told him as soon as he completed the G.E.D. test he would be able 
to enter the school. After he found out he had failed he decide~ 
to bag the whole thing and go back to his old ha~its. What I tr~ed 
to impress upon him was this: that one setback d~dn't mean ~he 
wo~ld was coming to an end; that he could take the test aga7n. I 
thought the main reason he had failed was because he had bu~lt 
up such anxiety over one part that he wasn't able to rem7mber what 
was what. I had to find a way to help him loosen up aga~n so I 
went about this by seeing him about 3 times a week; ,we would go 
somewhere and discuss the part of the test he had ~ssed and 
things that had bothered him by attacking the things da~ by day. 
When he felt confident enough to retake the test , he d~d and 
passed. He entered E.C.C. for a quarter, and he no~ attends Seattle 
Community College and is on the basketball team. H~s grad7s are 
good and he is able to see for himself the value of educat~on, 
and most important he really feels a sense of pride in himself 
and his accomplishments. 

Client is - This girl is 13 years old and attends Asa Mercer Jr. 
High. Because her mother was white and her father Black she 
received harassment and ridicule from her peers. She was also 
ridiculed because she was an obese person; it wasn't that she ate 
a lot but that she was just very big-boned. She was also very 
emotional and would cry and go off from school to be alone. The 
girl's mother wanted to find out why her daughter didn't have any 
friends but the girl wouldn't talk to her mother because she re
sented the fact that her mother was white. She didn't fe7l that 
she had any positive points. Although she was a pretty g~rl, was 
nice and kept B+ grades her mother kept telling,her to do better 
and she kept telling her how large she was gett~ng. It was hard 
for her to think anything of herself becaus7 she thou~ht her 
mother disapproved of her. The girl wouldn t wear sk~rts or 
dresses because that's when her peers laughed the most; she had 
become very self conscious. 

The first time I asked her to say three positive things about 
herself, she thought it was silly. The next time I saw her she 
told me about ten positive points she had; not that she thought 
she had, but actually had. After that when I would see her, she 
would make it a point to do sometning to her appearance to make 
her look more feminine. Once it was a colored scarf, then maybe 
she would fix her hair in a new style or wear slacks and tops that 
actually matched. (She had been wearing baggy jeans but was be
ginning to shy away from them.) I talked ~o her,mother and asked_ 
her if she would help by saying more posit~ve th~ngs to her daugh 
ter, i.e., you look ntce or I'm really proud of your grades., The 
mother said she would because she realized she had been push~ng 
the girl too hard. 

I still see the girl but only occasionally and to hear the 
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latest gossip. She is no longer ashamed of being large and she's 
beginning to enjoy herself. This girl has a new boyfriend, wears 
make-up and occasionally wears a dress when she goes out. 

Client i6 - Girl 17 years old, referred to me by Juvenile Court, 
where she was being detained for trying to use a stolen charge 
card and running away from home. This girl had been adopted when 
she was quite young. When her father died last year the girl 
started to have trouble it seems. She would stay out all night, 
she was seen getting out of the car with a man in his late twen
ties. The mother felt the girl was a habitual liar and thief and 
that she disrupted their home and harassed the other children. It 
was the mother's opinion that the girl could not do anything, so 
~erefore she should not be made to do anything. She stated the 
g~rl was not capable of learning and was well below normal intell
igc~ce. The girl had been in the youth center for more than a 
mo~th when I first met her. The mother told me the daughter could 
not go home. She thought a group home in Spokane would be good be
cause then if the girl decided to run, she would have further to 
go. Later she decided that if I would be responsible to find the 
girl a new home, get her in school and see her regularly it might 
even be better for her but she doubted it. After visiting a couple 
of group homes and foster homes the girl decided on one she thought 
would be good for her. She was enrolled at Franklin High in a 
special vocational program and I tried to begin to counsel her. 
The first three or four weeks it was rough because she wouldn't 
return my phone calls or keep appointments we had made. When I 
finally did see her, I made it plain that she was going to have 
to get it together so we could make some arrangements and get some 
progress wheels turning. After this talk we began to relate to 
each other. She had begun to open up with me and tell me things 
that were on her mind. She was on the track team and attending 
classes. Howeve:t'v the next weekend she and her mother got into 
an argument and he~ mother slapped her four times before the 
brother could pu.ll her off the girl. The next week the girl had 
a fight at school and was suspended. Although she had been told 
not to return until a guardian went to school in her behalf, the 
next day she did; and had another fight. The principal decided 
she could not return to that schooL The next weekend she tried 
to commit suicide because she felt no one cared or loved her. 

What I tried to do with her was to help her understand that 
she had to learn to deal with the situations around her. It was 
found out that the girl's mother had misusec her from early child
hood and made her feel inferior to the other kids. Now it was 
time for her to be responsible for herself. The foster mother 
told the girl that she was welcome to join their family as a 
permanent member. This was a real positive move for the foster 
mother to make because it made the girl feel wanted and cared for. 
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Now we are able to discuss some things that are on her mind and 
she is planning for her own future. The girl is enrolled at 
Immaculate High School and is no longer up on the idea that her 
mother doesn't care for her because now she can rely on her own 
ability to make it. 

These people all share one common interest; the need to be 
accepted. This is an important factor in our lives because no 
man can exist within himself. I've tried to help each of these 
people understand and relate to their situations, search for 
meaningful ways to fulfill their lives, and build on the positive 
points that each possess. 

'f 
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PROJECT SERVICE EVALUATION 

September, 1972 - March, 1973 

Daniel Roscoe, Social Worker 

Introduction 
In September 1972, I designed an intensive counseling program 

operated on the concept that many Black youths are placed in 
detention because there are not enough viable alternatives avail
able in the conununi ty to meet the extreme needs that th:ase youth 
exhibit. The program was also designed to sensitize and influence 
the juvenile court system in becoming more aware of the Black 
community and the social/psychological dilemmas of Black youth. 

Program Goals and Objectives 
The purpose of the program was to design, implement, and 

evaluate a demonstration project for juvenile delinquency and 
detention in cooperation with the King County Juvenile Court and 
the Public Defenders Office. 

The program had the following objectives: 
1. A program designed to provide intensive counseling (3 

sessions weekly) and the channeling of youth into signi
ficant social/psyChological activities. 

2. To implement the program in cooperation with the King 
County Juvenile Court and Public Defender's Office. 

Program Goals: 
1. To reduce youth involvement in delinquent activities~ 
2. To influence the juvenile court system in better under

standing the Black conununity and the social/psychological 
dilemmas of Black youth. 

3. To provide a viable alterna.tive to the present system 
of confinement of juveniles prior ·to adjudication and 
disposition. 

Program Design and Implementation 

Develo~ment of Program Design 
T e essential concept ol the program was to provide an 

alterna~ive to (secure) detention for juvenile delinquents by 
involving them in a community program. As a worker, my goals 
were to help each of the four youths assigned to stay out of 
trouble, to provide services that would benefit each individual 
family, and to positively influence the court system in better 
understanding and treating Black youth. 
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The basic program was designed to apply to both males and 
females, but for some unknown reason only males were referred. 

Role of Worker 
As a part-time social worker at the Seattle Atlantic Street 

Center, I contacted the juvenile aourt and Public Defender's 
Office, explaining the program and requesting case referralse 
Both agencies responded enthusi~atlcally and within two days I 
received five referrals. The criteria used for selecting case 
referrals were: 

1. The youth be between the ages of 13 and 19. 
2. The youth and his parent(s) be in agreement to the 

program. 
3. Youth selected would not be related to worker. Example 0 

relative, close-friend, etc ••• 
,·4. Notorious cases would not be accepttllld. 

This selection process was beneficial in recruiting youngsters 
that I felt capable of dealing with. However, I had continuous 
problems selecting youth that were self-motivated and responsible 
enough to attempt to help themselves. Hence, in spite of my 
efforts most youth continued to be involved in delinquent activ
ities after joining the program. 

~fter determining that a youth should be placed into the 
program, a meeting was set up to meet the youths' parent(s) and 
to explain the pro0ram. Usually a juvenile court social worker 
would notify the parents by phone of my intent to make contact 
with ·them and their child. 

Techni~uea and Methodolo~ies 
Te technique used ~n helping all youth involved in the pro

gram was by means of intensive casework counseling and recreational 
acti vi ties vlhich provided a learning experience. Some examples 
of the various kinds of activities were movies and plays por
traying the diverse life-styles of Black people. This type of 
activity often helped youth to gain a better understanding of self 
and the historical and present life conditions of Black people. 
Movies and plays also provided an opportunity to discuss qltern
ative behaviors and roles that are socially acceptable and person
ally gratifying. Other activities used were taking boys to 
basketball games, curio shops, dinners, and having them in my 
horne. These activities were enjoyed by the youth and it was a 
means of providing alternatives to delinquent type activities. 

Because of the youth's problem areas of poor self-concept1 
low motivation; lack of "coping" Eikills and the lack of positive 
role models that they could identify with, many conflicts occurred 
in socialization. It was my concern and aim to develop close rap
port, reliable, trusting, and working relationships that would 
enhance socialization. In essence, to facilitate the youngster's 
in developing better coping skills, I became a BIG brother demon
strating love, concern, support and understanding. 

1 
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Outcome and Results 
During the program's operation all four youth participants 

committed new offenses after court release and seemingly there 
were no significant changes or differences in their delinquent 
behaviors. Three of the youth are presently residents of correc
tion institutions and only one remains in the community, and he 
is on supervised probation. 

Despite the lack cf success in reducing youth involvement 
in delinquent activity, other goals and objectives were accomp
lished. For example: 

1. Parents and community people became more involved with 
their youth. , 

2. A good relationship was established between the Seattle 
Atlantic Street Center, Juvenile Court, and the Public 
Defender's Office. 

3. Juvenile court is more sensitive to the Black community 
and presently invi't:es community residents to unit staff 
meetings. 

4. Community programs have proven to be a possible altern
ative to residential correction institutions. 

Program Faults and Needed Changes 
One fault of the program was the inability to get youngsters 

to understand their social/psychological dilemmas and to do 
something for themselves. Another fault was the state of apathy 
which they have been labeled and conditioned to. This is some
thing that is very difficult for young and/or older people to 
cope with. Last, because of my personal committments and time 
schedule of working part-time, attending college full time, 
and heading a household, I was exhausted and rapidly burned myself 
out. 

would 
If I were to attempt a similar program again certain changes 

made. Example: be 
l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

I would be more cautious and selective in accepting re
ferrals. 
More contact would be made with the parents for the 
purpose of facilitating them in understanding and helping 
their youth. 
I would make use of interactional groups rather than 
continuing with casework methods. Young people have a 
tendency to interact and learn more about socialization 
in groups. 
I would set reasonable expectations for myself and youth 
in service. 
Time factors would be given considerable attention. How 
much time does the youth and his family need? - how much 
time can I allow them in addition to taking on other 
cases? - how much time can I give without burning myself 
out? 
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6. A team effort, (2 workers) would be used to supervise 
(lead) small groups (6 - 8). This measure would en
hance group diagnosis; it would insure constant coverage 
of cases; it would be an aid to worker morale, and it 
would allow periods of brief rest from tiresome and 
draining responsibilities. 

swmnaFn n cDnclusion, the Intensive Counseling Program demonstrated 
the need for utilizing the intuitive skills of community residents 
and the resources in community programs. The need for community 
input in changing institutions was also made quite evident. The 
King County Juvenile Court is presently in the process of tJYing 
to better ~~derstand the Black community and developing better 
treatment techniques in meeting the needs of youth and parents. 
Possibly this new strategy of recognized and accepted community 
input into established institutions will be the primary factor in 
eliminating juvenile delinquency. 

n 
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PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Sharon Carson 

The persons I chose to serve had problems with school and the 
family. Most of the clients were youths who were having problems 
adjusting to the school in terms of repeated tardiness to school 
and class, absenteeism, the inability to acce,pt adult authority 
and general acts of defiance that would prevent the youth from 
getting the value out of the school that the youth will need for 
his future growth. 

The family problems are often related to the youth~ inability 
to accept his parents as a source of authority, as credible people. 
This I was to find often stemmed out of the parents, themselves, 
not being mature human beings and had not become secure enough in 
themselves to become a source of security and trust to the youth. 
This was often portrayed in the parents' double meanings for the 
youth - you don't do this - but I do; I love you, you're my child 
but don't put any hassles on me, don't rock my thing; blaming the 
child continously for their misery. 

The troubles the youth had in the community were ones of 
showing lack of self control. They were involved in thefts from 
community grocery stores and other businesses. They were often 
in the streets taking drugs etc .. 

In the program areas that I worked I would estimate that most 
of my time was spent with schools (40%). The primary objective 
here was to help the youth adjust to the schools in some way so 
that he could get the values he needed from the school situation. 
I spent some time with both counselors in the schools and the 
youth. I spent approximately 15% of my time improving the self
images and the capabilities of the youth. This was done with an 
activity group with informal counseling. I spent approximately 
15% of my time on the family unit. I preferred because of my in
experience in family counseling to refer the family to another 
agency specializing in family counseling. I did continue to 
service the family after referral along with the referred agency. 
The remainder of my time was spent in preparation, consultation, 
office and staff meetings. 

I worked with a group of Meany Middle School students, along 
with a counselor from the "Title VIII" program, because I felt 
that school was a problem area for a large percentage of Black 
youths. The problems arose, in most instances, from tardiness, 
absenteeism, class disruptions, social peer problems, and the in
ability to sucessfully relate or communicate with teachers and 
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others in an authoritarian (position). My input into the Meany 
Middle School situation was hoped to be one of having a group 
situation made up of youth having some of the problems,abo~e. 
Some of the students were having all of the problems l~stea. The 
main idea was to have the group members recognize some,of ~e pro
blems they were having and as a group be able to funct~on,~n ~he, 
capacity of forming group decisions, ,as well as, encourag~ng ~nd~
vidual decision making or how to avo~d the problems they were 
having so that the problems would not stand in the,way of the 
primary purposes of school; firstly academic learn~ng; secondly, 
social. 

The school had informed me, also, that some of the social 
problems the school was having were related to Bl~ck/White feelings 
some of the students were having toward the oppos~te race. On 
this basis I chose to have an interracial group. I felt that, 
hopefully, in the group setting the students would be better able 
to get to know and understand the two races, as well a~, ~he 
individuals of both races. I supposed that through th~~ ~nter-
ac+:ion a tolerance of race differences woul~ be accompl;shed. " 
Both the student and the school would benef~t from the to17rance 
in that the student could concentrate that energy on academ~cs ~nd 
so that the school could spend more time dealing with other soc~al 
and academic problems of the student. 

I personally felt that the group should be a heterogeneous 
group consisting of male and female ,youths. T~e problems,I hoped_ 
to deal with of tardiness, absentee~sm, etc. d~d not conf~ne them 
selves to either male or female students and, therefore, the group 
did not have to be geared toward one sex but could include all 
youths who had these problems - ie. male and female youths. 

In relation to ASC, the problems being addressed are on7s 
that would improve the relationship of the youth and the soc~al 
institution of school. 

The group consisted of five female adolesant:s, fO';lr ~le _ 
adolesants and a Title VIII school counselor. A descr~pt~on break 
down of the students follows: 

I. Male participants 
·A. Four male adolescents. Three of the males were four-

teen years of age and one was th~rteen yea:s of age. 
Two were in grade seven and tw~ ~n gr~de e~ght. 

B. Two of the youth were interrac~ally ~xed and two 
were Black students. 

C. Three of the male youths were from two parent homes 
and one from a one-parent matriarchial home. 

The commonality of the four male youths included tendencies 
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of skipping classes so that they could meet with their fri~nds 
and smoke in the restroom or on the school grounds; leaving the 
school ground to go 't-m nearby stores, houses of friends etc.; 
being in the halls, which is considerably more risky because of 
the security guards stationed in the halls to prevent students 
from being in the halls when they are supposed to be in classes. 
The students are in the hall, most generally, only when they are 
lucky enough to obtain a pass for the bathroom, they are then able 
to offer an excuse for their hallway activity; and disrupting 
classes. 

All of the male students have been given "home referrals" at 
least once. A "home referral ll is when a student is referred horne 
for the amount of three days minimum and the student must return 
with parent or the parent must contact the school. In some in
stances the student can return sooner if an immediate response is 
retained by the parent and the youth has not been previously dis
ciplined by a "horne referral II. 

II. Female participants: 
A. The five female adolescents consisted of three four

teen year olds, one fifteen year old and one thir
teen year old youth. 

B. Two of the female youths are White and three are 
Black. 

C. Pour of the female youths are from two parent hornes 
and one is from a home with her grandparents (maternal). 

The commonality of three of the female youths are tendencies 
to skip classes for the purpose of going into the bathroom to 
smoke; and going off the school grounds to the store to get some
thing to eat; disrupting class because they don't like the teacher 
or the subject being taught. 

Four of the female youth have spent time on IIhome referrals". 

Two of the females were picked by the counselor as peer mem
bers of the group. These two youths didn't really have any pro
blems with~school. One of the female youth peer members was given 
a IIhome referral ll because she was in a fight with a male student 
who attended the school because he was teasing and hitting her. 
The youth was put on horne referral and the boy involved was also 
put on IIhome referral". 

The tools I planned to use to effect change in the group's 
behavior pattern were; 

1. Discussions----this would cover what a person's 
responsibility is to himself and to anything he par
ticipates in, such as, school, our group, community 
groups etc .• 
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Saving the students constructively approach teachers 
and,oth~r adults in authority with problems they are 
hav~ng ~~ regard t? them. One of the ways suggested 
to dO th~s, was by ~nvi·ting those individuals to the 
group meet~ngs as guests and to constructively dis
c~ss the matter with the guest and hear the other 
s~de of the story in order that the youths can per
haps ma~e some compromises along with the guest so 
~at th~ngs can function more smoothly for the bene-
f~t,of the student and school personnel. 
Hav~ng the youth plan and participate in activities 
and tasks to be done by the group as a unit so that 
the,youth could know how to function in a group sit
uat~on and relate that knowledge to the school. 

My expectation of the group was, even if it was only marginal 
that,I,cou~d c:eate some positive change in most of the youths ' 
part~c~pat~ng ~n the group. I permitted the group to talk freely 
o~ any subJect that was of interest to the group. I attempted to 
l~sten,caref~lly to the conversation of the youths and relate what 
was be~ng s~~d,by the youths to their present school situations 
andrhow the~r ~deas,and attitudes effected the school. This 
app_oac~ was effect~ve in that many of the youths began to require 
a certa~n.amount of order in the group so that they could make 
progress ~~ the areas of interest to the group. The youths were 
able to re~a~e.this to the need for rules and regulations that the 
school admin~s~6red for control and conditions that were agrpe-
able to academic teaching and learning. -

The problems I experienced were related to: 
1. The counselor I worked with had chosen the group 

members and unknown to him involved three female leaders 
and one male leader in the group. The three female . 
le~ders were friends and dominated the other two 
~~~e female members. The male leader did not par
t~c~pate regu~a:ly in the group in the beginning but 
began to part~c~pate regularly in the group when a 
money making project was planned for a group activity 
at,~e end of the program year. The youth had the 
ab~l~ty to carry the other two male leaders and so the 
male youths became the better participants of the 
group. The female youth leaders were less able to 
function as a t?tal group instead of a group within 
a ~roup. The fJ.rst planned car wash was one of the 
th~ngs that caused the female youth leaders to be-
come more separate because two of the leaders, after 
the ~r?up had planned the car wash, decided not to 
part~c~~ate because of a later invitation to go to 
lunch w~th a club they were involved with outside of 
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the group. The one female leader confronted the 
other two on the fact that what they did was wrong 
because as group members they were obligated ~o re
fuse the later invitation because of the co~tment 
they had made to the group to wash car~ for ~e g:oup. 
There was also, an outside confrontat~on go~ng w~th 
the femal~ leaders but this was not discussed by the 
group; I felt it contributed to breaking up the group 
within the group and allowed at least three of the 
female members to participate in the whole group. 
Two of the female members are not, as ye~, able to 
function well with the whole group but have made 
improvements. 

The problems most readily cited as having been effected by 

groups are: 
1. One male student has improved greatly from the g~oup 

situation according to his progress reports by h~s 
teacher. The teachers of the youth have commente~ on 
the fact that the youth had practically no commun~- , 
cation with them or the other students before attend1ng 
the group, but as of his recent pr~g7ess,reports has 
improved greatly in classroom part~c1pat~on, aS,well 
as af..:ademically. The youths' ability to commun~cate 
has improved greatly in the group, also. 

2. Two male students who frequently skipped school and 
classes along with a low participation in the group 
improved in their attendance to school, classes and 
the group. The attendance to school and class had 
improved fairly well, about 60%, but the attendance 
to the group improved almost 100%. Self-con~rol , 
while in their classes was also reported as ~mprov~ng. 

3. One of the male students cited above began to improve 
in school attendance more in relation to his twin 
brother rather than the group. I say this because 
I feel that the group has helped him but he plays 
the "protector" role in relation to his twin ~rother. 
The brother has very little self-control and ~s 
seldom attending school. The brother after a long 
school suspension was re-instated in the school. The 
youth began to attend school more regularly after,the 
brother was re-instated than before. The youth d~d 
say, however, that the group did help him and he 
thought that it would help his brother. The brother 
was not admitted to the group because the group had 
just began to function as a group and we felt that 
an addition would cause disruption that we could not 
afford because of a time factor. 

4. One male youth has not been on "home referra.l" since 
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group attendance, and the other two male youths have 
had at least one "referral" since the group, but 
teachers and counselors have reported a reduction in 
acting-out activity since group par~ic~pation. 
Racial remarks exchanged at the beg1nn1ng of the 
group have become almost non- axis tent toward one 
another and about 90% in relation to teachers, coun
selors and other adult authorities. 
All of the female youths have had improvements in 
class attendance and "home referrals" have been min-
imal (not more that once - one female youth has not 
been "referred" at all). 
Class room disruption has decreased among the female 
youths since the group. 

I found the experience of working with the schools was a 
learning one in terms of how the school functions and ~he expec
tations of the school in relation to the student and V1ce versa. 
I would attempt to work in a school setting again. 

I had one individual client. The client was a female, twelve 
years of age and came from a family consisting of both parents and 
two siblings. 

When the youth came to me she had recently been pi~ked up 
for shiplifting from a department store. She had shop11fted over 
$200. 00 worth of merchandise with some of her friends. Consequently, 
she was referred to the Social Agency Referral Program by the 
juvenile division of the police department. SARP in t~n re~erred 
her to me. The youth was also having school problems 1nvolv7ng 
disruptions in the hallways and classes, tardiness and mouth1ng her 
teacher counselors and other adult authorities in the schools. 
The youth was also having difficulty getting alo~g with her, parents, 
mainly her mother. She was having problen~ gett1n~ alo~g w1th her 
brother and sister and staying out late or not com1ng d1rectly 
home from school until late. 

My object with the youth was helping her find better ways of 
relating to her family, school, and other adult people. I also 
hoped to support and assist her in findin~ othe~ avenues or areas 
in which she could find more personal sat1sfact10n than she was 
experiencing at that time. 

I felt that she needed help in all the available areas pro
vided by the Center. 

The methods I chose to use with this youth were: 
1. Discussions with the vouth about her problems and 

ways in which she could minimize the reaction of the 
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school, her family and community that labeled her as 
a troublemaker, disrespectful to adults and her 
parents etc •• 
Talking with her parents about the youth and discussing 
their responsibilities to the youth and hers to them. 
We also discussed the family unit and how it functions. 
To talk with the youth and her family jointly to air 
out differences and perhaps find some solutions so 
that they could live in some kind of harmony that 
would encourage the family to help each other with 
their individual problems. 
Talk to the school about the youths' problems in the 
school and suggest some ways in which they could help 
the youth become a better student. 

I found that I kept getting screwed up with my counseling of 
the client because of the family situation. I concluded tha~ a 
large percentage of the problem I was having here was due to the 
lack of constructive parental guidance and discipline. The father 
contributed very little to the family situation; outside of his 
role as a provider he appeared to do little talking with the child
ren or administering discipline to them. The mother was emotional 
and unstable, and often used tranquilizers when things became to 
heavy for her. The mother also worked outside of the home. The 
mother would talk, argue, cry and threaten as a way of discipline 
with the youth but was unable or unwilling to stand by a discipli
nary measure, such as restrictions, withholding budget allowances, 
time schedules etc •• The mother would quite often attempt to 
bribe the youth with buying or giving her everything she wanted with 
the supposition that she would be a good girl. 'rhis, needless to 
say, did not accomplish good behavior in the youth. 

At this point in time I decided to lessen the time spent 
counseling the youth and put more time into counseling the mother 
about family interaction and responsibility among members of the 
fam! ly to each other, as well as to the indi vid'lal member, him/her 
self. 

The approach I used in this was discussions with the mother. 
I didn't know - I didn't make much progress in this approach be
cause the mother was also an expert jn shifting responsibility, 
verbally sanctioning more discipline, more acting like a family 
unit, and more assigned responsibilities of the family members. 
The mother would fail in her attempts and find excuses, such as, 
she has to go to bed at 9 o"clock and can't control late tele
phone calls and return calls by the youths' peers, the youth throws 
so many fits that the mother's nerves couldn't stand it etc •. I 
approached the idea that she bring the father into a ro~e that was 
more supporting to her in disciplinary areas and she sa1d, and the 
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father indicated, that he felt he couldn't get involved with this 
or the counseling. The father was always polite but never open 
for any counseling or increased activity on his part as a parent 
in the household. 

The youth began to have increased problems in the school 
which she was attending. Upon investigation, I found that the 
school was anxious to have the youth attend another school closer 
to her home. The youth had attended the present school in the 
past school year and had built quite a reputation for herself. 
The principal decided to suspend the youth but gave the mother an 
alternative of transferring the youth to the closer school and 
therefore, not have a suspension on the youth's school record. 
The mother transferred the student because she, the father, the 
school and I agreed that this would be better for the youth under 
the circumstances. The youth's teachers said that she did not 
cause the disturbance in the classroom as in the past year, but 
that she still had a reputation in hallways which sometimes caused 
the youth to be late in attending her classes. 

I felt that my services were not adequately taking care of 
the clients' immediate problems and that the family needed to 
have more professional help in solving their problems, so, I re
ferred the family with their consent to a mental health agency 
which specialized in family counseling. I continued to see the 
youth and family and will do so until the end of the project year. 
The positive things that might have accrued from my counseling 
were to create a climate where the parents could pinpoint some 
of the problems and they were able to draw some ideas of how they 
could help in solving some of the problems they were having or at 
least allieviate to a degree of compromise the problems, so that 
they could function as a family unit satisfactorily. The mother 
became aware of the need ~o expose her children to social and 
cultur~ activities so that they could learn the process of com
munication and participation in activities outside of the family 
unit, and that they were able to get a more healthy view of what 
was happening to the youth, that some of her activities were 
"normal" for a youth in her particular phase of ad6lescence and 
that they should reinforce the positive things in the youth's be
havior instead of using any activity that was "acting out" as a 
confirmation of the youth being an incorrigible youth. 

I feel that it may be worth the Center's time to train or 
hire a person who has skills in family counseling that could work 
with families and assist the other workers with problems they may 
encounter in family counseling. 

The second group I serviced was made up of five female youth 
who have various social,family and school problems. 
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The primary intention of this group has been to expose its 
members to social activities in the company of an adult they could 
talk to andwho could give them some direction and advice in areas 
that the youths were having problems. 

This group was set up for this purpose because only two mem
bers, wfo were sisters, lived in the parental home. These two 
sisters home consisted of one parent, the mother, who had twelve 
other children to care for. The mother's whole thing had become 
a way to provide financial support for herself and her fourteen 
children and she had little time to spend with them in social 
activities. The other members consisted of: 

1. A fifteen year old youth who has recently been trans
ferred from one grandmother's home to the other g~and
mother's home. This grandmother has already ten 
grandchildren and foster children in her home. Social 
activities with the youths are almost impossible. 
They do engage in going fishing together which can 
combine as a social activity while providing food for 
the family. 

2. A fourtee~.\ year old youth who has been in a series of 
foster homes and is not attending school at the pre
sent time. This youth's mother has been in and out 
of mental institutions and because thelE was not a 
father in the home the children were placed in foster 
homes. The yo\'th and her sister were usually placed 
in the same home until the youth became involved with 
the juvenile authorities and the Youth Detention center 
because of use of drugs. The sister was replaced 
with the mother who is now out of the institution but 
the youth was not able to go with her mother. I~stead, 
she was assigned to another foster home. There ~s 
one other youth in the home who is also fourteen years 
old. This youth often remarks that the youth wi~l 
end up like her mother, "locked-up". The youth ~s 
lonely and although presently she has a reasonably 
good foster home she was still in need of some super
vised social activities. 

3. The fifth youth is a fourteen year old youth who 
lives with her grandmother and is five months preg
nant. The youth is no~ presently attending school 
but intends to re-enroll in the fall and leave her 
child in the school day-care center. The youth's 
grandmother is alone with the two grandchildren and 
must work part-time and, therefore, does not have the 
time or energy to actively partimipate in social 
activities with her granddaughter. 

This program achieved some successes in that I was able to 
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keep one youth in school that was about to be expelled for the 
remainder o~ the year. I was able to expose elem to the community 
~d places 1n the areas that they lived both culturally and en
v1romenta~ly an~ I was able to help one youth prepare herself for 
an on-conung ch1ld. I was able to enroll her in the Red Cross 
exercise for expectant mothers and help her choose some of the 
necessary things she would need to have for the baby when she 
returns home from the hospital. 

The meetings quite often were held in restaurants, on the 
beach etc.; the primary purpose was to get the Clinical II social 
worke::---client" feeling out of the setting so that the group could 
funct10n as a social group. Visits to the ocean, Port Townsend -
Whidb7y Island, theaters, plays, etc., were part of the program. 
I don t know how you would measure the success of this group but 
the members were presented with experiences they had not been 
exposed to before and they said in our last discussion meeting 
that the group had helped them individually. We discussed each 
other's p:oble~ and situations and attempted to provide ideas 
and ways 1n wh1ch the youth could change a situation or ways that 
they could adjust to their situations. The members of the group 
f~lt that they had benefitted from the group and that they would 
l1ke to attend and participate in such a group again. Better still, 
~ey had concluded it would be good if they could remain a group 
w1th'the same members because they had adjusted to one another and 
could 7arnestly discuss problems without embarrassment or loosing 
face' S1nce they were well acquainted with each other. 
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SUMMER PROGRAM 

Dalwyn Dean, Social worker 

Although I was not responsible for the original idea of the 
summer program, I did help in the planning and organization of 
the program. About a month before the program began the staff 
met to discuss what problems we expected to have and set up an 
outline of a program which was to be finally approved by the 
youth counselors. 

I expected the program to be an enjoyable learning experience 
for all concerned because the program was to be structured in such 
a way that there would be several smaller group sessions made up 
of a worker, two Group I youthS (youth counselors) from institu
tions 15 to 18 years of age and two Group II youths 14 to 15 years 
of age. I had hoped there would be an opening up in these smaller 
group sessions that was not possible in a larger group setting 
and by participating in activities together that the group would 
come closer together. 

The main goal as we saw it before the summer program began 
was to free some brothers and sisters from institutions a little 
earlier and to keep some youths in the youth center from being 
sent up by giving them a job, personal supervision (since each 
worker was responsible for two youths who had been in institutions 
o~ wpo were going to be sent up - these youths would be referred 
to as Group I workers), and individual counseling would be avail-
able'to the youths. 

A problem we had had the previous summer was finding jobs 
for the young men and women we were working with and we had 
planned that not only would we give them a job but a chance to 
learn and benefit from the experience of the Group I workers. The 
youths we had been working with would mostly make up this second 
group which would be referred to as Group II workers and also any 
younger youths 14 to 15 years of age, who might be freed from 
institutions would be in this group. 

We had hoped that the Group I worker would not only have a 
job (being youth counselors) this summer but would get some per
sonal counseling themselves on what the Group 1'5 future goals 
would be, such as taking the G.E.D. in order to get a high school 
degree, helping them decide if they wanted to go to college, etc. 
We had also hoped that the group I workers would be better able 
to relate to the Group II youths since they were closer in age 
than we were. 

I came into the Summer Program in the final two weeks, al
though as I said I had been present during the i.nitial planninq-
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I understand that many of the problems had been ironed-out during 
the first six weeks of the program. 

My fir~t day of the program there was a crisis. Two Group I 
youths were fiLed and two youths were suspended two days for 
fighting. The two youths who were fired were involved in stealing 
a pack of cigarettes from a grocery store w~ile going on a picnic 
and jumping on the security guard. Some qt;;2stions raised by 
workers and youth about this incident were: whether the whole field 
trip should have been cancelled at that very moment? Whether the 
worker was in a sense responsible for the act because the youths 
had said that they were going to "liberate" the item prior to 
leaving the car and entering the store? 

,. Before even meeting with the youths, the workers had met on 
theJFriday of the incident and had either thought about their 
recourse of action and/or discussed it over the weekend. So that 
the Monday I came to work the staff had pretty much corne to a de
cision, although they regretted making it. One novel thing about 
these meetings with the staff was that it was a "first" because 
previously they had met with the youths before making any admin
istrative decisions instead of deciding things amongst themselves, 
althouqh the Friday of the incident the staff had met with the -
YQuths"irtv:olved and informed them that they might be terminated. 

: <I't appeared to me that the staff didn't want to sever relations 
with the youths involved but at the same time the staff knew that 
they couldn't just overlook the incident. The staff had evidently 
been getting feedback from the youths that they were overlooking 
too much and the youths wanted the staff to make more decisions 
and st~ck by them. 

- Before confronting the rest of the youths the staff met the 
two youths, who were to be terminated, individually, and explained 
to them that-their actions could not be tolerated. The staff 
also advised the youths that the staff felt they needed some 
counseling and that the staff would be willing to offer them this 
service but both youths declined the offer saying -they didn't need 
counseling (as an observer I can honestly say if someone had 
offered to counsel me, under the same circumstances I would have 
dec)..ined a'lso because after being fired I wouldn't want to be 
couns~led by the same people who had fired me.) 

The other youth workers objected strongly -to the decision 
of the staff, but after a heated discussion things seem to settle 
back to normal. Since I didn't have any other experience with the 
group, I was unable to really tell the effect of the termination 
on the group, but other workers felt that it had a good effect be
cause the group knf~w that the staff would exert authority and 
there were limitations as to what would be accepted. 
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The program I came bacl~ to was practically a new program. 
One major reason for the difference in the program was that we 
didn't get the youths we wanted. I had known we were having pro
blems getting Group I and II youths before I left, we were going 
to use some of our regular youths because there weren!t enough 
youths on probation or in institutions who would qualify for 
Group I and most of our younger regular youths had jobs or were 
too young. 

When I left for six weeks to attend C.L.E.O. (Council on Legal 
Education) we had fewer Group I youths than we planned to have 
but we had hoped that later we might be able to add to the number 
tha~ we had, but another problem came up - we had fewer Group II 
people than we expected. There were not enough Group II people 
for each Group I person to have two youths to counsel,- therefore 
the whole program was restructured. Instead of having large and 
small group sessions, everybody met together in one big group. 
Since there were not enough Group II youths, the Group I youths 
never were able to do any counseling. 

Another reason for the change in the program was that we 
lost a member of the staff, in addition to people who were on 
leave in the beginning of the program and there were inner staff 
problems which I understand probably had some overlapping affect 
on the summer program. 

I feel the major reason for the change in the summer program 
was the lack of planning. I feel we could have easily used two 
weeks to a month to clean up some last minute planning before any 
youths started in the program. Problems were bound to corne up 
anyway even if the program was tightly organized but by having 
a lot of questions left unanswered (such as the number of youths, 
job placement, etc.) just complicated everything. 

I don't know what happened the first five weeks but it seemed 
to me that the staff lacked enthusiasm (the reason might have been 
the program didn't turn out the way we had planned) and that this 
lack of enthusiasm probably had some effect on the youths. 

I only really can talk about the last two weeks of the pro
gram but I felt that there was too much sitting around and listening 
to lectures which were informative but were not necessarily in
teresting to the youths. Also, since the Group I workers were 
complaining about not doing any counseling, maybe some kind of 
group sensitivity session would have been in order. 

If we were to have such a program again, I would make the 
program more structured. By more structured, I mean the Group 
I and II people would be given more definite responsibilities. 
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The youths, themselves, seem to feel that they would work more com
fortable if they knew what the boundaries were. (This was demon
strated by the fact that tension between the group tended to relax 
after the staff had made a definite step in firing and suspending 
the youths, I mentioned before, whose conduct was considered to 
be irresponsible). 

Even if the program didn't turn out as expected, I think that 
it was a learning experience for all concerned. I can honestly 
say that there was a visible maturity and awareness of the staff 
as a group and individuals. The staff appeared, at least to me, 
to be a much closer group, there were fewer inner staff outbreaks 
and I think as a whole workers were considering a different direc
zion in working with youths than Black Awareness. One worker, 
after watching the enthusiasm and interest the youth's exhibited 
in working on plays, peotry reading and playing musical instru
ments; considered using these type of activities to reach youths. 
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GROUP EVALUATIONS 

Da1wyn Dean, Social Worker 

During the academic year of 1971 - 1972, I worked with three 
groups of youths as well as continuing individual counseling. 

I worked with one group of youth out of Grace united Methodist 
Church. The group, was originally organized for church pur-, 
poses only but the pastor decided that the young people of the 
church needed to become more culturally aware. A co-worker, 
Danny Roscoe, and myself began to work with the group with the in
tent of setting up a Black Awareness program. We ran into a great 
many obstacles to this endeavor: 

1) The group was too diverse---
a) The ages ranged from 12 - 17 years of age. 

(male and female) 
b) The young people were at different levels of 

awareness and maturity. 
2) In addition to my co-worker, the pastor and myself; 

there were too many other adult people involved with 
the group, whose ideas differed from ours as to the 
function, purpose and direction of the group. 

My experience with this group was an excellent 1ea:ning ex
perience. At times Danny Roscoe and I entertained the ~dea of 
just leaving the group because we were lost as to what to try next. 

The young people as a whole didn't enjoy the discussions on 
Black Awareness because they felt that they had heard it all be
fore and those younq people who took interest in the discussion 
eventually lost interest because there really wasn't a ~ cul
tural exchange because it was always the same people who really 
discussed all the time. 

The first time Danny and I felt we were reaching the yo~g 
people was around Christmas time, when we as a group were go~ng 
to put on a play for the church. The group had gone to see a 
play at Black Arts West and had really enjoyed it., They were in
terested in putting on their own play. After putt~ng a lot of 
time and work on the play, some of the adults and two of the 
young people in the church decided it wasn't appropriate for 
the youth group to put on in the church. The problem wasn'~ so 
much the fact that they disagreed as much as the way they d~s
agreed. The dissenter's of the group had waited until ~he play 
had pratica11y been completed and then proceeded to go ~nto a long 
discussion on Christianity. At this point Mr. Roscoe and myself 
realized that there were two diffenent philosophies as to the 
direction of the group. Probably the most constructive result to 
come out of this outbreak of temper, emotions and philosophies 
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was Danny and I realized that before we could teach Black AWare
ness or really do anything, we as a group needed to sit down and 
formulate our own organizational principles. With the reorgan
ization the group grew smaller but this was ideal because we had 
a much more workable-body. 

The group began to do a lot of things not only recreational 
type things but they put on variety type shows for the church 
which they orgru1ized for the most part and put on by themselves. 
They even had a Bike-A-Thon to raise money equally for Sickle Cell 
Anemia, necessities for the parsonage and the group's treasury. 

Towards the summer Mr. Roscoe and I decided to leave the group 
because there really wasn't any need for us anymor~. The group 
was ready to function on their own - Prior to our working with the 
group, the young people never decided things on their own, in
stead they waited for adult direction but by Spring they were 
making their own decisions. 

I really enjoyed working with this group and I think they 
enjoyed working with us. 

I also had two groups at Meany Middle School which were sup
pose to be made up of some of the "problem girls" in the school. 
The best way to describe these two groups is through comparison 
because they were so very different. 

One group was mostly made up of 8th graders and the other 
mostly 7th graders. ':rhe older group was made up of girls who 
tended to be the leaders in the school, while the younger group 
consisted largely of the biggest competitors to the "leadersll. 

Both groups started out with the idea of being Black Awareness 
groups bu't actually neither group was ready or willing to deal 
with that subject, although the older group tried to superficially. 

I worked with a counselor in the older g~oup and although we 
didn't see eye to eye on everything we were able to work well to
gether. The older group was very good at planning and doing things 
together mostly because they were friends before joining the group. 

On occasions the group functioned as a therapy session, when 
the other girls felt a particular member of the group needed to 
be told she l'needed to get herself together" or a particular 
crisis came up concerning one or several. girls that needed to be 
discussed. Partially through funding from Title A Program (a 
school program for activities for underprivileged students) and 
A.S.C., we were able to take field tripsi - also the girls organized 
~ lunchroom sale of popcorn and pop to raise their own spending 
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money. 

The ¥ounger group wasn't as successful. Half the time they 
weretCutt1ng classes. They never really functioned as a group 
because they were too busy fighting among one another and talking 
about each other behind each other's back. I never was very 
successful in getting the girls to repeat what they said when the 
person talked about was present. We tried to organize field trips 
but these were always just halfway successful. My biggest regret 
about. the group was it never functioned as a group. 

:. 
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STAFF EVALUATION OF PROJECT SERVICE 

William H. Hodge, Research Evaluator 

The final report for 1553, subniitted in January of 1972, 
included 'an evaluation of Project Service by the para-professional 
social workers. This report is a presentation' of a follow-up 
evaluation by the staff and a comparison of current findings to 
those' of the' first evaluation. 'In sum, this evaluation is an 
in-depth' presentation' and examination 5pecifically co~cerned w~th 
the ASC workers' perceptions of attitudes towards ProJect Servl.cEl. 
It attempts to explore the relationships between the staf~ at most 
levels, and the future of the project, as these are percel.ved and 
responded to by the youth social workers. 

For the current evaluation there are five (5) respondants as 
compared with seven(7) for the first. Of the present five staff 
members, three participated in the first evaluation. As there 
are only five respondants, each response is. about 20% of the total 
percentage of 100% for all five cases. On l.tems where there are 
mutual choices available the percentage per respondant decrease 
but still account for a misleading proportion. Hence, conside~ 
the percentages mostly for shifts in response ~ategorr proportl.ons 
and for directions. The magnitude of change sl.mply gl.ves some 
sense of the changes over the year. 

The staff has a generally positive attitude towards the ASC 
program. Of the five choices available to the resp~nda~ts 
ranging from "very good" to "leaves a lot to be desl.red they 
chose the first two: "(a) very good", CO, and "(b) all right" (4). 
This was somewhat better than the first evaluation, where five 
of seven cases responded "all right." This implies an improve
ment of 32% over the first evaluation. 

All of the workers reported that they have g~tt7n useful 
training in the area of social work through aSSOCl.atl.on with the 
ABC program. The choices were: 

Current First 
Responses Responses 

a. on the job 3 2 
b. do it yourself I 3 
c. with counsel and advice 3 I 

The instructions were to respond to all of the choices in the 
order most appropriate. Their responses were equal for "c;>n the 
job" and "with counsel and c.\dvice", wi th only one respondl.ng at 
all to "do it yourself". In the first evaluation half of ~e 
responses were "do it yourself". In response to the quest10n of 
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whether.or not the counselor advice they had gotten from the 
professl.onal staff was adequate for their needs, workers reported 
"yes" (3) and "at times" (3) with one reporting both. None re
ported "no". Of the six reporting in the first evaluation five 
chose "at times". This shows an improvement of some 28%, ~r a 
moyement from a feeling of being on their own to one of receiving 
gUl.dance and counseling. 

All of the respondants reported that the resources at ASC 
have been made available to them when they were needed which 
was in keeping with the responses in the f1.i:at evaluati~n Only 
one(l) of eight(8) at that time responded "no." One of ~e 
current staff reported that "there is always room for improvement" 
but did not elaborate. Rhetorically, does this mean ASC needs ' 
more ·resc;>urces? ASC needs to find more ways, of maximizing use 
of what.l.s there? In view of the general reporting herein, the 
former l.S suggested as a consideration. 

. The next i~ems on the program overview probe staff relation
shl.ps. Respondl.ng to whether or not the personnel or inter
personal relationships at ASC were conducive to the type of tasks 
before. them at Project Service, four(4) workers responded "yes" 
80%, Wl.th on~ staff member not responding. Compared to six(6) "no" 
res~onses of seven reporting in the first evaluation, this shows 
an l.mprovement of 65%. All of the four(4) reporting agreed that 
there· were few "conflicts" between staff members much as was 
~ep~r~ed in the first evaluation. Only one repo;ted that some 
l.nd:-vl.dual staff members were conflict prone, where the first eval
uatl.on showed 4 of 5 responses in the category of conflict. The 
staff agreed that the air was not "too heavy" at ASC and those 
problems which should occur in the vein could be rectified in an 
appropriate manner by the staff. As to whether or not there are 
"good'relationships between staff members all five (5) workers re
ported "yes", a 40% improvement over the first evaluat~on. They 
were also unanimous in reporting that there were good relationships 
i~ the making. New members have been added ,to the staff over this 
tl.me as others moved on to other things. This suggests an improve
ment since the first evaluation when only one (I) of seven(7) re
ported "yes"; then, three reported "maybe" with one (1) "potential" 
and one (1) "no". The only comment qiven on the current evaluation 
was "possible, but, I don't feel st'ifled by "a heavy atmosphere". 

In sum, the staff relationships," social politics" and "social 
climate" at ASC are generally healthy and supportive, the conflicts 
are low and the staff has learned to handle the conflicts that do 
arise using their own resources and skills. The staff relations 
are good and conducive to their work environment and service efforts. 

With respect to their res~arch responsibilities, i.e., data 
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collection and evaluations of their individual service efforts, 
workers reported that their responsibilities were too much four (4) 
and one (1) "at times". They attributed ·this to the amount of 
time involved in research activities. One respondant reported, 

"I think another approach (enforcive) would be viable in 
encouraging the staff to carry out research responsibilities." 

Three(3) reported that they found value in their research respond
sibilities. 

"It helps me to make an objective and subjective assessment 
of my work." 
"Helps me to be more objective about my work." 
" •.• being ab Ie to see exact progres s, it takes time to have 
you see the possible wor·th of what you are doing and what 
you have accomplished." 

So i.n sum, the youth social ,,¥'orkers don't .ike research but are 
beginning to see the worth of the endeavor, which is an improve
ment over the last evaluation fi:ndings. 

The workers totally agree that they have been able to use 
both the positive and negative responses from the other staff 
members regarding their work. Only one reported that "at times" 
they felt the criticisms were personal rather than constructive 
in intent. This shows a change over time in the staff's responses 
to criticism. The first evaluation revealed some potentially 
serious problems in this area. This seems to have been lessened. 

In response to the question of whether Ase serves the needs 
of the Black co~~unity, the workers responded that ASC was'some
what" (4) responsive to these needs with one (1) reporting "yes". 
This comment is indicative of their general responses: 

~I do not have a clear perspective of all of the needs of 
my community. It is (therefore) difficult for me to 
priorize all the needs", 

Reasons chosen from the evaluation questionaire for ASe's only 
partially meeting the needs of the conununi ty were: 

1) "goal orientation (definitions and interest in goals)" 
(2 responses) 

2) structural (hierarchical) decisions and information flow 
(1 response) 

3) out of the control of the center's efforts (1 response) 
(one person did not respond) 

Four of the workers reported they had ideas with respect to basic 
changes needed at ASC that would make it a more viable and func
tional agency in the Black community. This response the researcher 
interprets as an indication of the staff's growth and not as 
negative criticisms of the agency, in view of their cumulative 
~esponses on the whole of this evaluation. 

As an overview the staff has a positive attitude towards the 
ABC. Their relationships are good and healthy. They learn from 
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each other. And they feel that Ase can improve with more work 
on thei r parts. 

In an effort to probe more deeply into their ideas about the 
ASC program, the staff were asked to indicate areas in which they 
felt improvements were needed. The responses, according to rank 
order were: First Evaluati.on 
~ Area Responses R[4Y. ~ 

..L me t.1i'OCi'Ology ( 4 ) .l 

2 goals (2) [6] 1 
2 means & processes (2) [3] 4 
2 definition of problems (2) [S] 2 
3 nature of personal interests (1) [4] 3 
3 nature of group interests (1) [4] 3 
3 training and supervision (1) [4] 3 

The ch~nge since the first survey is clear. They are now 
concerned w1th the more formal and professional aspects and 
concern~ of socia~ work, social service, learning, and data 
col;ect10n a~alys1s. This is made more evident with their responses 
to how can 1mprovements be made?" 

Current 

more work together 
talk 

Evaluation 
4 

writing 
counseling for staff directors 
counseling for you as individual 

Of the five workers the majority chose all 
One of them added, 

3 
3 
3 
2 

the above 

First 
Evaluation 

[3] 
[2] 
[ 3] 
[3] 
[1] 

categories. 

"inservice training, better understanding of problem areas 
to develop methods of solutions, identifiable resources, 
and etc." 

T~is is representative of their general responses. They would 
l1ke more structured "inservice learning experience" in a more 
formal.class-or~ent7d manner: methology, social res~arch, 
cornmun1ty organ1zat10n. They now know their needs and how they 
can best be met as a learning experience. 

The workers report that the program is flexible enough for 
them to lido their thing" and feel that "maybe at times" too 
flexible. But, the workers feel they can be rbreative" in this 
environment, in meeting the challenge of their job. They get the 
encouragement they need from the staff(S) and don't feel that 
l~mitations ~re placed on their getting a good job done, again 
f1ve(S) of f1ve(S) reporting. 

"Yes", they have learned from being at ASC. It has been a 
valuable learning experience, both in their relationships with 
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other "staff", (five-S), and "self" experiences, (five-S). More
over, they report that these experiences have been shared experi
ences;via staff meetings and informal discussions. One commented 
on this: 

"at least, I like to think so." 
In support of this general report' they responded in choosing "yes· 
to the question, "are you receptive to the ideas and notions of 
the other staff members and director?" and, "are ••• (they) ••••• 
receptive to ••• (yours)?-, with unanimity in each case. 

In sum, with respect to the program, the workers still have 
a positive attitude towards ASC and show signs of improvement 
and growth since the first evaluation. They are becoming more 
professional in their concerns and indicate a more realistic 
perspective in their criticism and priorities. 

As to the future of the program at ASC, the wor~ers report 
in a split majority (two-2) "yes" and three(3) "no") as for 
issues, private and/or public that could "hang-up" the functioning 
capacity of the ASC program. The only comment was: 

"The program (Project Service) should be funded for about 
a year or two more." 

There were no barriers cited in the response category that 
asked whether or not there were any barriers between staff that 
needed to be penetrated or broken. Yet, there were some comments: 

" ••• being able to say something and have it taken just as 
spoken." 
" ••• staff members have developed good relationships with each 
other .•• concern ••• understanding, open communication, sharing 8 ' 

togetherness, unity, (and) solidarity." 
So, the workers feel that criticism needs to be worked on along 
with communications, but are confident that they've made progress, 
which is consistent with the improvement by comparison over the 
last evaluation. 

The workers unanimously agreed that the program should 
tinue. And that their work at ASC is more than just a job. 
them, they report, they could work even more effectively in 
future. Their comments: 

con
For 

the 

"with additional skills-- understanding and method of dealing 
with the problem areas, ASC staff could be a cohesive and 
effective team. Members could learn and share with one 
another, theories and philosophies could be explored and 
developed, staff members could become authorities on delin
quency in the central area." 
"I don't really know, but strongly I feel yes. If ~ha·t should 
be again (more time), we knew each other's expectat10ns and 
abili ties. /. 

The above comments stand without need for further commentary and 
are indicative of the professional growth of the ASC workers in 
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their ~pnce~n for a good, viable and ·fruitful program effort at 
Projec;t Service, and improvement ove.r theftrst evaluation. 

when 'asked to list their areas of competence, most learning, 
and in'te'res ts t.hey reported: 

competence: 
"direct service" 

. "group and indi.vidual counseling" 
"I like people and have (developed) .a feeling for them." 
"none" . 

learnin~ 
wa ministration, theoretical, and organizational develop
ment. " 
"working with yout~ group and individual levels." 

interest 
wadministration and direct service." 
"M.A. in nursing or medical career." 

·~ese conunents show that the workers have learned much to help 
them do a better job as youth social workers, are still learning 
but remain diverse in their career interests and presumably in 
what they bring to ASCi again, an improvement over the first 
evaluation where workers were able to cite very little in any of 
the three areas o 

In rating the competence or ability of the staff on a 
scale of one (I) to tan(IO), with ten representing the highest, 
t~ey reported: self and staff as a whole at 7.4, the project ser
V1ce director at 8, the ASC executive director at 8.7, and the 
researcher at 8.6. The average rating was 8.00 pts and the 
lowest over-all rating per each worker was 6.4 pts. The researcher 
interpreted this distribution of points to mean the workers are 
over-all pleased with ASC, with above average attachment or 
sentiments. They are more critical of "selves" and "workers" as 
a ~eam than they are of the administration. Keeping in mind the 
un1que structure and functions of Project Service, the worth of 
the program is a direct reflection of the youth social workers, 
and they accept this responsibility. At the same time, the workers 
report that on the whole they do a better than average job. From 
other information presented herein the 't1orkers feel they can do 
a better job with more training, resources and time. 

This evaluation indicated that project service has improved, 
based on the attitudes and perceptions of the youth social workers. 
The workers felt that this work is difficult and demanding, causin~ 
stress in personal relationships and especially with respect to ~ 
criticism. But, they feel that they have grown enough and have 
demonstrated that they can resolve such matters as they arise. 

The workers feel that they have a good administrative 
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body that is resourcefull, sensitive and helpful. The program is 
flexible and 'allows for change and maintains an environment con
ducive to their basic creativity and learning. Their criticism 
is constructive and is aimed at more formal and structured training 
experiences, and they are eager to make viable suggestions towards 
changes in program for a more effective program. 

In sum, they like the program, belong to the program and want 
to see it continue to giv~ service and grow. 
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III.C.-S. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CONTACTS 
AND DURATION OF CONTACTS, BY PERSON CONTACTED 

February, 1972 - May, 1973 

LAW 
YOUTH PARENT PEER SCHOOL ENFORCEt-lENT GROUP * 

of Contacts '. . 64% 8% 3% 8% 2% 11% 

of Time 64% 6% 2% 2% 1% 23% , 
*GrOUp includes all group contacts; other cateqories refer to 
individual contacts. 

,. 

OTHER 
COMMUNITY TOTAL 

4% 100% 

2% 100% 
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THE EXIT SUMMARY: YOUTHS' RESPONSE TO SERVICE 

William H. Hodge, Research Evaluator 

The exit summary questionaire was designed to get general 
information, from the youths that received services at Atlantic 
Street Service Center (ASC) , concerning how they felt about the 
services at ASC and how effective the services have been. The 
questionaire is brief, simple and "to the point". There are eleven 
Lt~ms on the questionaire and can easily be cross tabulated and 
anal:yzed. The particular information sought was: (1) how long in 
serv~ce, (2) how they felt about the service, (3) has the service 
helped, and (4) how effective the over-all program has been. We 
were looking for trends and information that might help the pro
gram,in the future. 

The questionaire was designed,to point out contradictory re
sponses and also to enable the researcher to control for certain 
respons~s to specify trends and "qualified" attitudinal clusters, 
towards an explanation of these trends and attitudes. 

, The Youth social workers, para-professionals in training, 
ad~istered the questionaire and all follow-up data gathering. 
TI?.e 'data was gotten periodically and the workers I, new at this, 
h~~ some difficulty getting the data at' the beginning of the pro
ject. Therefore', the data is .i:ncoinplete for the full time-span 
Of, the project .. However, there are enough cases represem:ed, with 
e~ugh variations in duration of servic.e at ASC and the nature of 
tI1~ir problems to provide the cases (sample) for a valid study. 
So', our sample is to be taken as representative and valid. 

,. Due to th~ fact that changes in background information and 
case responses co-vary together the questionaire should also be 
r~~.;i:.able. In tl-lat, the controls for background information and 
those for perceptions of ASC are a part of the same data collecting 
i~strument. And, each sample in~ludes all of the cases in service 
at that time. 

The only complete sets of data are from the summer project and 
those still in service. This is due to the lack of experience of 
the youth social workers, as they were learning their job and 
subsequent roles in the research efforts at ASC. 

The pre~entation is complete though brief. It is in essence 
a summary of the data analysis for each period of ~nalysis, along 
with a comparison between periods and comments. 

t1; 

0: 
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Summer Program ----....:::---
The youths found out about ASC or were directed to ABC in 

these ways: 
A counselor or advisor 
Other (NYC, SISTER, BROTHER, 
COUSIN, A "brother") 
A friend 
Another social or community 

42% (8) 

32% (6) 
21% (4) 

agency 5% (1) 
100% (19) 

The duration of their service ranged from 8 years to 3 weeks, with 
a~ average of 11 months. There was one extrum case for 8 years; 
w~thout that case the average was 7 months. The median time for 
duration of service was 3 months. Using our standard categories 
for dUration of service: I, less than 4 weeks; II, less than 26 
weeks; III, less than 52 weeks; and, IV, more than 52 weeks this 
was the distribution: ' 

I (2) 15% 10% 
II (5) 38% 26% 

III (0) 
IV (6) 46% 32% 

N/R (6) 0 32% 
19(-6) 99%(13) 100%(19) 

So most of the cases, 46% of those responding and 32% including 
the ~on-responses, fall in Group IV, 38% in Group II (26% N/R) , 
~5% ~n Gr~up I (10% N/R) and 0% in Group III. There are difficulties 
1n analys1s here, by group, due to such a high percentage of non
responses. Yet we'll endeavor to make the effort, assuming the 
summarY,of ~e total,responses towards ASC without regard to these 
catagor~es w~ll suff~ce to strengthen this weakness in the data. 

As to whether or not they felt that the service at ASC had 
helped them the youths responded: 

Yes 58%(11) 
Somewhat 32%( 6) 
Don't know 5%( 1) 
No 5% ( 1) 

In response to whether 
they responded: 

Yes 
Somewhat 
Don't know 
No 

100%(19) 
they got the service they were looking for, 

42%(8) 
42%(8) 
16% (3) 

0%(0) 
100%(19) 

Fifty-eight percent(ll) felt that they came to ASC with "serious" 
problems, with 42%(8) reporting "no" they did not have serious 
problems. 
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In summary, their responses were positive with respect to 
the service received at ASCi they reported that ASC, in general, 
met their expectations. They expected good service and received 
good service. Their response was much the same whether their pro
blems had been of a serious nature or not. 

Their main reasons for cOming to ASC were (for the summer 
program) : 

A job 59%(17) 
School 14 ( 4) 
Home 14 ( 4) 
Law 3 ( 1) 
Welfare 3 ( 1) 
Comma Problems3 ( 1) 
Finances I • 

(general) 3 ( 1) 

Due to the fact the 
from NYC along with 
"school" and "home" 
their responses. 

99%(29) 
summer program offered to the youths a stipend 
service, most of the youths chose ~a job", but 
accounted for a significant proportion of 

Only 21% (4) had had ant~prior conta~t with any agencies 
for the same reasons as those bringing them to ASC and only 26% (5) 
since cOming to ASCi one of the latter had gone to NYC seeking a 
job and was at ASC for two weeks(I), the others were 2 months (II) 
and no information on the others. So, for the Bummer pro';Jram 
there was essentially no less in effectiveness in working with ~ 
these youths. Moreover, 68%(13) reported that they would return 
to ASC in the future if it became necessary. To the same item 
21%(4) responded "no" and 11%(2) responded "maybe". Of those that 
responded "no", four(4), only one(l) felt that the service had not 
helped them and that case reported that they wouln refer another 
youth to ASC for help should the need arise. 

Of the 19 cases in the summer program .13 were terminating 
with the summer program; 41%(7) felt that their problems were 
"basically solved", the other responses were" leaving the area" (3) , 
"other"(2) and "ASC couldn't help me" (1) • 

In summary, the youths, in a significant majority responded 
positively towards the services and staff at ASC. They felt that 
they had gotten good service at ASC, the service was effective, 
they would send others to ASC and they themselves would return 
for service(help) if necessary in the future. 

I"~ 

" " , 
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Youths Currently in Service 

These youths were referred to ASC 
A counselor or advisor 
A friend 

in these ways: 
48%(16) 

Another agency 
Other 

The average was 8.1 months of service at 
response (N/R),; the medi an \lms 7 months. 
week to two years. 

30 (10) 
15 ( 5) 

6 ( 2) 
99% (33) 

ASC with one (1) non
The range was from one 

they 
When asked whether or not the service at ASC had "helped" 
responded: 

Yes 
Somewhat 
No 
Don't know 

68%(22) 
19 % ( 6) 

9 % ( 3) 
4%( 1) 

100%(32) 
Of those that responded "no" all had had four or less months of 
service, with two at four months and one at one month. One case 
was inconsistent in responses to items on the questionnaire, one 
incomplete and one undecided on most items. So some 87%(28) of 
the youths felt that they had been helped by services at ASC. The 
questionnaires for those that responded "no" were either incomplete 
or "undecided" with contradictory responses. 

As if 
service at 

their expectations \.,ere fulfilled 
ASC they responded: 

Yes 
Somewhat 
No 
Don't know 

50%(16) 
31 (10) 

7 ( 2) 
12 ( 4) 

concerning the 

100% (32) -
Only one was disappointed, in that they felt they had gotten poor 
service. The same case reported that they had come to ASC partly 
"to have fun II • 

With respect to the nature of the problems that they had 
come to ASC to solve or resolve, 56%{18) reported that they had 
had serious problems, 3%(1) "somewhat serious", and 41%(13) re
ported that their problems had not been serious. So, some 

Yes 56%(18) 
No 41%(13) 
Somewhat 3%( 1) 

100\1.(32) 
59%(19) of the youths had problems that could be considered 
serious, difficult, or complex as perceived by the youths. All of 
these youths reported that they could come back to ASC, for help 
in the future and that they would refer others to ASC l.f they 
needed help. Of the 18 cases with serious problems only two had 

.-
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contacted or saw the need to contact another agency while in ser
vice at ASC. In general their problems were serious and they felt 
that ASC could and did help them. 

Tl.eir main reasons (problems) for coming to ASC were as 
follows: 

"School 
Home" 
Community problems 
A job 
Law 
Welfare 
Finances in general 
Other 
Children (own) 

42% (24) 
l~% (11) 
12 % ( 7) 
10% ( 6) 

9 % ( 5) 
2% ( 1) 
2% ( 1) 
2% ( 1) 
2% ( 1) 

100% (5(1) 
So most of the cases reported that their 
serious, were concerning "school" and at 
61% of their responses. 

problems, most of them 
"home", accounting for 

When asked if they would refer anyone else to ASC for ser-
vice the youths responded: 

Close friends 
Anyone else 
My parents 
Sisters & Brothers (sibling) 

39% (21) 
33% (18) 
13% ( 7) 
11% (6) 

Children (own) 
N/R=2 
I should point out that few (2) had 
was (is) poor. 

4% ( 2) 
100% (54) 

children; so, the choice item 

Their responses to the item regarding whether or not they 
had contacted any other agencies prior to coming to ASC were: 

Before 15%(5), and 
After 12%(4). 

Of those youths that responded "yes" three (3) of their respor 'es 
account for at least five agencies, the others responding wit~ 
"many" and "lots". Of these five(5) cases only three(3) contacted 
and agency after service at ASC. There was only one case that 
had not done so before service but had after service. And, one 
youth accounted for two (2) of the five cont.acts. The latter two 
cases were in gen~ral undecided in their responses: "somewhat" 
and undecided: contradictory responses. Excepting these two cases, 
the youths responding on these items had highly positive images 
of ASC. 

Eighty-eight percent, 88%(28. of the youths would return to 
ASC in the future should the need arise. Only two(2) cases re
ported "no" and one (I) case reported "maybe". The youth responding 
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"m~ybe~ wa~ generally undecided in total responses to the question
na1re. Th1S I would say is overwhelmingly positive towards ASC. 

Their 
It was asked of those leaving or terminating with ASC, 
responses were: 

Problem basically solved 
~ Going to another agency 
4 Leaving the area 

ASC couldnDt help me 
Other 

57% (13) 
12% ( 3)~ 
17% ( 4~ 

5% ( 1) 
9% ( 2) 

100% (23) 
Of those that were seeking another agencY6 all of their general 
responses towards ASC were positive; the same was true for those 
that were leaving the area. The case that reported "ASC couldn't 
help me" stated that they had come to ASC in large for "fun". 
Those that chose "other" added theSE! responses: 

"I I m at an age whereby I can better cope with my 
conflicts. II 

"Feel secure and independent enough to handle 
some of my own problems. 

The latter responses were gotten by letter and phone by an ASC 
worker. In sum 86% of the youths were definitely satisfied with 
ASC even though tney were terminating service. 

. In summary, for the youths still in service, their per
cept10ns of ASC were very positive with a large percentage of 
the youths reporting in that manner. They had been at ASC from 
3-1/2 weeks to two years. Most of them felt that they had gotten 
what they were looking for, 81% favorable. A good number felt 
that they had come to ASC with serious problems and difficult 
problems, 59%, and that ASC had helped them. The school, horne 
and community problems accounted for most of their problem source 
areas. Some 97%(31) of the youths would refer others to ASC 
"cl()se friends" 39% and "anyone else" 33% accounting for most of 
their.choic~s 72% Ve:y few of the youths had contacted any 
agenc1es pr10r to serV1ce at ASC. And this was reduced in numbers 
of cases since service at ASC. Eighty-eight 88%(28) of the youths 
requested that they would return to ASC for help when help was 
needed; and, 57% of the youths terminating reported that their 
problems were "basically solved". Of these responses, 86 % had 
over-all positive feelings and perceptions about ASC. 

Comparative Distrib~t~ons a~d Comments. 

Both groups were ~eferred to ASC in basically the same 
manner and proportions. Most of the summer youths (S) were re
ferred by "friends" and others whereas the current (C) youths were 
mostly :·ceferred by counselors. 
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S C 
Counselor 
Other 
Friend 

42%( 8) 48%(16) 
32%( 6) 30%(10) 
21% ( 4) 15% ( 5) 

Another agency 5%( 1) 6%( 2) 
IOO%(19) 99%(33) 

The range for duration of service at ABC was three weeks to eight 
years for summer(s) and one week to two years for the current. (C) 
The respective averages and medians were seven months(S), eight 
months (C) , and three months (S) and seven months(C}. 

For both groups S and C, the trend seemed to be the longer 
the service the more the number of cases. 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

Group 
(less than 4 weeks) 
(5 to 26 weeks) 
(27 to 52 weeks) 
(52 Weeks plus) 
N/R 

S 
10% (2) 
26% (5) 

Q 
32% (6) 
32% (6) 

100% (TIT 

C 
3%- ( 1) 

28% 
33% 
33% 

3% 

( 9) 
( 11) 
( 11) 
( 1) 
(33) 

The youth in both groups, Sand 
good or effective service at ASC. 

C felt they had gotten 

"Has service helped?" 
Yes 
Somewhat 
Don't know 
No 

S 
58% (11) 
32 (6) 

5 (1) 
5 (1) 

100% (19) 

C 
68%-(22) 
19 (6) 

4 (1) 
9 (3) 

100% (32) 
Seemingly, the service at ABC met the majority expectation, 
fully or somewhat, 84% for Sand 81% for C. 

Was service as expected? " 
Yes 
Somewhat 
Don't know 
No 

42% 
42 
16 
o 

100% 

S 
T 8) 
( 8) 
( 3) 

(19) 

The most number had serious problems or felt 
b1ems were serious, 58% for Sand 56% for C. 

" ..• problem(s} serious?" §.. 
Yes 58% (11) 
No 42 (8) 
Somewhat a 

-=-1""""0';"'" 0%=---( ....... 1'"""'9"T"") 

C 
50%-0.6) 
31 (10) 
12 (4) 

7 (2) 
100% (19) 

that their pro-

c 
56% 
41 

3 
100% 

(18) 
(13) 
( I): 
(32) 

Though the summer group chose "a job" most frequently, 59'..(17), 
it was partly due to the stipend they knew, in advance, they would 
reG~ive for participation from NYC. Both groups still ranked 
tb<t~ same reasons in the same rank order excepting that of "a job". 
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" ••• reasons for coming to ASC?" 
S C 

Job School 41% (24) 
Home 19% (11) School 

Home 
Community
Problems 

59% (17) 
14% ( 4) 
14% ( 4) Community-

Problems 12\ (07J 
Job 10% ( 6) 
Law 9% ~5~~ 91% 

N=29 
3% ~ 1~ 90% 26 

A great percentage of the youths in both groups responded 
that they would refer others to ASC for help. 

"Would you send others to ABC for help?" 
S C 

~8~4%~(~1-6-) ~~8=~~(~2~8~) 
11% ( 2) 12 % ( 4) 

5% ( 1) 
or 

97% (31) 
3% ( 1) 

Yes 
No 
Maybe 

100% (19) 100% (32) 100% (32) * 
*This was adjusted due to conflicting choices on the 
questionnaire. 

S06 including the "maybe's" and the adjustment* the responses were 
favorable 91% for Summer and 97% for Current. 

"Who would you send?" 

Anyone 
Sibling brothers and 
sisters 
Parents 
Friends 
Children (own) 

S 
70% (16) 

13% ( 3) 
9% ( 2) 
9 % ( 2) 

101% (23) 
The youths would definitely refer another person to ASC 
anybody, peers, friends and all. 

C 
33% (18) 

11% ( 6) 
13% ( 7) 
39% (21) 

3% ( 2) 
99% (54) 
for help; 

Most of the youth, Sand C, would return to ASC for help if 
they needed it. 

"Would you return to ASC for help?" 
S 

68% (13) 
21% ( 4) 
11% ( 2) 

Yes 
No 
Maybe 

rOO% (19) 
'*N/R= (I) in C 

C 
flJr128r 

6% ( 2) 
3% ( 1) 

99% (31) w 

The number of aqencies and youths making the contacts were held 
~onstant or reduced in both groups. And in each instance the 
1ncrement of change was due to one case variance. 

"Have you contacted another agency? Before? After?" 

Before 
After 

S C 
21 % ( 4 ) ~1"""6 %,....:-(T"lIS ..... )-
26% or 21% (5) or (4)* 13% (4) 
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*The one case increase was there but a short 
period of time, less than three weeks. 

The last item on the exit summary was: 
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"Why are you terminating?", For those terminating: 
*S *C 

Problem basically solved 41"% (7) 57% (13) 
Another agency 18% (3) 12% ( 3) 
Learning area 18% (3) 17% ( 4) 
ASC couldn't help 6% (1) 5% ( 1) 
Other 18% (3) 9% ( 2) 

lO~%(17) 100% (23) 
*~oo few cases for valid 
percentage interpretation. 

The majority of the youths felt that their problems were basically 
solved, 41% for Sand 57% for C. "Another agency" and "learning 
the area ll ranked about the same, three and four cases. 

In summary, all of the youths in both ele summer and current 
program of service feel positive and favorable towards ASCi they 
would send others to ASCi they feel the service is good and meets 
their expectations; and, they too would return to ASC for help 
if it were ever again necessary. 

f 
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DATE: CA3'S NO: --------------------- -------
We are trying to strengthen our services and see if we're helping 
those. ,,'ho seek our services. Plea se help us by fi l1ing out this 
questionnaire. 

J. How did you find out about ASC? 
to ASC? 

Or, who directed you to come 

2. 

3. 

q.. 

a. a counselor or advisor 
b. another social or 

community agency 

How long have you been receiving 

c. a friend 
do othe~ (s~ecify) ____________ _ 

service :'rom ASC? 

vO you feel that the service of ASC has helpF!d you? 
Yes No So~ewnat Don't know 

Did you get what you were lookine; for in terms of sCY'vice? 
Yes No Somewhat Don't '·-l"'.ow 

5. Vias your main reason for coming to ASC of a "seriol;s" nature? 
Yes No ----

6e Tht main reason(s) for your coming to ASC vms (were) relatc-d to 
a. school d. welfare - g. communi ty pro bletT1.s 
b. home e. children (yours) h. finances 1n general 
c. law f. a job ie other (Bpecl~y) -------

7. Bas€ld on your own experience wi th ASC, would you send anyone 
else for services? Yes No -----

8. Who would you send to ASC for service? 

9· 

a. my parents d. my children 
b. my blood Grothers and sisters e. anyone else who 
c. my' close friends needs help 

How many agencies have you contacted other than ASC conc61'ning 
the same reasons for you having come to ASC? 

a. before coming t? ASC b. since coming to ASC -----
10. If you needed help at a la.ter date, would you seek aid, coun~el 

or advice from ASC? Yes No 

11. 

If E£, why not? (Explain briefly) -----------
--~-------------------------

(If you are leaving ASC servic~) 
getting services from ASC? 

a. Problem baSically solved 
b. go:tnB to another agency 
Co leaving the area 

\~'hy will you no lonser be 

do ASC couldn't ~ ·lD me 
e. lIm tired of the hassle 
f. ot.her (specify) --------
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